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S ÏÏ M M A E Y
QiaiïioloneB exhibit both baoteriOBtatio and bactericidal 
act ions again at three strainB of Eeeheriohia coll (AO?CO 11229/1 
MJIB 8114 and 8583) # A earboxylio quinolone (î\f«*ethyl*^ 3*-*carboxy 
7‘-chlorO‘-4**quinolon0> "carboxyQ^O ie charaoterised by an abeolu 
requirement for grov/ing cello, to exert Ito antibacterial action 
It does not affect ouseeptible cello during lag phaoe vzhen the 
are not actively dividing* . Its effect on growth and viability 
noticed only after the control enters the logarithmic phase of 
growth and its action dlminieheo when the control approacheo 
otationary phase* Moreover, its action is completely antagonis 
under conditions where growth is prevented by withdrawal of an 
essential nutrient. If the essential nutrient is added to cell 
pre-inoubated in deficient medium with oarboxyQ, a period of 
induction is still required before any antibacterial effect of 
carboxyQ is observed. Inhibition of growth, e*g* by addition o 
chloramphenicol,, reduces the antibacterial action appreciably. 
Its activity is also proportional to the rate of growth.
A nonoarbozylic quinolone (l, 2-dime thy l-6-nitro-4*-quino 
*'nitroQ“) has been found to be more active against nongrowing c
It exerts an immediate action on susceptible cells in the lag p
. ■ ■ ■ ■ i-
and its activity is reduced when growth occurs. Its activity i
not affected by prevention of growth either by v/ithdrawal of ni 
gen source or by addition of chlorami^henicol. Activity of nitr 
is not proportional to the rate of growth. Hov/ever, the activi 
of nitroQ has been found to. depend on concurrent energy metabol
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3he antibacterial action of quinolonee 1 b  accompanied b 
appearance of long fllàmentous cells as Been mioroBCbpically a 
by meaeurement of the increaoe in average cell sise* At baete 
oida.1 conoentrationB, OTA eyn the Bis is preferentially inhibite 
compared with RIA and protein synthesie. The80 results indica 
"unbalanced growth" analogous to a variety of conditions v/hioh 
affect OTA eynthOBis# The close inter-relationship of qulnolo 
activity and 'DBA synthesis is further supported, by the observa 
that the thymine auxotroph, E. coll 8583, becomes independent 
thymine at the same time as it becomes resistant to carboxyQ* 
However, OTA synthesis is not the sole process affected by qui 
lone8# Both carboxyQ and nitroQ affect the respiration of B* 
11229 at bactericidal concentrations*
The action of quinolonee can be completely reversed by 
removal of drug which suggests that quinolones are not firmly 
bound to their sensitive site* Partial reversal can also be 
achieved by addition of precursors of 3DMA in the thymine 
auxotroph indicating that inhibition of D M  synthesis is the 
main if hot the sole and primary effect*
Resistance, to carboxyQ and nitroQ is developed by 
different mechanisms which adds weight to the division into 
carboxylic and noncarboxylic quinolones but does not necessari 
reflect any fundamental difference in the mode of action#
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The study of the Ëëohaniem of action of ant microbial drugs 4; 
has attracted the attention of many biologists eiAqe;the discqvery 
of penicillin^ This area of research has proved to have both 
fundamental and applied importance# The usé of these^ ^^ ;i^  
treatment of infeotiqus diseases has completely revolutionised T . 
medical practice and it is this aspect which is most important. _ _ 
However4 these studies have also been useful in uhooVering many ; 
aspects of cell growth and phÿsiolô^ vd4 Ch would not have been ; 7 
discovered otherwise# ; The selective action of antimicrobials has ■ 
led to m a ^  advshces in the field of comparative biochemi stry and 
phySiolc^r# r A large number of biologists have been :stu(^ihg tté 
mode of action of antimicrobials. The published; literature oh i 
the subject is very vast but many reviews héve appeared
1955; ' iomia & , '.qal#ÿ;i963^
In-.th.* fpqowing,p,fteéts--«i,; ^eeorite
briefly what is known at present about the mode of action of some ^7; 7 ' 7^ ; r * ■ r: ' “-i; ■" ,i I: T-x"- -x. x x '-v X;-;' - - - - 7 x' '
of the best known antimicrobial drugs. It is hot the aim to cover 
this topic in detail buii just to present euixideaTof how the differ­
ent types of antimicrobials act and what lines of have led to
the discovery of their mode of actionk In doing^ ^^ ^^ s^  ^I have taken x 
great help from the reviews of % l e  (1963) and Bewton (1965) snd , 
also from the proceedings of the sixteenth of the Society
for General Microbiology entitled bBiqchemiCal Studies of Anti-
A#
microbial Drugs" (1966). Hbwever^ individual references ere also 
cited in the text wherever appropriate.
Antimicrobial substances have been arbitrarily divided into
two groups®
1) The "antibiotics" which are produced by a living organism 
and which inhibit the growth and activity of other organisas.
2) The drugs which have been synthesised in the laboratory and 
which are also active against some types of living organisms*
Ho exact line can be drawn between the natural and synthetic 
groups okgi f phenol is included among the synthetic drugs although 
it is obtained frw coal tar» a natwal product » and some anti­
biotics like chloramphenicol can be synthesised in the laboratory* 
G*da (1966) has pointed out the questions to be wswered v&en 
studying the mode of action of an antimicrobial substances
1) Wm,t is the precise meohanism of the toxic action?
g) l%at is the site of action within the sensitive cell?
3) %$y is the action selective?
4) Vûmt is the relationship between the chemical structure of 
the drug and the chmaistry of the sensitive site?
5) By what mechanisms do normally sensitive cells become 
resistant to the toxic action?
In order to fully understand the mechanism of action of a drug 
all the above questions must be answered. This was not possible 
until the present advmcces in biochmistry» cytology and molecular 
biology* Even with the sophisticated experimental tools available 
to research workers it is not always eaiy to find the exact mode of 
action of an antimicrobial drug. This is due to the complexity of
th# gsQwih PX0CHBSS8 wi4 vfuriou* fuaofiqnai of tho
aell .0 that unlooo soffioiont Igxowloag* is ov*il»bl# .tout thorn* 
moohomlom* ao «dfsno*» oan h# mod# ia the etady of th*i^ 
inhihitoa*»
m Q  m m w m ÿ m »  . m w s
'  ' I t i ' lii »inn#i ' I «i # ™  t m i i l i i  i|l l  K lil l l i  ■ Éi ■'
ia of heavy natale» phanole» aoape, dy##* aulphananidas 
and iôoa dtlwr antdnetaWlltaa ara inélndad in thii gsodp. smtn 
of 'naxouxy» ' #r*#nia.», .antiiùdny, oopp#*' an* iaad'fot'-'by odnbining 
with aulphydfyl (~$H) groupa» arhioh ara aotlY* aitoa of ùany 
oaeymaa» and thno inaotivatè the anaym#*,. $hae# 4n)iymaO !toolnd* 
«ktodhpl dahydrogànaia» «niooinio dahyâroganaàO and p^ aphoglyOaxj|il*> 
dahyda dOhÿdrogOnhéa# 3he aOtion of thOiO agOntà; oan ha xatafaad 
hy adding an #%o*ao of conpoundâ oontaining -SB group (Sdldia»
3.94.D for naroury aàlts)* fhe aaita of heavy ma taie' atOp growth 
rathar than hill thé oflla* fhéii ooÈpownda have héon ùaad a« 
antiaàptios (aaroury aalta) and in traétttant of protozoal and 
BpirOohétal 'infaotiona' (or'Manio # d  *ntMOny' é#ta}ÿ
@ha Burfaoa aotirO' a#*nta hav* a lath# aotion' in' Oontraat 
with growth inhibition hy aalta of hanvy notala,'- 3hie groUp 
inoludâa phénolo» aoapa» ditarganta» halta of hona organiO aOida 
and a attàll group of haaio paptidaa aéd aminOa* 3hay mot hy 
lowaring tha întarfaoial tanaion ' ht the aurfKoa of thé" organiènà*' 
SoAa of the antihiotioa'-lihe" polyzyîicina '#10®' tmrf aO'É ' aOtiva
and oauaa death of oallà 'hÿ laakig*' of oall natérial'a,
A numhar of dyéa inhibit the growth of hâotari»» Shay
inoluda aoridinaa» Oryétàl 'Violât ' and/naiaohita ' graan* All theaa
.dy*a"ara haiio dyOa and it had hOah- àugga'étad that 'aoidio. groupa ' 
auoh aa phoaphatéâ .and toiohoio aoida' found on thO'-aurfaoa of 'gra* 
poaitiva haotaria hare -a atrong affinity for th#aa''-iy#a. ®h* 
haaioity Of dyaa héa 'haan found to hd-'di'raotly proportional to
5 *
their growth isihibltox7 l^vpperties (iMmWm# 1963) # The wctlou 
of prollsvln end ecrlilévin dyes’.3^,bëtn attributed to.:t^ l3?'.. 
Interaction with nucleic wolds# hsve Wen found to be
ineertéô into the DHA mqleouie PdlW
(inter C$1 wtion) (Wwm» l96l) # TW wot ion of tW##\.4yW ow be
entetgonised by e^ dition of nuoleotidoe end nuoWio $oid« (Mqllwein» 
1941)*
The Bulphonanidee arê the moot importent of the $ynthe%io 
d3?uee not only for çhemothirèpéutio purpoeee but el#o beoauee study 
of thedx mode of notion drew attention to metebolite en$loguee as 
ppisibie ehemotherwpeutic egçnte# Hide# (194^) w$# the first one 
to suggest the entim^’^dbPlite principle $# & rati<%#l epproeoh to 
resterch into ohenotherepy# Sulphonemide# ere ective egainst boih 
gram positite end gram negative bacteria# Woods (1940) first 
showed that aetien of eulphonamides can be reversed by p-amino- 
bensoio sold (PABA), which is an essential ^etabolite for, all 
susceptible organisms# The first known produot of PABA metabolism 
is folio acid#; an. essential growth factor fqr _ both micro-organisms 
and higher forms qf life# The folic acid moleoul# oontains 
resides of PABA» glutsmic #oid and ptsr^ine* Folic acid acts as 
a ooenaymo in reactions involving qne-carbon tra^fers# Such 
reactions oqour pit certain Steps in the bioi^tbefis of a number of 
amino-aoids (methioninef Séâne» etc.), purin# ribotides» ttymidine 
and, in some organisms, v i t e m P # t o t l m » n i o  acid# Sulphona- 
mides» therefore# attadfe the synthetic processes of the organism at 
many point# #im#tsnequsly# Th# Insensitivity of mammalian cells
is attributed to tlxeir absolute requirement for preformed folio 
aoid:as they are unable to synthesise it from its precursors.
In tho sensitive organisms the synthesis; of folic acid is inhibited 
dûè to antagohiam between siilphonamides and PABA. Some of the 
sensitive parasités can utilise preformed folic acid like their 
hoots, while others are unable to utilise an external source of 
folic acid presumably due to permeability barrier. It is only in 
the latter case that sulphohamides can be successfully used in 
chemotherapy.
The discovery of the mode of action of sulphonamides led to 
the7study of many compounds as analogues of other essential 
metabolites but the reversal, of their action by addition of the 
natural metabolites has not been demonstrated in all oases*
‘v;
I •
ANTIBIOTICS
Antibiotioe are defined ae compounds which are produced hy a 
living organism and inhibit the growth and activity of another 
living organism. The antibiotics may be selectively toxic to a 
variable range of organisms without doing any harm to others.
This property makes the antibiotics useful in chemotherapy where 
they are active against the parasite but not the host cells. The 
unique structural and metabolic organisation of micro-organisms» 
particularly bacteria, as opposed to higher forms of life makes 
them susceptible to a number of antibiotics which are not active 
against the host cells. The selective action reflects fundamental 
differences in biochemistry and physiology of various forms of life. 
Antibiotics, with the possible exception of surface active anti­
biotics, have been found to be active only against growing cells.
The discovery of many antibiotics affecting various sensitive 
sites in the cells has provided the chemist the basic clues about 
the drug acceptors in the sensitive cells and the essential reactions 
one should aim to block. The detailed study of the sensitive 
processes has also led to the discovery of many reactions involved 
in biosynthetic pathways which were not known before.
The problem of mode of action of an antimicrobial compound is 
usually approached in two ways:
l) To find a substance which when added to the sensitive cells in 
presence of the drug will bring about a reversal of drug action. 
The most typical example is that of sulphonamides and p-amino- 
benzoio acid. This apxxroaoh is not usually successful although
the clue to the action of aotinoirycin came from the 
observation that its action oan be reversed by addition of 
OTA to the test system (ïCirk, i960)*
2) To study the effect of drug on the various plxysiologioal 
and biochemical processes which occur between the uptake of 
the nutrients and their eventual elaboration into cell 
material and the processes which are responsible for mainten­
ance of cell integerity.
The antibiotics have been classified according to their effect 
on the following processes although this olassifioation is not 
absolute since an antibiotic oan be transferred from one group to 
another as the knowledge about its mode of action increases*
1) OTugs affecting cell v/all synthesis*
2) Drugs affecting synthesis, permeability and integerity of
membranes*
3) Drugs affecting energy generating and energy coupling 
reactions*
4) Drugs affecting protein synthesis*
5) Drugs affecting nucleic acids synthesis and function*
9.
PrUft'B affeo-bina cell wall /s.YtitheBis '
The habterial bell wall is the rigid component whioh protects 
the bè 11 against osmotic shock # The bell wall can: he removed from 
the rest of the cell, leaving the protoplast# which can perform all 
the fuhctibns of the cell .in an osmotioallij^ stable medium* If the 
protoplasts are suspended in a hypotonio solution, they immediately 
undergo iysis* Thus it is the cell wall tliat gives osmotic 
stability to the bell.
; The composition of isolated cell walls has been, extensively 
studied and has revealed several oomppunds peculiar to baoterial 
cell y/alla. •Murein sàcoùluaV is a new term introduced by Weidel 
étnd iPelser (1964) to denote the giant ynoXeoule of mucbpeptide 
which determines the shape of the bacterial cb11, *Kurein* br
•mucopeptide’ are names given to the polymer of which the mure in 
sacoulus is built./ Thé following ohcmioal constituents appear 
regularly in bacterial ce 11 wall and are now known to be .those7 of - 
murein (Weidel and Pblaer, 1964):
1) Mur ami c acid and glucosamine.
All bacterial cell Walls contain these two;amihosugafs.
Muramic acid is a 3-barboxyéthyl derivative of giucoeatnine*^ '^^  ^ ' 
Both these sugars are found as their H-aoetyl derivatives in 
the cell wall. i,
2) 2, 6-Diaminopimelio acid (DAB) and lysine 'as - alternative' : -
: oonetitùents. ' ''''y;'-}:/'.:'.-,. /
Baciîeria^dontàin eitheiï? lysine or DAP* Lysine always occurs 
as i-isomer while BAP can occur as LL-, or raeeo^ , or .ip-DAP,
G lü ta r n lc  a o id  i n P r o o n f  i s  &m . im v a r ia b le  raua?ein ■ -
4) 1 - : : J '
-, Both isomero Oqpur [together Ih I ; 1 '■ / %;/
5) ;inilno aoids not yet to he^dla^élfied as mhreihi'oqh^ti^ %v{%'
/^ Some; ainino aolds like ;glyolhe mïd^serine hew tound ih:: \
oioee ’ association with jmrèin\hut whether^  thë^ Fs areŸ^ i ; : ; " '. '
to intact murein sadpulns or, hdt iq hotT k h ^ v m ^ - ^
' B-acetyl mua^ miiic aoid.,( ad%);i /,ahd E-acetÿii/kïhcosamine . (ac^E).^;-'--;r ' • Vv.; 
are linked- through:g 6-giyoosidio lir^ age. >5(^ 110 reciting, di-;y;^:;;; > I 
sadoharidq suhwiits are linlted tWbugh {g^ ^4»^ 'linkage-,/'  ^:;
to form the hp'OWohe of tiie. mnrein#: ! . are^  :attached'tq:;-A/;g^  
the. .aoMA part of the baokhohe # %  a ^ topical grem-h^ g^ :^  tive bacteriiisir .
lake/ Bscherichia Coli theÿ :oonsist^  of /h-^Aleig : #401%g meso-b# and t . " :// 
B-Alaë The BAP, of ^ one chdin forgs qross^link m  ' /:r
’ D-Ala Of ahother chain* , In ^tapW l^00ocous an#ens^  a gram ''positive ''/-/t/^; 
baoterimig ' BAP ^ is repladb'd/^ Y' LT%8:\ahd/ tEe';:drps of _ ;j>// - /'
pentaglycine (Park,' 1966)t,T\/-Eoweyer^ "/iimrew^ ^^ ^^  ' '/'-/: ,' /"-
negatives _ #e nhiform in -_cbi#ositi'%;ah'd/'strh^  -//.t" "
, of gram-pqsitiyee arei more varied in ;comBositi^  ^  ^; v;
to tWee apart ■ dqW to; W  leYel/i{^ idel/ 19S>|);*, • ;
/// In ad'ditiêh/'to' - wroingiy haotefialvpfll",wall/contains ^ other / - /:
polymers/iilçe/lipdÿroteinsg li^  / ' :// - - ,/'-
poly sab char ides. ■ The walls of grmi positives have been found/ tq^^^ ;:/
■' oontain .another/olasstbf /polymerbg//the/::.aoids!!p '-which' are'/;
composed of ribitol (or glycerol); residues joined by phosphate and . 
substituted by glùoosÿl or aoGH residues and ester linked B-Ala.
The lipoproteins and lipopolyeacoha-rides of gram negative bacteria 
constitute a high ..proportion of the total weight, of the pell wall 
(Weidel and Pelserg I964),
A number of antibiotics affecting cell nmll synthesis by 
impairment of mure in synthesis are known at present# Their 
actions have pertain features iii common (Gale$ 1963)@ 
i) Growing cultures are .killed in, présahoe of antibiotic but the 
drug is without effect on .viability, of nongrowing cells#
2} Growth of sensitive organisms in the presenoe of antibiotic and 
a npn-penotrdting solute (e#g# sucrose) at a concentration 
sufficient to balance the internal pressure of the organism, 
gives rise to the deyolppment of osmotically sensitive forms 
or spheroplastS*
3) Growth of Staphylococcus aureus in presence of the antibiotic. 
leads to accumulation within the cells of "Park Euoleotidos" 
.(uridine diphosphate de3?iva.tiyes of îf-aoetyl*-muramyl ponta- 
peptide)# , Host of the antibiotics have been tested only 
against Gtaph. aureus but penicillin has been, shown to cause 
accumulation in certain laotpbaoilli and streptococci - 
(Stromingerg 1957)3 while vancomycin causes large accumulations 
in Bacillus megaterium. B# 'subtilise, B* oereuso Garoina lutea«
«.u9« T u .i .a i  IIV#I «aTa^«J#.i-rrF\i-CTef?^j»7sW Jff#iir.c^.gy»gcag ^  » *Mgj,;e *
Hiorooooous lysbdéiktidus. Streptococcus faeoalls and Btaph#
(Eeyno%; 1966). . .
4), Inoorporatioii; of giycirie and glutaniio acid into mucopep'fcide
fraction is inhibited. ’ - .
#Mure in and proteins àx^èsynthesiKéd by different mechanisms, 
Gaie and Folkes, (1955 ^  and b) have shown that the overall ; 
inoofpora-tion of ^^G-glutamate of glycine involves steps'
sensitive to both penicillin or chloramphenicol. : The steps 
leading to murein are inhibited by penicillin while those 
leading to protein are inhibited by chloramphenicol.
5) Growth of cells in presenoe of the antibiotiq results in
progressive damage to the membrane. This'damage is reflected 
in progressive impairment of the mechanisms required for 
aminoacid accumulation, orypticity (the condition in which an 
impermeable surface structure prevents intracellular enzymes / 
from acting on external substrates):and ability to retain 
cell components of small molecular weight e.g. aminoaoids, 
purines and pyrimidines etc. These effects not observed 
in non^growing cells* Addition of chloramphenicol which 
inhibits protein synthesis in growing cells prevents the 
above, effects on the membrane. .
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FIGÏÏH33 l's : ByïitbëBÏe of murein i n Staph, - aureuia. / :(aïter:/P^lc^ ï$ù
Héoently* (i960) has summarised the «Tidance for the 
eyntheaie of murein in Staph, aureus» These reaotione axe 
himwriàèd in Figure 1. First a series of reactions within the 
cell lead to the formation of muxein pxeouxsoxs, Parfc nucleotides, 
which axe uxidine-diphosphate-E-aaetyl-iKursmyl pentspeptide# These 
nucleotide# axe - then attached to the membrane hy an unknown phospho­
lipid carrier whose phosphate accepts phospho-EaAG-iauramyl pcnta-* 
peptide (P^P bond) with the release of uridine monophosphate. ïïext 
K-AC-giuoOsamine is transferred from ïïBP-H-ÀC-gluçosamine to the 
membrane bound phospholipid‘-P-P*^ 2T-*A0-ittura^ yl-^ pentapeptide with the 
formation of a dieacoharide and release of TOP (transglycosylation 
reaction). Then a pentaglyoini residue is attached to the lysine 
residue of the disaeohsxide pentapeptide. This muropêptide (di^ 
oaoohaxide-pentapeptide-^pentaglyoine) is transferred from the lipid 
carrier to an acceptor (presumably a growing olig<muropeptlde chain) 
with the release of inorganic phosphate and phospholipid carrier 
which is free to oyele again* Finally in the polymerising reaotion, 
orosslihking of adjacent chains of oligomuropeptidee takes place by a 
tranepsptidation reaction linking the penultimate 3Mü.anine to the 
free aminogroup of glycine in the neighbouring peptide chain with the 
release of the terminal alanine*
Reynolds (1966) has suggested that aeoumulatlon of the "PaXk 
nuolsotides" could result from inhibition of a number of pr#eesses$
1. Inhibition of the postulated trensglycosylation reaction#
2. Inhibition of thé transport procecs or processes*
3» Inhibition of the synthèsii or function of the acceptor 
aoleoulêé
4# interference with the cynthoeia or ftmotioh of thé proto-^
' p la s t  membrane in ' ,g e n e ra l*'
A number of antibiotios beeidee penicillin ere known to effect
Mil. w(»ll #  Bom# |^ib ,jbMitfapl*»» ir.npow9in,
jO-oyolpBBrlM; .wA, .riB.#.QOBtin# . .#4#* foitl'bio'tiQB
with th. 9*p.Bption pf pBi^ipillln .B^ «r# MBumfi to
havB ,^i##rp%t #pnBl#VB BitfB. cell
wall ie 80 oomplex that t^pp patlÿiiotloB opn ii^lhlt apyone of the 
severpl ptepa in hioeyntlMBiB of oell wal% .a^ t^s it ip wepy 
diffionlt to pj^ptly Jpfinp tto, Bpnaitiye piU* 3-oypipp#r#e is 
the only antihiptio whioh ie hnom to pot pp. an analogue of D-alanine. 
It inhihitB tr/o enpypep, nppe^ .^aMipp. ..xpp  ^ fhioh oonpertp 1- 
alpnine. to 3-#aninp apd 1H|lanyl-lH4®infi VRthptpm#,. whioh 
oatalypea l^ e. .pynttepip of dippptige, . D-pyplppprine. dope not affeot 
the addition of dipeptide to thp inpopplpt# uridine nupleotide peptide 
(stromlngep, sito aiad Slttenn, 19^0| Kenhaue pnd lyn I962). Its 
potion Pan he retereed by addition of IMüanine to the medium 
(Strpminger, T ^ n n  and Soot, 1959),
Ppnieillitt ie one of the moat ep:tenpiwely p ^ i e d  pntihiotioB. 
Although it wap known that penieillin produoep all the effeota due to
i
inUbition of oell wall aynthpaia, the epcaot aenPitive ai te waa un-
known ^ tjl reoehtly# Win# and (I96g) found $he presenoe of 
excess i^mine end a Mgher oontent of free sttino groups of glyoine 
in penioillin treated oell#* They suggest that cross linking of 
murein is not completed in presenie of penicillin* They eonoluded 
that pexfcillin inhibits the transpeptidation reaction which is
essential for oroes linking rauoopeptide chains. Cephalosporins 
have been Shown to have the same mechanism of action as penicillin# 
Like penicillin, bacitracin, vancomycin, novobiocin and ristocetin 
have all been shovm to cause accumulation of Park nucleotidesa 
Reynolds (1966) lias given a survey of what is knovm about the action 
of these antibiotics. Unlike penicillin there are varied reports 
about the sensitivities of the protoplasts in an osmotioally stable 
medium* Vancomycin has been shown to affect both oell wall synthesis 
and membrane function# Its action varieê with different organisms 
and it may have more than one sensitive site in the same organism.
It binds irreversibly and immediately to the sensitive sites. Whole 
cells are not protected in hypertonic solutions while protoplasts are 
not affected at all* Histocetin seems to have a similar mode of 
action. Bacitracin appears to have a similar action to vancomycin 
but differs in some respects. Cells treated with bacitracin in 
buffer at 0^ or in growth medium at 37^s can synthesize ^  -galaoto- 
sidase when incubated subsequently in absence of antibiotic whereas 
vancomycin treated cells cannot. Moreover, bacitracin treated cells 
recover more rapidly than vancomycin treated cells. These three 
antibiotics namely, vancomycin, ristocetin and bacitracin have been 
fouild to inhibit the transfer of disacoharide pentapeptide from 
phospholipid carrier to acceptor. The result is incomplete oligo- 
muropeptide (devoid of glycine.)
16.
Brtigs affecting membrane synthesis
Vanoomycin, bacitracin and novobiocin not only affeot cell wall 
synthesis but are also active in other sites* There have been 
Conflicting reports about the effect of vanoonyoin, bacitracin and 
novobiocin on the membrane. Hanoock and Fitz-James (1964) reported 
that vanconycin and bacitracin inhibit the growth of protoplasts of 
Bacillus megaterium. Reynolds (1966), however, reported that 
growth and uptake of amino acids by whole cells was inhibited while 
protoplasts were relatively unaffected. Jordan (1965) has found 
that in protoplasts of Staphylococcus aureus treated with vancomycin,
30
incorporation of P " into membrane fractions is inhibited 80% after 
30 minutes whereas 100% inhibition of incorporation of glycine into 
mucopeptide of whole colls is observed within 54 seconds of addition 
of antibiotic. This suggests that both coll wall and membrane 
synthesis are affected. The former is inhibited more rapidly and 
completelyi
Ristocetin, like vancomycin, inhibits the growth of Bacillus 
megateriim (Shookman and Larapon, I962); Bacitracin's effects on 
protoplasts arc as controversial as with vancomyoiui Reynolds
(1966) has reported the same effects on whole cells and protoplasts 
of B.rae gat or ium as reported for Staphylococcus aureus and vancomycin 
i.e., amino acid incorporation in whole oells was immediately and 
strongly inhibited while in protoplasts no effect was observed up 
to two hours.
Drugs affecting membrane funotion
The membrane is an important structure of the microbial cell 
and various functions are attributed to it. The first and the 
most important is the protection afforded to the cell by maintenance 
of an osmotic barrier whioh prevents the intracellular metabolites 
leaking out into hypotonic media. Besides this it is also thought 
to be the site of specific proteins (permeases) whioh control the 
active transport of amino aoids and sugars into the cell (Cohen and 
Monod, 1957)* It may also be the site of electron transport 
(oxidative phosphorylation) (Mitchell and Moyle, 1956) and cell wall 
synthesis in bacteria and may be involved in protein synthesis 
(Butler, Godson and Hunter, I96I). The membrane is mainly composed 
of phospholipid, protein and some carbohydrate. Due to the import­
ance of the membrane to the integer!ty of the cell, any antibiotic 
affecting the membrane function may be lethal to the oell.
These antibiotics can be divided into two groups)
1) Qyolic peptide, antibiotics
This group includes tyrocidin, gramicidin' §, and the polymyxins. 
Tyrooidin acts as a surface active agent and destroys the osmotic 
barrier of the membrane, releasing amino acids, phosphates, purines, 
pyrimidines, phosphate esters etc, into the surrounding medium 
(ïïotckiss, 1944? Gale and Taylor, 1947? Eewton, 1953)* Gramicidin S 
is similar to tyrocidin but in addition acts as an uncoupler of 
oxidative phosphorylation (Brodie and Gray, 1956). Polymyxins also 
affect the cell membrane as shov/n by leakage of small molecular 
v/eight compounds (Hotokiss, 1946).
JLU»
2)
This group of antibiotioe is characterised by their highly 
selective action on fungal membranes* hempen (I966) has reviewed 
the effect of polyene antibiotics on functions of fungal membrane* 
These antibiotics cause leakage of small molecular weight substances 
like carboxylio aoids, phosphate esters, inorganic phosphates and 
K* ion from sensitive cells. The specific site of polyene action 
is attributed to their interaction with sterols of the fungal 
membranes. This accounts for their selective action towards fungi.
It has been suggested that polyenes cause a reorientation of the 
sterol in the membrane and thus alter cell permeability sufficiently 
to kill the cells (Pemel, Iran Deenen and Kinsky, I965).
.Besides these antibiotics, novobiocin also affects the integerity 
of the bacterial membrane as shown by the release of materials 
absorbing at 260 iip and changes caused in a mutant oryptio for 
galactosidaee (Brook and Brock, 1959)* This is one of the many 
effects produced by this antibiotic and may not be the main lethal 
event. Streptomycin also causes a cliange in permeability of the 
membrane as revealed by an efflux of potassium ions in presenoe of 
streptomycin (Dubin and Davis, 196I; Dubin, Hancock and Davis, I963).
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Drugs affecting energy metabolism
There are very fev/ agents knovm whioh selectively interfere 
with energy metabolism of different organisms, Antiiïyoin A is an
antifungal agent v/hioh inhibits the transport of electrons aoross 
the respiratory chain (Ohance and Williams, 1956)s However, it is 
toxic for maininaiian cells also so tîiat it can be used as a research 
tool only. Gramicidin acts as on unooupler of oxidative phospho­
rylation (Brodie and Gray, 1956)# Moor© and Pressman (I964) liave 
obtained similar results fox* valinomycin.
Grant (1966) has suggested that although there ax*e basic 
similarities between energy yielding reactions of the host and 
parasite, the biochemical diversity may be expressed in several weys, 
There may be differences in rates of enzyme action, l&izyme variants 
(isoonsymes) may exhibit different affinities for allosterio and 
other inhibitors. There are also variations in tho structural 
organisation and enzyme distribution v/hioh affect selective pene­
tration and absorption of drug# These differences might provide 
some possibility of selective inhibition of energy yielding 
reactions*
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tottge affeo-bing protein synthesis
Protein synthesis is a highly oomplex phenomenon and extensive 
research has been carried out to determine the sequence of events 
occurring during its operation* The mechanism of protein synthesis, 
as knovm today (Ingram, 1965) is briefly as follovm* Proteins are 
built from amino acids units linked by peptide bonds. The OTA of 
the cell carries the genetic information for the sequenoe of amino 
acids in a protein chain. It does so in tiie form of a linear 
sequence of bases (adenine, tliyiuine, guanine and cytosine). Bach 
amino acid is coded by three bases (triplets) in the 3HA. The base 
sequence coded in 3DEA is copied in a oomplementaxy fashion by 
messenger OTA (mOTA). This process is called the transcription 
process. (The base thymine is replaced by uracil in OTA). The 
mOTA is then carried to the site of protein synthesis, the ribosomes. 
Ribosomes are ribonuoleoprotein particles of variable size depending 
on Mg'’* ion concentration. At *01M Mg* ^  concentration, most of 
ribosomes sediment at 80 or 100 Svedberg units (lOOB and 80S particles). 
As ion concentration decreases lOOB particles dissociate into 70S
and 70s are further dissociated into 50S and 30S particles. Protein 
synthesis takes place in 70S or larger particles but not in smaller 
particles. The ribosomes take part in protein synthesis in the form 
of chains called polysomes. The amino aoids synthesized in the oell 
are first activated by conversion to a reactive amino acid adenylate 
in the presence of ATP and a specific enzyme with the release of 
inorganic pyrophosphate. The activated amino acids are then attached 
to another species of REA, the soluble or transfer REA (sOTA or tOTA).
The sOTA has a otein length of about 100-200 nuolGotideo v/ith one 
specific site for attachment to activated amino acid end another 
specifio reoOignition site for triplet code in mREA,. Tho product 
of reaction hotweon activated amino acid and sIlEA is called amino-^ 
aoyl“sHEÂ» The amino acyl-sHM then passes to the ribosomes where 
under the control of a specific mHEA, the amino acid residues are 
assembled in specific sequence and peptide bonds are formed. The 
sHEA is thon released and is free to cycle again#
The mechanism of protein synthesis as outlined above is a very 
complex process and is liable to interference by antimicrobials at 
a number of points* Antibiotics affecting protein synthesis have 
been extensively studied because their mode of action illuminates 
the meclimiism of protein synthesis. The possible sitos of inhibit­
ion of protein synthesis are summarised in Figure 2.
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i* ChloramphenicoX
Chloramphenicol inhibits the growth of blue-green algae and 
most gram positive and gram negative bacteria but has no activity 
against fungi, yeasts and some protozoa. Mammalian cells are 
affected only at high concentrations and after prolonged contact.
Chloramphenicol was found to inhibit protein synthesis (Gale 
and Folkes, 1953) v/hile DNA and HEA synthesis continued. Cîilorara- 
phenicol does not affect activation of amino acids (DeMoss and Eovelli, 
1956), the transfer of amino acids to sKEA (Lacks and Gros, 1959) or 
the binding of sOTA to ribosomes (Traut and Munro, I9645 Gannon,
Krug and Gilbert, 1963) but it does block the transfer of amino acids 
from sREA to ribosomes (Eathans and Lipman, I96I5 Eendi and Ochoa, 
1962). Since chloramphenicol is not aotive in mammalian protein 
synthesizing cell free systems this process must differ from that 
employed in bacteria. Gale and Folkes (1953) first showed that 
there is an increase in the rate of REA accumulation due to chloram­
phenicol but that OTA synthesis is not significantly affected.
Evidence has been presented in support of precursors of rREA 
(Eeidhard and Gros, 1957? Kurland and Maal/^e, 1962) and of mHHA 
(Hahn and Wolfe, I961) as the form of REA that accumulates. The 
accumulation of REA in presence of chloramphenicol is partly due to 
increased rate of synthesis of rREA and partly due to the protection 
of raREA from decay which follows normal mREA detachment from ribosomes 
(Vazquez, 1966a). In oell free systems chloramphenicol binds to 
bacterial ribosomes or to the subunit but not to the 308 subunit 
or other fraction or component of the cell (Vazquez, 1964)* By 
binding to the bacterial ribosomes, chloramphenicol might inhibit
protein eynthesis at a number of steps including: (l) formation
of the m-REA-ribosome-amino-acyl-sOTA ccsnplex, (s) growth of the 
peptide, (3) detachment of peptide (Vazquez, 1966^ .- It is now 
believed that chloramphenicol blocks protein synthesis by preventing 
growth of the peptide on the ribosome (Julian, 19&5)#
A number of antibiotics of macrolide, linoomyoin and strepto- 
gramin families are also inhibitors of protein synthesis and have a 
mode of action similar to chloramphenicol. Streptogramin B group, 
however, does not prevent binding of chloramphenicol to ^ 0 B  ribosomes 
and it can be concluded that they have a different site of action 
(Vazquez, 1966b),
2# Tetracyclines
Tetracycline antibiotics are broad spectrum antimicrobial 
agents and occupy an important place among the chemotherapeutic 
antimicrobial drugs# They produce a variety of effects on 
susceptible bacteria and many of these result from their binding 
to metallic ions and thus attaching to their sensitive sites.
The specific inhibition of protein biosynthesis by the tetra­
cyclines seems to be responsible for their bacteriostatic 
properties (Franklin, 1966), Franklin also suggests that although 
the precise site of inhibition is not known the tetracyclines 
interfere with a reaction or reactions at the ribosomal level 
leading to the formation of peptide bond, Vazquez and Monro
(1967) suggest that there are two binding sites of amino acyl tEHA 
to the ribosomes; one portion of tHEA molecule interacts with 308 
subunit plus template and another portion reacts with $08 subunit. 
By study of tetracycline inhibition of various synthetic tEEAs such 
as polyphenyl-tEEA, these authors concluded that tetracyclines 
combine with ribosomes in such a way as to obstruct one of tîie two 
sites for the binding of amino acyl tKEA,
o3- Sïïsaz:^
Puromycin le a broad spectrum antibiotic and is active Against 
Diammalian, protozoal and bacterial cells, Due to its toxicity to 
mammalian systeim it is not important in chemotherapy but has been 
used in research as a specific and reversible inhibitor of protein 
synthesis. It was first shown by Greaser (1955) to inhibit 
induced enzyme synthesis. Later it was found that puromyoin 
inhibits protein synthesis without affecting BEA or OTA synthesis. 
Tarmolinski and de la ïîaba (1959) first proposed that due to 
structural similarities, puromycin might act as analogue of the 
adenosine end of amino acyl tMïA, Nathans, Eotani, Bohwartz and 
joinder (1962) suggested that puromyoin substitutes for the incoming 
amino aoyl tOTA at the ribosome and forms a peptide link between 
the terminal carboxyl group of the incomplete peptide diain and the 
amino group of the puromyoin. Chloramphenicol inhibits puromycin 
action (Nathans^ 1964) by blocking peptide bond formation;
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4# Streptomycin
Streptomycin produces a wide variety of effects on sensitive
cells and its real mode of action v/as not clear until recently.
Streptomycin initiates a sequence of events whioh have been
described by Brook (1966) as follows)
1) There is almost an instantaneous binding of streptomycin to 
the cells. The antibiotic is preferentially attached to the 
ribosomes both in vivo and in vitro in Bacillus megaterium 
(Hanoock, 19&2)* Escherichia coli also binds streptomycin 
in vitro (Brook, 196g) but no in vivo studies have been done 
with this organism.
2) Another early effect is the induction of efflux of potassium 
ions in both Escherichia coli (bubin and Bavis, 196I3 Bubin, 
Hancock and Davis, 1963) and in Bacillus megaterium (Hancock, 
1964)* This is attributed to a change in permeability of the 
membrane.
3) The next effect is inhibition of protein synthesis followed 
closely by loss of viability# REA synthesis continues during 
this time (Dubin, Hancock and Davis, I963).
4) All the other effects seen in streptomycin treated cells later 
than the inhibition of protein synthesis are cell death, 
metabolite leakage, increased permeability to /3-galaotosides, 
marked increase in ability to bind streptomycin, degradation of 
REA and excretion of nucleotides, and the impairment of respir­
ation (Dubin et al, 19631 Dubin and Davis, I962; IVhite and 
Flaks, 1962).
* I •
The mechanism of protein synthesis as known at present was 
summarised earlier. Hov/ever, in view of the mechanism of action 
of streptomycin (misreading of the mHNA), further details are 
presented here (Maalj^e and Kjeldgard, 1966). The specificity of 
the incorporation of an amino acid into a protein is determined 
through the recognition of a nucleotide sequence (anti-codon) of 
the sRHA by a specific nucleotide sequence (codon) of the mENA or 
a polynucleotide* Under a given set of conditions, the precise 
amino acid incorporated is uniquely determined by the sequence of 
nucleotides in mREA* The above hypothesis was given experimental 
proof through the brilliant work of Eirenberg and Matthaei in I96I, 
who devised a method for polypeptide synthesis in cell free system 
using synthetic polynucleotides* These workers also found that a 
high molecular weight polyribonucleotide containing only uracil 
(polyU) stimulated amino acid incorporation but only that of 
phenylalanine in presence of phenylalanine oHEA under appropriate 
conditions* From this result, assuming the validity of a triplet 
code, Eirenberg and Matthaei deduced that the code for phenylalanine 
at the mOTA level is UUÜ# Since their original discovery, elaborate 
experiments in the laboratories of Eirenberg and Ochoa have led to 
the determination of the genetic code for all the commonly occurring 
amino acids* It lias been found that some amino aoids have more than 
one group of code letters. This has been called the degoneraoy in 
coding which means that there may be several codons each of whioh 
specifies a different sREA which contains the same amino acid, A 
single nucleotide change can result ins l) à new asnino acid beang 
inserted instead of the old; 2) no amino acid being inserted at all
(a nonsense mutation); or 3) the same amino acid being inserted, 
depending on the nature of the code, the nature of mutation, the 
extent of degeneracy, and the availability in the cell of a sREA 
possessing the appropriate anti-codon for this new codon*
It is now generally believed that streptomycin causes mis­
reading of mREA and thus introduces ambiguities in the proteins 
synthesized# All the other effects produced by streptomycin are 
explicable on this basis (Brook, 1966), The exact mechanism of 
how the ambiguities are introduced is not clear as yet. It has 
been suggested (Davies, I964) that attached mRNA blocks the attach­
ment of streptomycin to the ribosomes. The studies of Flalcs, Cox 
and Vi/hite (1962) also suggest that one molecule of streptonycin 
binds to each ribosome* These and similar studies, together with 
the finding that it is the 308 subunit of ribosome which imparts 
resistance to streptomycin (‘.Davies, 1964)? have led to the hypo­
thesis that streptomjrcin acts by altering the configuration of the 
30s subunit, leading to errors in codon-anticodon recognition and 
thus introduces ambiguities in the protein synthesizing system; 
However, the binding of streptomycin to 3OS ribosomes has not been 
shown directly, Btreptoiïiyoin does not inhibit peptide bond 
formation but merely leads to the insertion of the wrong amino acid 
(Brook, 1966), Brock (1966) has also suggested that the effect of 
streptomycin on viability and growth of the cells may be due to 
induction of the synthesis of faulty proteins, IVhen a sufficiently 
large amount of such proteins have accumulated, growth could no 
longer occur efficiently and oell division would slowly cease. The 
secondary effects of streptomycin (permeability alterations,
impairment of respiration, REA degradation) might also arise from 
tho miscoding induced by streptomycin? since it is conceivable that 
faulty proteins in various cellular structures such as membranes, 
ribosomes and electron-transport particles could lead to their 
malfunction# The killing induced by streptomycin may not be due 
to the production of faulty proteins as suggested by Gorini and 
ICataja (1964) who have shown that as much as 50-80% inactive protein 
can be formed without detectable killing* The killing induced by 
streptomycin might thus bo an additional aspect of the antibiotic 
activity? perhaps resulting from the irreversible binding of 
streptomycin to the ribosomes (Brock? I966)*
Drugs affooting nucleio'acid synthesis and function
Nucleic acids of a living cell perform tv/o most important 
functions in its life pro cesses; The first one is the transfer 
of genetic information from one generation to the other performed 
by the deoxyribonucleic acid (OTA) * The second is the transfer of 
this information from OTA to the cell for controlled synthesis of 
specified proteins and other vital functions performed by ribonucleic 
acid (REA). The subject of nucleic acid synthesis and function is 
being actively studied. The following brief summea^y of what is 
known about these processes at present has been derived from the 
monographs on Control of Maoromoleoular Synthesis'^ by 0, Eaal^e 
and E.0. ÏCjeldgard (1966), and on "The Biosynthesis of Bîacromolecules" 
by 1T#M* Ingram (1965);
The information necessary to specify the protein structure is 
thought to reside in the sequence of the four different bases in OTA 
(adenine, guanine, cytosine and tliymine)# The amino acid sequence 
of any protein is coded for in a sector of OTA, point for point, by 
its base sequence; The base sequence in the BEÂ molecule is 
replicated exactly every time a cell divides and this ensures genetic 
continuity* Any change in the base sequence spontaneously or due to 
an external influence may result in a mutation* In the transcription 
process the information contained in BHA is transferred to messenger 
OTA (mOTA) * It is also an exact proooss in the sense that OTA 
nucleotide sequence is reflected in the base sequence of mOTA (the 
base uracil replaces tliymine in OTA)* The information coded in mOTA 
is then carried to the site of protein synthesis, the polyribosomes;
The 3)NA moleoùle Is'a .double helibal structure with two . - •.v ,
intertwined oomplementary and antiparallel deoxynucleotide chains*
' The oomplementdry structure is maintained by complement base pairs 
adenine/tl%^mine and guanihe/oytpsine v/hioh are held together by 
hydrogen bonds* .In the réplication process the two OTA strands 
separate and a Complementary copy of ne\? OTA is synthesized on.each 
of the two separate parent strands so that the new OTA molecule 
• consists of one old'and one new strand* This mode of replication 
is called sèmiconservàtiye and was first demonstrated by Mesolson 
and Stahl (1958). Escheribhia coli cells wore grown for several
generations in "heavy" medium containing as the sole source
^ ' . - 'h.. " . \ ' ' \ ' 14 ^  : . -
of nitrogen*. After-transfer? to "light" ( E) mediuni? aliquots of
cells were removed àt intervals and the PEA was analysed for specific
. density by centrifugation in a oesitun chloride gradient* It was
, observed that? during the first generation of growth after transfer?
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heavy ( , E) OTA-was gradually replaced by half-heavy ( *E)
BEA# The quantity of halfrhesivy OTA present at the end of the first
generation persisted in, subsequent generations during whioh light '
1/Î
( '*'E- E) BEA accumulated. By density gradient centrifugation of - 
/ heated? single-stranded. PEA? .it. was . shown that the half-heavy? or.
h^jbrid? PEA molecules always contained one heavy and one light 
' strand. Kornberg and his,associates have worked out the conditions 
, for PEA synthesis' in vitro* An enzyme has been,isolated and 
purified from .13* . coli, . the PEA^decendent PEA polymerase. This 
enzyme in presence :of . a PEA primer and the four deôxÿnuoleotides 
, dATP? dGTP? dOTP a^d dTTl? and Mg' y sÿnthesises new PEA with the - , - . 
simultaneous liberation,of-inorganic pyrophosphate. The base
sequence of newly formed OTA corresponds exactly to that of primer. 
However, the in vivo and in vitro OTA syntheses differ in processes 
initiating OTA synthesis. In vitro synthesis can probably begin 
wherever the proper free end group presents itself but in vivo 
initiation seems to be a very special process v/hich probably can 
occur only at a single specific site on a DHA molecule. Auto­
radiographs published by Cairns (1963) have shown continuous tracks 
of 1000 - 1200 yu long labelled OTA from E.ooli cells# #his 
enormously long OTA "moleoule" is usually Y-shaped and the labelling 
indicates that the fork of the Y actually represents the "growing 
point" at which replication occurs. Meaelson and Stahl (1958) in 
their studies of the semiconservative mechanism of OTA replication, 
showed that no light OTA appears until almost all the original heavy 
OTA had been transformed into hybrid OTA. CDhese observations imply 
that successive rounds of replication are initiated at the same point 
on the bacterial genome to ensure replication of all parts of the 
genome before a nev/ round of replication starts.
0%e ENA molecule, like OTA, is also composed of polynucleotide 
chains, but the base thymine is replaced by uracil# The secondary 
structure of OTA is not so v/ell defined as OTA# E M  is found in 
the cell in three forms?
1) Eibosomal E M  (rOTA), the major OTA component of cell, which is 
found in ribosomes#
2) Messenger E M  (mHM) wliich is the template for protein synthesis 
and presumably the synthetically specific part of the polyribosomes.
3) Soluble or transfer E M  (sEM or tEM) whose function is to act as 
amino acid adaptor molecules carrying specific amino acids into
their spécifie places on protein:synthesizing template.
All EHA species seem to he copied.from specific P M  regions 
- (Maaljïfe,,' and Kjeldgard, 1966)# : A polyinerase that performs OTA.
dependent HHA synthesis in presence of P M  and four rihonucleotides 
(ATP, GTP, ,GTP and UTP) in vitro has been isolated, from bacteria, 
plant and animal cells (v/eiss and Gladstone^ 1 9 5 9 Steven, 19&0s 
Enrwits et al*, 196I5 Ochoa et al*, 19615 Chamberlin and Berg,. I962).
Selective inhibition of . P M  synthesis and not of E M  and 
protein synthesis results in "unbalanced growth"* The phenomenon 
of unbalanced groy/th was first observed with a thymine auxotroph 
grown in absence of thymine (Cohen and Barner^ 1954)* It is 
believed that the cell by pontinued synthesis of OTA and protein, 
in absence of P M  synthesis g^ows itself to death : (thymineTlèss 
death) . The phenomenon of ttomine-less death .has been studied in 
great detail to illuminate the synthetic interrelationships of the ; 
major maoromoleoules* , ,.The behaviour of Bschoriohia coli IgT , a 
thymine auxotroph of ID* coli 15, when suspended in a thymine-less 
mediura was described .by Cohen (1957) iu greater ■ detail,: . This ; 
organism lost the ability to divide or "died" in absence of thymine 
, in.. an otherwise complete mediura, unlike other knoym auxotrophs. : 
(amino acid, purine or uracil requiring strains) which remain viable. 
. in the absence of their growth^requirement* If other nutrients are 
omitted from the growth medium along with^ tliyminé,. the killing was 
prevented. In other ywrds, the metabolism of glucpse, 'hitrogen ; 
and phosphate was essential tq the tiiymine-lesB death. Omission 
of thymine alone produoed a lag of 25"30 minutes during v/hioh the
04#
viable count remained constant# This is followed by an exponential 
fall in viable oount which continuée for 4**5 decades# Protein and 
EH4 of 6uoh celle at least doubled while OTA showed an increase of 
only a fey/ per cent. These colls showed a great increase in their 
length and diameter. This increase in the cell sise has been 
observed under other conditions of unbalanced growth.
Thymine-less death has been studied in greater detail recently 
in a multiple auxotroph of Escherichia coli IgTAtT which requires 
thymine (t), arginine (a), and uracil (lî) by Maalpfe and ooworkers* 
Maaljsfe has described the results in his monograph "Control of 
Macromolooular Synthesis" (1966), A medium which supports normal 
growth of this organism has been designated 4TAXI, medium lacking 
tliymine only as -T 4ATJ and a medium lacking arginine and uracil as 
-Î-T -AU# By withdrawing tliymine, arginine or uracil DM, protein 
and BUA synthesis can be respectively controlled, A - T 4 AU medium 
shows, the usual process of th^miine-less death* However, if the cells 
are incubated in 4 T - AU medium OTA and protein synthesis stops but 
D M  synthesis continues until total D M  has increased by about 40/^#
This is attributed to the fact that cells which are. already in the 
process of D M  replication, complote the replication but a new round 
of replication can not bo started in absence of protein synthesis# 
Protein synthesis and not OTA synthesis requirement for initiation 
of D M  synthesis has been suggested by Frie son and Maalj^o (1965) who 
showed that amino acid starvation in the presence of a high concen­
tration of chloramphenicol inhibits initiation of OTA synthesis to 
the same extent as starvation alone, despite the fact that HNA 
synthesis is stimulated by the drug# If all the tliree factors are
withdrav/n at onoo (-TATJ medium), tbymine-less death again talee8 
place# However the cells have been found to be completely immune 
to thymine-less death if they have been inoubated in a mT -AU medium 
for a sufficient time to allow completion of DM, synthesis already 
initiated. Those observations have led to two suggestions that
a) cells deprived of thymine during active replication suffer 
tl%miine-less death, whereas cells that have terminated one round of 
replication and not initiated a new one are immune, and
b) that the aot of initiation requires proteins synthesis*
A number of antibiotics are known at present to inhibit 
nucleic acid synthesis and function. Their mode of action is 
discussed under individual cases. The above description of thymine- 
less death was presented because their mode of action is often 
compared with tliymine-less death*
I a .Ac t inomyo ins
Actinomyoine are a group of pigmented peptide containing anti­
biotics# Kirk (i960) first reported the preferential inhibition of 
OTA and protein synthesis while OTA synthesis was much less sensitive, 
She also found that aotinoiiycin forms reversible complexes with OTA. 
Later work with aotinorayoin showed that it inhibits the synthesis of 
host cell E M  and the multiplication of a OTA containing virus but 
did not inhibit the replication of aïi OTA containing virus even at 
concentrations that gave complete inhibition of host cell ENA (Eeich 
et al, 1961a# and Goldberg and Eeich, 1964)* This suggested that 
actinomyoin inhibits OTA-dependent BNA synthesis# This hypothesis 
was further supported by work in cell froo systoms whore aotino- 
mycin was found to be a potent inhibitor of OTA polymerase (Kirk,
1960# Nurwita et al, 1962)» The nature of the binding of aotino- 
raycin to OTA was suggested to be between peptide moiety of actino- 
iî^ ycin and guanidine residue of ENA in the small groove of the OTA 
helix as shown by X-ray analyses (jtonilton, Miller and Eeich, I963)# 
The presence of guanine in a OTA template is necessary for the 
formation of complexes of drug with OTA has been shown by a number 
of workers (Goldberg, Habinowitsi and Eeich, I9625 Eeich, 1964a# 
Kahan, Kahan and Hurwita, I963), On the basis of the above and 
similar studies it is generally believed that actinomyoin inhibits 
OTA-dependent OTA synthesis by combining in a very specific way with 
the OTA template* The binding site of the antibiotic lies in the 
small groove of the OTA-helix and tliat actinomyoin competes with OTA- 
polymerase for these sites# The OTA-polyinerase which is relatively
insensitive to antibiotic is thought to be bound to sites in the 
large groove of the OTA-helix (Oavalieri and Rosenberg, 1963)#
The inhibition of protein synthesis observed results from a lack 
of mEWA*
Due to the selective inhibition of DM-dependent OTA synthesis, 
actinomycins have been widely used as a research tool to study the 
translation of genetic information from DNA template to mBNA.
2* Mitoroyoine
Mitomyoina are a group of antibiotics which have both anti­
bacterial and ahtitumbur properties* Mitomycins cause selective 
inhibition of OTA synthesis without inhibition of B M  or protein 
synthesis in a variety of cell systems (Ssybalski and 3yer, I964)* 
Treatment with mitomycin gives rise to filament formation in 
Escherichia coli (Reich at al, 196la# Sucuki, Pahgborn & Kilgore, 
1967).
The bactericidal properties of mitomycins have been attributed 
to their irreversible covaüLent binding to OTA molecule resulting in 
the formation of cross links between complementary OTA strands (3ÿer 
and Ssybalski, 1963)* The formation of cross links, presumably by : 
changing the physical properties of OTA, interferes with replication 
of OTA moiebule* Inhibition of DNA synthesis is aooompanied by a 
breakdo;vn of PNÂ and accumulation of precursors in thé pool or in 
the medium in some, but not all, organisms (Kersten, I9621 Eeich et 
ai, 1961b) * It was suggested that extensive breakdown of OTA in 
presence of mitomycins is caused by endonuclease activity associated 
with sHNA (Kersten et al, I964) but 8us%&:i and Kilgore (196?) have 
proposed that degradation of nucleic acids is a result of lability 
of OTA due to alkylation by mitomycin rather than by endonucleases*
It is generally believed that mitomycin does not affect the 
synthesis of OTA and protein for a considerable period of time 
(Shiba et al, I958)* The lack of any direct effect of mitomycin 
on BNA synthesis is shown by studies on the formation of mENA and 
inducible ensymes by inhibited cells. Since an early event in 
ensyme induction is believed to be synthesis of new mOTA any effect
en Induced ensyrae synthesis would lindioçtto an effect on OTA- 
Byntixeaissing oapaoity of the organism* mOTA produood by 
EsoliorieMa ooli treated with mitomycin appear8 to be normal when
f T E * k V jm w f w ii t i#II  ^  É—
judged by its ability to form hybrids vdth PNA (SmitMCiollend,
1964)# Cheer and Tchen (1962) have reported that addition of 
mitomycin to pre-induoed E, ooli leads to a teaxporary halt ( 2 - 3  
minutes) followed by synthesis of ^-gal&otosldase at a slightly 
reduced rate v^xile the rate of enzyme synthesis by cells pretreated 
with mitomycin was inversely related to the duration of pretreatment. 
The rate of overall protein synthesis was unaffected. Suzuki and 
Kilgore (1967a) have recently reported that bactericidal ooncéntrut- 
ions of mitoroyoiïi 0 also cause a delayed inhibition of E M  and 
protein synthesis* They found that OTA v/as more conspicuously
degraded tîian OTA* The capacity to synthesise ^  -^galactoBidaae
also diminished progressively* In view of the latest obsorvatio.n, 
it cannot be decided that the action of mitomycin is solely due to 
inhibition of OTA synthesis.
4V#
Proflavinet and Ethidim
Some drugs have been found to be inserted between adjacent 
base-pairs of double helix of OTA (lerman, I964# Warings, I964# 
Ward, Reich and Goldberg, 1965)* This phenomenon has been termed 
"intercalation" and has been studied in great detail with aoridines 
(particularly proflavin) and a phenanthridine, éthidium. Inter­
calation requires local unwinding of OTA helix. The space 
occupied by an intercalated molecule is the same as a noi-mal base 
pair so that the adjacent base pairs are separated by twice their 
normal distance (Lerman, 1961). These drugs are usually bacterio­
static (Albert, i960), and OTA synthesis is the process most pro­
foundly affected leading to the formation of filamentous cells* 
Significant inhibition of OTA synthesis is also observed (Tomohiok 
and Mendel, I964).
Proflevin has been suggested to cause inhibition of OTA- 
direoted OTA synthesis, as it inhibits inducible ^-galactosidase 
synthesis by Escherichia ooli (%epes, 1963)*
4 1 .
4# Phenethyl Alcoholi
phonethylalaohol (PEA) w##. first report#* by Berrsh and 
Konetska (1962) to b# a seleotiw an* reversible inhibitor of 
OTA synthesis* 3Xie to its baoteriostatie properties^ it was used 
by many workers as a selsotive an* reversible inhibitor of OTA 
syntWsis (*’aepb, Br#nnen and Aisin# 1963; Konetafea and Berrah>
1962)* %w#ver, some workers found it difficult to ssleotively 
inhibit 3DKA synthesis while protein and # A  eyntheais oontinue 
(hester, 1965; Prévost and Moa#Oj 1966; Posehkransÿ: Garr and 
Ross, 1965) • More observations have appeared whish are inexpli- 
cable if PEA pr^Rorily affecte M X  synthesis* Thee# include 
reports of inhibition of an OTA phage (Hoaoyania and Ikeda, I964); 
inhibition of germination of spores (beater, 1965; Blepeoky, 1963) 
under opnditions where PNA synthesis does not occur even in absence 
of PEA and inhibition of mRfA synthesis and enxywe. induetion 
(Eoeehfcran», Garr #md %ose, 1965; prevost and Moses, 1966)*
Treiok and ïoneteka (1964) suggested that PEA *ay inhibit OTA 
synthesis in Esoheriohia ooli W  altering the membrane site of the 
initiation of OTA synthesis» Silver and Wendt (I967) examined the 
effects of PEA on '##11 permeability of 'E.coli and ooneiuded that 
the primary action of PEA is at the level of the sell membrane with 
resultant breakdown of the cellular permeability barriers* The 
effect on, OTA synthesis #ould be due to a coupling of the initiation 
of pea replieatipn to the membrsn# as suggested by freick and Koaetaka 
(1964) or it oould be a secondary consequence of the initial change in 
cell permeability (Silver and Wendt, 1967)* As a result of these
4 2 .
étudies the éxêot mode of sotion of PEA is still not olesrly
understood and further work is required to finally estdblieh the 
site sensitive to PEA*
%droxyiïreâ is known to be an inhibitor ^ of %WA syn the si s in ■ 
mmmalian and ’baoterial -cells* In-mainnfialian cells it has been 
shown to interfere with reduction of rihonuolëotides to déoxÿ-" 
ribonucleotides bÿ the enzyme ribohuoleotide redutasa (Adams, 
AbraTAs,;ahd Lieberman, ; I966;: Yohng and Eodas, I964) . Partial 
Successes have been claimed for reversal of drug action, in mammalian , 
systems by-addition of deoxyribomiclèotides (Admits and Jiindshy, 1967; 
Young et al* I967). Rosenhranz and Levy (1965)'first reported . 
inhibition, of s^ rnt he sis of bacterial DNÀ by Itj^droayurea. ; Further;' 
detailed studies in the same laboratory (Bosenkranz, Garro, Levy 
and Garr # \ 1966), showed. h3''droxyurea to be ,a bacteriostatic agent v/hioh 
reversibly inhibited DNA. thesis with no.offoot oh protein and BHA 
synthesis*  ^ The ribosomes, rOTA and mPNA. from treated cell appeared 
to be normal and .fimotional# : ; D M  from treated cells is. neither ‘ 
degraded nor oross-linlced* llïé .inhibition .of OTA synthesis was 
aooOmpallied by appearance of filamentous cells. vEov/évor- the Various, 
effects, were studied only up, to 100 minutes of îjydroxyurea .treatment*; 
Prolonged: exposure of .E* . 001:1 to' hydroxyurea (Hosenkranz and Carr* 
,1966) r resulted in a rapid loss of viability whiolr Avas ao oompahied by ; ; 
dépolÿmerisàtion of ' OTA. Ry the use of .Various inhibitors and 
miut ant s the se .workers ware al so ; able to show that .pro te in sy nt he sis 
but not H M  synthesis was required: f 03? lethal: hot ion of liydro^yurea* 
They have suggested th either some . lethal, proteixxs are being made 
on the npitlai, oontrol of protein syhthesis has been, abolished. ; It 
is thus possible that'loss,of iviability is caused by both continued 
unbalanOed. growth @ud'ddéU:’àdation of genetic material.  ^'
4 4 *
6. asliaixio.aeld
lüliâixie àoid, a #üT)Atl#ted Ràghtiw^idine, i» # brü#
#3sotwn $R tltaot@ ri*d ëg«&t -##p@dl*üi%ÿ «é tiv#  igadnât esm' 
né£;étiv* ta e te rM  B à iï* jr #nd Î964) » A
0# papôjf# (G08*, W lt»  ebdicv %965i Cook «od Go##,
1966$ 'Coflk, 'D #it8 #n& Go#8, Ï966; G#ok, Go.» #*À '' I9 66 )*.
'lia d ^ 'kA V #  teen puT)li#had fxm tW ' #W# liG )o *# td#  0% th$ *##I#»l#m  
o f - motion 'o f Xi*&idl%iO 'éofd on-B#0'h#i?ioMii o o ïï. 3b#a# #ork#*# 
bat# fbown th a t '##3lidi%iO ' # id ' à#- foh ggrofdns .o u itih rè 'i'« f
B .o o li» ' % #at##àt ' t i t h  # 1 4  xi#uX-t# 'in- th i: ' app#àr«neè o f
ioiog - fil# # & t'o a #  o i l l i *  ' 3h#R#" 1# #0 4# t# o tÿ b li * ff# o t on ii% t#g#xity 
and p o xâ o a 'b ilitjr o f nomhXani* ' ;%o ' liik ig #  d f''in tx # # n u la x  '' ~ 
oonia W '  'dAnos'ttxatod ' à t ' i à  tW  ' b#(ginni#g# : ' 3h*
x iB p ir'à tio n  o f th# # ill#  'la  not; #ff#0'fc#4* 'AotiV* growth i#  à 'p x ir  
xàgtulai't# -fox' l« th ÿ l';à 8 tlo x i»  ##exom'ol#'0##x:âÿintW al* #tu4i##  #how
th a t 'W ».:#nth#'#i'#' 4iy 'i#n#4lât#%âr' 'ii# h ih i'ti4 * h ii* ''t 'b # x i' "'i#;%o" '* ff# # t 
oh IWA '#*4 ' p xo ti'in ' ' #%nthi#'l # w  t#  a t '4 i# â t ' 60;'«i4« t t t ii ''o f ’ tx#ÉtiÉ#nt'.‘'
#ol#io aoia#'#»#' 'da#i4#4ÿ-' Mk 4*gx#4atioh 1# ,%0X#'''#%t#h'#lt# than 
Rîïft.-*: ' PiTA 4#8c#4atlon '.1# ,iti4int ' Wfox# ■ oiiia ■ h#o«n#- nowlahléi ’ 
Pigxadatï'on- of nohtinn## '4i#lne'' thà" p#plo&" of io##‘'ibi'.'.tiahiiitÿ. 
SoxâotiXji 3BÀ aigXadatlon wa» ohasxtfd on% nh4#x oondltloh# ahloh 
p#rmitt#4 *paatiXlc'l4al aotlon Of' nail4#lo 'ahid'* ' - %#' dfng' 1# not 
fi*«ly':’boun4-'in'tho-'Oflî. as its/aotion-«#■ h# $it#f##& hy wàihlnè 
in d  X fittip in d in s  ih  .4xüs fxe# '*#41# #  -
Thymln#"!### 4#àth la-obsittod'-te'th® -extant' in ' pxa##noi ' 
ox ah'aanoe- of ■naiidinio -#14 in BaèhèxAohia-ooil .3ÆtT« ■ ' fa-abfino#
ùt jmd no eff#ot of nalidixio aoid on the viability
le oheérvad# Nalidixic acid exerts its lethsl effect only in a
full medium# The lethal effect of s#lidixic acid can alio he
controlled hy addition of dinitfpphenol, an unooupler of oxidative 
phosphorylation and ohloramphenioôl which inhihits protein synthesis* 
Thus the action of nàlidixio acid différé ff#  ' thÿiaine'^ isss death in 
one respect that it does not have a lethal effect in abiinoe of 
protein and B5À synthesis while thysiné^léès dèàth continues at a 
reduced rate under éimilar conditions*
On the hasis of above results, Gcok, iWlts 'dhd Goss (I966) have 
concluded that nalidixic acid rapidly inhibits OTA'i^the dh 
growing cells of~ Escherichia'soli#' ''''This'.^ ihiÜhitiCh renders the ' 
i>M of such celle, vuinerahle to' attack bÿ dndc^hcUs" mdlWases and 
the genetic material" of the" cdli 'ls' ulti^^ déstWÿed 'with a 
resulting loss df viahillty#
f h i  b r ie f  d ie c u e s io n  above o f  some o f th e  w e ll  known a n t i -
b i p t i08 m d  a n tim io ro b ia l»  ^hom  th a t  th e y  in h ib i t  th e  grow th: and  
m u lt ip l ic a t io n  o f  th e  s e n s it lv a  organism  in  a  m m b er o f  m%re# The
prim fony ta r g e t  o f th e s e  a n t l^ io r p b la le  l e  W ow n o n ly  in  a few oaaea
and thpso  to o  a re  e t i lX  e u b je o t to  o r it io le m  and o o n tro v e re ie a #
This ie not enrprlolng éinoe. the growth; apd ^ Itipliçation of a  
living cell is euoh a complex phenomenon that Jtmowledg# about it i«
still fragaontéry and far from owplete* Brook (1966) hae pointed
out, " * # # growth if not #- eingle 5x00###, but .an extremely complex 
fsrief of integrated and highly Interdependent prooeefee, none of 
which Can be completely defined in th# abeenoe of othere#" If any  
of these procfeffe is diaturbed by a drug, it# effeotf ney not be 
observed ft the primary fit#' but #t .a, diftant „#ite». connected in 
tôome manner to the primly fit#* TJaif it 1# yery difficult to 
relate t W  obeerve.d.,effect», of a drug to,ite;prteary eite of action 
unleea aii. the inter-relation###' in th# cell ,^.kn.oan* (We i# 
well exemplified in the cas# of »tre%)tomyoin, where all the eeoond- 
ary effeotoiwere observed.before the,p r # # y  ,.#6^ "*^  of miereading 
the ,mE3%  at the. riboeomal ,ievel wae ■dieooverèd#. Brook (.1966) hae 
^uggwBted that w# m u # , not .etudy;, the: ,aotion of -,a by ■
finding the fir# deteotablaaffopt hut rather thé 'fequéncç, of 
events which ocoura after the drug #;-add#d*-.
' M  e p ite  o f  th e s e  d l f f io u l t io e ,  in  u n d e re ta n d # g  th e  .„#xaot .m,ode 
of a c tio n  o f  a n tlis tio ro b ia l: .drugeg l A t 1» c e r ta in  t h a t  th e y  a l l  r e q u ire  
g ro w in g  c e l ls  as  a  p r e - r e q u ie ite  fo r ;  t h e i r  le t h a l  a o tic n  (w ith  th e
p o s s ib le .'tx o e p tic n  : P f  a u r f io # ,a c t iv e  .a n tim ic ro b ie li) .#  , T h ere  la
overwhelming evidence in support of the statement that only 
growing oslls are sensitive to antiMotics* In most of the oases 
it has been experimentally shown that nongrowing cells are in­
sensitive to the drug, hut heoome sensitive as soon as the conditions 
permitting growth are provided* This has heen found not only in 
vitro hut also in vivo# For example, the haoterioidal action of 
penioiliin in paeumooocoal pneumonia (SWith end Woods, 1956a) and 
on suhoutsnsous ahsoesses (l956h) has heen shown hy hiatologieal 
examination to he, greatest when the rate of haoterial Sell division 
is greatest. Hohhy and henert (1958) obviously impressed hy these 
observations remarked, "# # # studies sith streptmeyein, polyéiyxia, 
neomyoin, oxytetrsoyolin^ isoni#*id and other agents have indiSated 
that tWse sntimiorohisis . . . are most effsotivo during astive 
multiplication# TMs gradualiy increasing body of evidenoe has 
suggested that cell Wultiplioation may he requisite to the activity 
of all antittiorohial drugs"#
âïïâBSÎSSSS*
Qalwlone# f o r m  m I w #  group of mibstitute# Ixtieroayolio j
«îîtiüjuotorial» «syntlitoiaiad $t th# lOX 3L&tor#torieo* %outim# 
gîorooning of the qulnolpne eprie» ehowpd hoth in viva end An vitro 
«otiTitiee (EolmS) uupuhXiiihed reiulte)# It w#m fotmd th#t henss- 
halogêu'^3'^omrh03yl'"4^uinolonee #m the 6*^ltyo^4^u^uolone# were
most aeti^TO hut 6«^itroQ,uinoIones w r e  toxic in vivo# The h##lo
'
iping itruôtura #nd the two derlve&ea exe #0own belowi
^Inoioa* Eiiis'Stttt«ln«r* 4#Jfâir#tii;*es
(etetoxy
.A$?iT#tàiKe8 
(Hit»* 0
Botii tîiBDê àBiivativs» *#yl autmtMuBat,-at-th# xlmg
nitïogàa (positiôjtt S)» ïîse 3-o*?%o*yl ôaï3.y*tive» làvo Ijâlogfn o*
alkyl «uBaiiitutioa 4n tha Bana ring ak G or 7 carljon (position X).
. ■' ■
The 6-^itro derivatives can have » variety of euhstitutione M  
oerhou Û or 3 of the g.uluoIoue ring e.g. amino* hydroxymethyl
end aldehyde. It was also shoim with 3-oerhoxyl serie» that (#) 
H-ethyi fifuhstitution shows the highest activity ? (h) Flucr o- i© more 
active than ohloro-* which ie euperior to hromc"*nd iodo- compound
which have very low activity* and (c) substitution of position 7 
gives higher activity *bhan that obtained at position 6.
The 6-nitro derivatives were very active but unlike the 3- 
carboxyl derivatives did not give sharp and reproducible end­
points when tested against Beoherichia coli in vitro using 
turbidity measurements as an index of growth. îtother examination 
showed this to be due to continuation of growth aifter the control 
had reached stationary phase.
On the basis of the above results, two conpounds E-ethyl-3- 
carboxyl-7-chloro-4"q.uinolone (carboxy Q) and 1, 2 dimethyl-6- 
nitro-4-a%dAolone (nitro Qi) were tested for their activity against 
Escherichia coli in vitrokinetioally. (These drugs are referred 
to by the abbreviations i.e., carboxyQ and nitroQ hereafter). It 
was found that carboxy Q, is bactericidal only towards dividing cells 
and after a period of induction and the response of the cells changes 
rapidly with concentration reflecting a narrow distribution of cells 
resistant to a given concentration of drug. Nitro Q, on the other 
hand, kills nondividing cells very rapidly and dividing cells more 
slowly without a period of induction. Moreover there is a strong 
tendency for overgrowth of cells resistant to the concentration of 
nitro Q being used.
The most unique action of nitro Q on nondividing cells aroused 
interest in the comparative study of these two broad groups of 
quinolones via. carboxylic and nonoarboxylic quinolones. Carbo­
xyl io quinolones like all the other known antimicrobial compounds 
are active only against growing cells while the nonoarboxylic 
quinolones are active against both growing and nongrowing cells.
If both the groups have the same mode of action but differ in 
their activities according to the physiological state of th* 
sensitive colls, this would provide an ideal system for 
comparison since in the sam# test system altered responses are 
obtained with essentially the same compounds differing only in 
the substituted groups. The present study of antibacterial 
action of quinolones was taken up to elucidate the differences 
in the antibacterial action of oarboxylio and nonoarboxylic 
quinolones and if possible to find the mode of action of 
quinolones as a whole. Carboxy Q was selected as representative 
of carboxylic quinolones and nitro Q as the non-carboxylic 
quinolone in the present study.
o u w t m û  .Ç:ï'\T ■ : ^
■ /Tln?é0 atraina of Eaoherlohla coli were ueeds 
1. : B, ooli eOG 11229 atrà^ >
: This is a atra^id used for teetihg gémioide' aptivi'ty in
The Waltef W e  d ;. - Me die al' Centre, D'.S.A. Host of the work
was^ done ! with rthid strain.': V'' '
2* E. coli 1C1B 8Î14 strain 15 (ATCO 9723)
Parent wild strain of the thymineless mutant used.
3. B. coli KOIB 8583 strain 70-462 (ATGO 9723h)
Thymineless mutant isolated from, E. ooii 8114*
B. obii 11229/198 was obtained from American %rpe Culture 
Cdileotion (ATCC) and Eé coli 8114 end 8583 from National 
Collection of In Bacteria (ÎÎÇ1B, Torry Research
Station^ Aberdeen, Scotland).
vja
îlBintenancQ of .Culture s ‘ ■
: Aiipouleé of. free se dried.cultures were teoken asaptioally 
and a few drop8 of nutrient broth added. This suspension v/as 
then inopulated into 6 % 8 nil® nutrient broth in tablet bottles 
and incubated overnight at 37 • •
These nutrient broth cultures were strealcpd on nutrient 
agar: plates* The plates were also inoubated.overnight at 37^* 
NextI day : single isolated colonies were picked up and subcultured 
into■nutrient broth#; These nutrient bfoth cultures:were tested
for homogoneitjr by : ini or ose op Ic examination# One of these was 
then used to inoculate: .. '
1* Cooked meat medium, (20 ml* in ifnivorsal containers)
8# /Nutrient agar slopes^
.3# Nutrient broth (8 ml# in tablet bottles)#
The above -tliree media wore incubated overnight at 37^ and
• Storpdi^ as. stock eultitees;/at 4  .
■ M e d i a ' ' , ' ■." - , ' ‘ :
’ -Composition : : : ' . - .1'".. - ^
wiT*™»ae^eS5i>iA^2MAr<.ee*MlRT^TtKtti>» , , .  i  , '  - J - . - ,
Tkp:,following media were used: ' ■ .
IV - Cooked meat mediuai (ox'oid) . -
2* ;¥utrient.brotli (dxoid) V ; ' . .L.
3* Hu trient, agar (pxdid), , ' 'V - '
4*\ Buffered oomplbx ,agax' medium for viable count*
5 # Glucose ammonium Salts (OA) medium* ;■,
1. ; Cooked meat medimi :..
. This is ah Oxbid preparation and has the following .composition 
(g/l> distilled water)*
; Peptone (6xoidh*37) 10 g*
' ^^ La.h Lamp o'* Beef Extract 10 g *
Neutral Heart Tissue 30 g*
8od ium Chi or i d#  ^ ' ; \ $ g*
• pH approximately 7.6
. . One tablet-was soaJced in 10 ml* distilled water for . 15 minutes
in a universal container*
’ ,tet00laved at-. 15 lb. per square .inch (p*s*i*)
2* - Nutrient broth .'V .■ ^
This v/as. also obtained from Oxoid and had the-following
composition (g/l.: dietilled water) *
/Bmb Lemop^i Beef Extract 1 g# .
. least âxtract.'(Oxoid Xi*20) 2 g#
Peptone (Oxoid L.37) 5 g*
.' . .Sodium Ghlpridb - ., 5 g*.
V . ,, ; ■ p H ’approximately. 7*4 ,
25 g> were dissolved.in 1 1; of distilled water,.mixed.well and 
dispeneed 8 ml# each into tablet bottles of 16 ml; dapaoityV 
jmtoolaved at 1$ lb*; p.o.i* ^
V4"#
3.
It bad the e m m  coBip,osition;.as\ h\rbriontAbrotli'but .ih. addition^ ;.' :: 
had 15: g* of agar/1.#- 28 g.v/erë soaked in. 1 1 *; ; ;of d i stilled water ‘.
for 15 minutes. The eplution TOpbtearned in a boiler
(BurCO Ltd.). It v/ae then dispensed 2QP mlê each .into eorewcapped
bottles for pouring plates or 8 ml, each into tablet bottles (l6 ml. 
capacity) for making slopes, ■ •■
Autoclaved at 15 lb. p.s.i.
4* Buffered oomplex imdium for^  ^viable count ..
Oomposition (gV/l. -distiliod water) , : ; .,
Tri sliydroxymethylaiiinome thane
. ; ;. (Reagent grade, Sigma). ;. . -2.017 g,-
■ Maleic aoid ' ' / 1 * 9 3  gV -
Bifoo Baoto Peptone V 30 g*
ÿif00 Yehst Extraot -, ,. 50 ; g.; -
. lon-aghr No. 2 (Oxbid) . 6 , \
5NNaOS ■. . pE: 74 2  ^ '
All thé componônts.except agar-'were. dissolved first in-distilled 
water. The agar was, added and the medium .steamed :AQr ,30 minutes .or 
more until agai^  dissolved. It v/as dispensed 4OO ml*, each into 
sci'owoappod bottles* . ■ v . .
àutoolaved at/5 lb. p.s.i. y :. i: -
5. Glucose ainmohiura; salts (GÀ) medium
.  .  I ■  ■ ■  ■ ■ i i i M i w w m n . i t f  J u a if c C T M in i .i i i i i M i u i M  i ] in i i ii U i I w n ii^ H W f c ^ ? f c t *
, This medium y;as used for all grov/th experiments and for
Part As Vg distilled water
Potassium dihÿdrpgen orthophosphate^ 9 g* >/
; V' Anmonium;sulphate ■ ^
5N NapE pH 7*2 , approximately 10 ml.
Autoolayed at 5 or Ig Ih, p.s*i. -  ^ '-v
Part B : : g,/l* dlstilied water
, Gluoose ; 30 g. /, V
y Magnesium-,.sulphate. . -1 ' g,. / ■- i,-.
'/ y ' Autoclavodyat 5 lb, p*s.i*
Part A and Part B.were autoolaved separately* After coolingj 
3 pso?ts of : A were aseptically mixed with 2 parts of 33*
Additions to GA medium
(1) mhltltora;
0.5 or 1 mM solutions of quinolones wore made up in "A" part 
of the GA medium. The solutions were sterilised bÿ au too laving 
at 5 lb* p*s*i. and added to growth flasks in appropriate volumes ' 
(replacing the same volume of A part) to give required final' - ' ' ; 
■■Qoncéhtrations* ■;
Ohloyamphenicol stock solution (2 inm^ ./ral.) was made up in
médiiuà ''A’* and sterilised by aritoolaving at 5 lb. p*s*i.
(2) . thymidine .and other deoxyribonuoleosides. ; , ■ ■ "
1 mil. solutions were prepared in part of GA medium and 
■added in-appropriate, amounts to growth flasks to get the required . 
final bohcentration* They were sterilised at 5 lb. p.s.i* Paper 
ohromatography by the method of‘ Buchanan (1951) of autoclaved 
solutions showed no difference between sterilised and uneterile 
solutions* ■■V'
8ter ili s at ion :
y Sterilisation was carried put in Manlove-Alliot autoclave 
(Manlove Alliot and Go. Ltd., Engineers, Nottingham, England) to 
which steam v/ae supplied from a Speedyleo électrode boiler (Bastian 
^  Allen Ltd., Harrow, England). Sterilisation was done at 5 15 lb.
p, 8, i. for a length of time depending on the volume of medium. The
effioièncÿ of sterilisation:was also checked by Browne *s tubes.
Miorosoopys
Smears prepared from young cultures of E. ooli 11229 grown in 
presence of quinolones were stained by Crystal Violet and photo­
graphed with Watson^a eyepiece camera on Ilford EP3 film. Theyeye- 
piece camera was attached to a Watson microscope model phase 60.
Bacterial size, measurements were done by Watson 3mage Shearing 
%epiecey (W.I.8.E.) The optics of this eyepiece allow the. image 
of any object to be sheared into a red and a green image. .The two 
images are sheared until they just touch one another. The distance
Eàôved, by the imageé ie equal to their, length or . diaiuetèr or any*, 
other; dimensions as the . oa%e;;m té# \ \two images are sheared 
by rotating a . micrometer drum# i ‘Phe . d i v i o n  thi s miorometer 
are,, oalibraimd in terme ,of ■ miprqns ,.m) by a stage. micrometer for ; 
each objective usedV;v; I uéed a' 3•^ ? fluorite oil immersion
objective lens. With this lens each division on the miorometer 
was;found to be equal to .1#13 , Both the length and/diameter of
the bacterial cells w#%ë measured and the volume , (v) .paioulated by 
the formula: ■
   ;■ .
where d;« diameter, 1 ;leiigth assuming the cell to be à oiroular
cylinder \yith hemisÿhei^ioal ends. (Pqiveli and Sfrlngtonj Ï963) #
..Bise distribution ‘ ; .-
Goulter Gdunter model F(Ooult©i’ lleotronios) v/as used to study 
the sise distribution of boll 1122$.under the influence of , 
•^inolones,./  ^ \ ” _. •_ ' .-
poulter Counter-model F is so designed that by me^s of a 
meroury sinhon (manometer), a specifid Volume:of a suspension of  ^
particles in an electrolyte is forced to: flow thrgogh an aperature /, 
(orifice) of specific dimensions* aperture current exists
between an electrode inside ,the eipefture tube and another electrode 
outside the ^ aperture.tube *. As a pàVtiole passes; through the - 
aperture it displaces electrolyte- thus changing the resistance 
between the two • èiectrodes-..producing a., voltage drop whose magnitude 
:is proportional to the volume of the partiole* The voltage pulses 
are fed into a threshold circuit which. discriminates betweeh them by 
generating count pulsesifor only those particles that exceed the. 
threshold levelj thus counting the nmiber;of particles in passage.
The magnitude,of electrical pulses (representing-the.particles 
traversing, through the>aperture) are directly proportional to the
amount of aperture current.and system; : amplification  Thé sensitivity
of the entire system may be;oontrolled by adjusting:tho; following 
controls: -' ' .
1) Attenuation ,control. Thé attenuation controls the overall.. 
sensitivity of the instrument with regard to electronic amplification,
2) Aperture current control.; The aperture ciifrent changes the 
current passing between the .two electrodes. On.increasing : the 
aperture current^ a particle will produce à larger pulse height for 
.a given sise• , Beoréasing, the aperture current will deOrease the ‘.
puxse height.
3 ) Tixresliold dial. The threshold dial Controls the level above 
which particle pulses will he countod« , It is possible to adjust 
the threshold control so that only the dèsiz'ed rahge of particles 
will be ooiinted. The particle volume is proportional to threshold 
setting. , . .
The aperturo current and attenuation switoli settings are 
selected to bring a desired particle sise within the threshold 
range* The proper ratio of gain to aperture current; has to be 
found for each particular system by/experimenting with different ' 
dial settings* ;
The electrolyte is also selected foi* a useras particular heed 
asrid' should be completely free froin any dust particles or debris .as 
they clog.thé, aperture tube• .Debris in electrolyte must also.be ^
avoided to get as low.a background count as possible. ’
I have used a 30jd aperture tube and a setting of 8 for attenu­
ation and 0*25 for aperture current. Buffered saline of the 
following composition v/as used as an electrolytes
mffer: - ' .
dir^aodium îajrârogèn orthophosphate (antordrohg) ' , 42.6 g.
, sodium dihydrogen orthophosphate ^9*35 g*. ■ ., '
distilled water 1,litre.
Balines : " , ;
: sodiim ohloridO ,
. distilled water ' 1 litre* -
60'
To each litre of saline 5 ,ml. of the above buffer and 1 ml. 
of ■'formalin .(40 .^ formaldehyde w/Fj/wereladded*^ Formalin; was 
added to prevent any bacterial? growth. The whole solution was^ i; 
mixed and filtered through millipore filters of 0*22^^ porosity. ; 
This was nepessary to remove: any particles in the range of 
bacterial sise and thus keep the ' background opunts} to a minimum. 
The lov/est threshold level used was 4 because belov/ this level 
the eleptrioal noise generated within the machine intérferes with 
t he actual part ic le o ount.
Calibration of Threshold Units .
The threshold obntiol is divided into arbitrary units of O-IOS*
These units can be calibrated in terms of volume by reference to
V standard; mbnp sise partie le s* /: Many-; types of these standard
particles are available.. I haVe: used polystyrene or polytoluene 
latex spheres (Bioproducts departmentj The Bow Chemical Company,- 
/ Midland, Michigan, - U.S.A. ). . The three sises used had average ;
diameter of 0.796, 1.30$ and 2.68
. The siae of any particle can be determined by taking a, series 
of counts with, increasing tlireshold units. If these ooimts. are 
. plotted against threshold units, there is usually a plateau at low 
threshold units. As the tlireshold level is increased,, sonie of the 
smaller particles are \not countod and so there i s ’a; fall in the : 
nuinber of petioles counted. , This fall in .count, continues turtil 
; the largest particle is counted &md then the count 'again levels off. 
The slope, of this line depends on the distribution of sises in a , - 
. particular suspension. If the : suspension is cômpbsod of monosized 
y particles this slope is very sharp. With a wider particle size 
range /this slope is not very sharp. The midpoint of this slope 
;■ represents the average size of all the particles in the suspension• .
The corresponding tlireshold unit at the: midpoint of the slope 
is equal ■ to the avez^age volume of the. particles. V/ith staridard 
partie lee-of knovm size the value of one threshold uiiit ban thus be 
calculated* . Table 1 shows the calibration v/ith the various sizes 
/ of :.ithe standard partibles Binoe the two? sensitivity controls, / 
attenuation.and aperture guzTent, have to be adjusted to get a 
proper pulsê picture.with différent sized particles,•the results
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can only be oompared if, the product of the two: controls is the 
same in all oases. Therefore, although the actual measurements 
were made, at products ranging, from 1 to 16, they v/ere converted 
to their equivalent values at product Produot 2 was selected
be cause tlie bac terial size measurement s were. madeat thi s pro duo t. 
The results show that 1 threshold unit, at product 2 is equal to 
.0312^^* Multiplication of this value by the given tîireshold
unit gives the volume in terms bf cubic microns  ^ In all 
Oases corrections were made for baokgrouhd oount.
The size distribution of Bschefichia coli 11229 obtained by 
Coulter .^ Counter was also compared v/ith d^ micfosobpio measure^
ments by image shearing eyepiece in order, to ensure,-that correct 
settings were ■ being used with the Coulter Counter. . Figure : 3 shows 
a plot of size against number of - B. ooli 11229*
FIG. 3 « Siae dieixibuiion of «tatiphwy
phaaé Saohtriohia ooli 11229*
Couitor Countex
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Growth Î3ttxdiés
Preparation of inoGuliimt
« e % « « l i a i t I i é m  w fm*wwuiy 2:wf tf» -'
J: V Starter culture b  in nutriéht *brotlx vmre periodically oh t  aine 6
%  Bùhculturin^ from BtoGlc culture la cookod ineat medium. . (Dhi# ’ ■ 
waé done to minimise : any %dnyBiologidal; ohanae dxie to inqreaeed . 
nutaher/of transféré from atook culture, . . ,■ v ■
t?he ihocuïum for any ^rowtlvexporm^ prepared as ; follows s
;■ 'Starter oui ture in nutrient "broth from ntooîc ovilturé in .
'-r' booked- meat:medium* Incubâted overnight at 3 1  *
(2) I%om nutrient broth 0*1 ml*,was inooulated intb 100 ml%,
QA medium in 500 ml# conical flask and incubated over- 
.'y ■ ;  ;  H - V night 37^ on a rotary* - shaker.. (h*ïï# Engineering Co., .
‘ Bolls Sillj Stoke PogçBÿ Bucks# 5 I^ C l). fhio is the
' \ 1st pasBaget : / L ■ , ' .
(3 ) . Ero)A : 1 at. passage. 1 ml* was inoculated into, another 
; 100 \ml # ..GA : médium^ . and ^ incubâtod at 37^ . for 8 hours on
the,, rotary-, shaker; ( 2nd pas sago)# %is culture was 
) storod cycDzhight at 4 * > ’
V;V .•. Further paédages. %mre grown' in the semio wa^»* as:v2nd passage#
.'.Fox ah j çStuàl growth'experiment 4th to 6th passagewas ! used as Ifo 
, inoCulum'i I'his-prooédurè allowed maintenance of rhprodiioibility*
. = experiment to another# ; - - .
,: • . In the case of K# ooli 8583* the thymine auxotroph» the GA 
mediitiL was supplemented with 5 (0#63 ^ g/ml) thymine whioh can
support full growth (fable 2)*, . The inooulmi was prepared in the 
...same way, as; above except that 1st passage was g»ov/n without-shaking*
The xéâepn for this change v/as that if 1st passage was grovm v/ith
J u-
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sMcing'j the 2nd passage showed ,a very,long lag or no growth at all.
A fully grown, culture of B. coll 11229 in GA medium has an 
extinction of about ,1*2 - 1,6 at gOO, nyi and contains approximately 
2«4 % 10 viable cells per ml. The mean generation time (M.g.t. ) 
is about 45 minutes*
A fully grown culture of ooli 8114 in GA medium has an
extinction of abput 1.6 - 1,6 at gOO m;i and has about, 2 x 10^ viable ' •
oells/ml. ,. % e  M.g.t, is about 48 minutes*
A fully grown culture of B,' ooli 85B3 in GA medium has an
extinction .of"p.«8 1.2 at 500 tyi and a viable count'of 0*5 - 1*0 x
10^ viable,oells/ml# /The M.g^t^ is about 5I minutes.
% e n  washed cell suspensions were used as inoculumg the cultures 
were spun, dovmj washed twicé in phosphate buffer pH 7*2 (same 
concentration as in Medium GA) and resuspended in the same phosphate 
buffer. ‘ ■
The cells: of E, ooli 8583 were pretreated v/ith BDTA in some 
experiments. , .Thé. pre treatment with. EBTA was essentially the same 
as described by lieve (1965)*
In one experiment where anaerobic conditions were used^ pure 
nitrogen at a-fate of 300 - 4OO ml./min. was passed into the growth 
flask to replace all ,the oxygen. Amount of dissolved oxygen in 
water under similar conditions as measured by an oxygen electrode 
attached to a Heckmen Oxygen Analyser Model 777 was found to be 
nearly g;ero.
Expérimental cultures were - gfcyjîi in .800 ml * of. G A ; medium in 
1 1 , flasks provided with side arms .to facilitate: sampling# The 7 ■
flasks veré vigorously: agitated 'à magnetip stirring device which . 
has 'he.pn' .described (Fewson>7 i967):pj'igure 4) • ■ . The hrealcing of 
vortex at the bottom produced : tiyiy air ’buhbles spreading throughout 
the medium ■ This method has /been, phown ; to ; ho : àn. off io iont aeration 
. system (Xiégg'ate j i.9.67).'*/^ 7^  ^ ! some, experiments where a larger number
of oonditions were used.: 250 ml* conical
flasks with 160 ml, medim^ bath. . All growth/
;experimentB:wore :porforniQd ,;at '
Groyrbh was followed By .withdrawing ,4 ml," smiples, / Viable 
count was perfornipd, bÿ a spec iâl : method as do scribe d below# . The < ,. 
cells v/ere then killed .byx, adding a .drop of formalin and the extinct-, 
ion of {the sàmple measured, at. 350 or 5P0 mu : wavelength in, a spectro- 
phdtometer (Bpectronic 20: Bausoh: & The. .samples were read in
.opticallymatched tubes (lp5 x 13 m,mo ) with distilled %ater blank. 
:.#ehtextinption ym at : 350 mU. co3?rectibns were made for
absorption due to ctuinolohes this wave length. t' ; .
FIG, 4 I îîagnetioediîy s'fcixréd growth
»pp»r»tuB used for growth étudiés#
■
, Viable count method . . . v. ■
; , • Viability; vms meaciired hy a epecial. counting method (Holme, V
. ünpuhiiêhecl work) ; This, method .consiàts.;^  making éêriul dilutions;.
. ; ' directly in: -tùheè. containing à' huffeied : oomplox medium' at 48^ .,; The 
.. . tuhèé ai'© immediately solidified by cooilng* After'ihcübation at 
• , 37^ *) discrète colonies appegirèd in tlie tubes. These >?éré.'enumer-
v 'ated^w a set ;of prei^ared standards oaliWated by. poUr plate;
;\/:;::Whni^e*\ ' /" , -V' -
7. ;V The buffered ;^cmiplex medium' was stored‘ at 4 and malted before 
; us© by boiling* . The melted 'medii^ ;transferred, in 6 ml# amounts 
to^stérilè 150 .% 16 tmV rim an automatic syringe
pipette (x^xoUd & Sonô)> This pipette itself was sterilised by 
boiling in a small , instrument steriliser (Maoaitiy *b Hospital 
/Equipmehts). The tubes of agar were, stored over night in water 
; batXis at 48^ before being, used thé next dey* , ‘
’ E ; :,: T, The diluti sample were done by special O.l ml.pipette
7; assèmbidës ' (Figure 5 ) which;, had been bid© water repelient by - silioohe 
, treatment. Four such pipettes wore used at a time* They were 
; sterilised by^  immersing the. glass part in a boiling watery bath.- 
;They''^ -wefe used in. rotation so that while one was being used; two v/ere 
. being a tor il i se d and the fourth was being cooled* 0.1 ml* sample ' ;
; -was.: withdrmm, mixed with 6 m l *  of buffered complex medium ‘thorough-;
' .'"\;\''ly.by a vertex mixox: .(^ oientifio Industries International Inoorpor­
ated H.IC.: htd# ) * Eubbessive dilutions wore made in the same manner•
■; : The;.pipotte v/ao rinsed-with boiling, water, bety/eèn transfers* A
maximum of five tubes w©:r© used for s fully, grown culture of E* ooli.
■ • Whbn; dilutions wore;,Gomplete the pipette was ,'again suspended in ■
FIG. 5 î Special pipette aaeembly used for ^
making dilutions Of cell suspensions 
for viable count ty tube method.
A1
bollfmg w a t .. The : ' tube8 wore immediivbely 8oll&if ieâ T%r
:plaoing;,an i£m lood water "bath* ' ; ffie tubes were In.ou'bated at 
37 ovorniglit I'/hoii dl sore te oolonres developed. Jlaoh get of
tubes-\fas , thou, compared with tho standards and read off
■' F- ; ' ;. tu ■ ■ ■ V
from a table on the basis of the dilution (l/^ Q^y ?-/6o^  etc*): ■
whioh matched the individual.tube in the act of standard tubes#
Preparation and. Calibration of Standard (Tubes . :
A .fully, g x o \ m  culture . of 33* ooli 11229 in OA mediura v/as diluted 
by-a series of. l/io dilution five times. (This served as the master : 
suspension which was further diluted by a series of logafithmic. - 
dilutions 00 as to have a difference of 0^1 of a log^Q unit between 
suocessive dilutions. (These dilutions wex^ e made very carefully and
■ ad accurately as:possible* Eaoh of these baoterial suspensions was , , 
o ountèd by. adding* .one, ml. to g ml . of buffered ; complex medium in 
replicates of ten. ViablO count was also.taken by standard pour
■ plate method invtriplicate, 6n nutrient agar. After incubation at 37 
the plates were:oohnted and the :average number of viable cells in 
each subpension v/as calculated# At the lower , end of scale « the 
Golonies- developing in the tubes were also counted .wh*ioh, agreed 
fairly well with the plate .counts of: the oorresponding bacterial 
suspensions (^able 3), The tubeb yfith higher number of cells were 
assigned the saine, ; himber as. that : obtain©d by, plàté ' oounts. ' 'fliree . 
best tubes out of the ten replicates for each dilution were selected* 
These three sets were preserved with formalirn^and sealed. (Two sets 
were stored at 4 as spares and one was used for taking counts.
;; The standards were kept in a special viev/ing-box which; w^
• illuminated from the bottom with a fluoroscent light (Figure 6).
. The unknovm sample is counted by. matching the. tube, .with apprO'-'- ,
priate number of oolonies to one. of the standard tubes. Once an - 
unknown tube has been matched,, to a s tandard « the viable oount of the ; 
culture from which : the unknoim has been derived is easily calculated 
from a knowledge of the number ofi l/60 dilutions performed and the 
known .number of colonies in the standard. A table was constructed
T A B L A I  . t ^  J :. ' i / ; ' a, '
A fully grown culture of Bsebiriohià ooli 11229 
in GA bîodim was suitably diluted a seriaa of V 
iogarithmio dilutions »o as to hav# a differanoe ofv 
p.l of a log^o batwatn auocôfiftiyf diiutiohe#'':';'#^ ^
Saoh of those dilutions was then couirtod by bo 
plats and tubs dilution techniques ag dssorihed Üi the 
tsrt. Plat# oount is an average of three platse and 
tubs count is ah average of/ten tube's;^ : / '
TA/B.Iiïï. 3
OALIBRATIOM 0?  AdüBîÜ OOtïOT B ï PLATS COjDîîT
DILOTIOH
. PM T33 ÇqmT . ttîBH  CÎOUIT
îîtÉ s m  ' : A ve ra g e ■ ■ .
• ' üfp.*.- 'pe r m l. '
- hbê’. ‘ .
- . Ho*;- p a r ml#
■ Average: , 
Ho. j?er m l.
A ' A F ” :: 27 - A ! . 1.43- : ' 26 -.
,,.2 ..-1.50 ■ ' 32'-
3 ■;A.v ^38-;- ;; ■.-■-ï1>.58.; 37
, 1*63 42
5 ' 65 1.81 P  ' '
.- : / . : '77\ / ' :  ' 1.88 /  '
. . . .  :'.7 : \ : : ' i i 3 / ' /  '...2.05,::
■■'. 6 '. , 133 . 2.12 '
" 168' ;A..2.25' .
10 ■ ' 'v '.a ii - 'A 2. 32A "  , :
11 . 263 „ . . ■, .2.42-: , ;: : '
12 388 2.58 '
13 491 2.69
14 635 F - ‘ :„ 2.78
15 800 2.90 ;
.16 1015 , 3.01
' 17 1206 3.08
18 1633 -  3.21
19 1993 3.30 " "
SO 2426 , 3.38
21 3013 3.48
22 3722 3.57 —
^10# ' /:«. Tléwing box for standard
■ '-///"//:: oounting tubaa*/;■
E i ^
TABLE 4 * Tablé for direct reading of Yiabl#
count by tube dilution method*
Column 2,indloatoa the number ; of oolonies in/each 
standard tube ; and the oorresponding log values arb • 
recorded in column 3# dilution numbers refer to each 
eucceeeiye /go dilution*
5o. of Ho* of loe
jDlLtJÎPXOH , ITO*'
TuBe Cells
: .,2;- 
U Wl N M.U,W , J WM.#'
3 HE ,  5
' ‘ 1 1. 43 : 2.43 4.21 5.99. 7.77 ..9,.5,5
2 . •■-•■■ 32';'; 1.50 2Î50 '  4.28; ' 6*06 7.84 6 :9 .6 2 .
3 38 1 .58 2.5a 4.36 : 6.14 : 7.9 2 ,0: 9.70 ■■
; ■  '  ■ 4 .43 . 1.63 2.63 4*41 : 6.19 V7.9?' -9 *75 ,
.. ;5 65 1,81 2.81 4.59 ;: 6.37 : .8.15. :.:9.93
6 77 1.88 2.88 . ,4*66 6.44 8.22 10.00
7 113 2.05 3.05 4.83 6*61 8.39 10 .17
8 . '.133 ■,2.t42 . 3.12 '..4*90':, 6.68 ■ . 8  ^46 . 10.24
/ '■-,^9,..;^ 168 : ; 2.22 3.22 5.06 , 6.78 8.56 , : 16.34
10 ; .4211 2.32 3.32 5.10 : 6.88 8.66 10.44 ■
■ .'Mr : ■ .; : 2.42 .3.42 5.20 6.98 8.76 ::-4o -54-....
. : .12 / : ; 350 . .2#, 3.59 5.37 7.15 8.93{ 10.71
..Î3'-- ' : 490 2.69 3.69 , ■.5.47.' 7.25 9.03 10.81
, 14 " -, 614 2.79 ..■3-79 5.57- 7.35 9.13 10.91
' 15; 800 2.90 , 3.90 5 .68:; 7.,46 9.24; 11.02
1015 3.01 4*01 5. 79 ; 7.57 9.35 11.13
/ ' . 1206 : 3.08 4.08 5.8 6, 7.64 9.42 11.20
.;■'■■■'18 ; 1630 : 3.21 4.21 5.99 7.77 9.55^ 11.33
• ■■'19 ' 1993 ' 3.30 4.30 6.08 7.86 . 9.64 11.42
20 2420 3.38 4.38 6.16 : 7.94 9.72 . 11.50 .
■;,:■%'-21-. 3013 ■ 3*48 '■' 4*48 6 .26. . 8.04 9.82 11.60
'■'■; 22 3720 3.57 4.57 .-.6.35;.' 8.13 9.91
. . .
11.69
(Tablé 4) f^om willcb the viable courit, oan be clirectljr read off. ,
J^valuatioïi of. the^  tube dilution method
fT~rT~nTfirrwi mi—TTw v T ii *11 m i~r~n>r n i n n  ir b^ i t  1 1 i 1 1 1 iii n ■ 1 •> m n a in h ii iw i  #  m* ii# r M i i**i Mi 1# 11% >nm w  *
The validity of the calibration was tested by d e terminât ion 
of viable counts with both the pour plate hnd tube dilution method. 
A fully .grownioultti3?e of 33. ooli 11229 v/às suitably diluted to give 
a wide range of density. Both-methods v/ere employed to perform 10 
repltoate counts on each of several suspensions. Table 5 gives 
the results by both mothods. There is on excellent 'correlation
between the two methods.
. All viable dounts methods devised so far are not absolutely, 
reliable. Their précision.is affected by many factors such as 
dilution, sampling and technical. errbrs. .In the tube count used 
here) it, is olear that dilution errors are considerably reduced 
because of the low number of dilutions carried out* five dilution 
steps at the most are, needed, as compared to nine or, ten v/ith plate 
count for a fully gro\m culture * The lowest count that is assessed 
by tube count- is l/^o. of the : maximum'; density , in the calibration 
series and -thus, reduces the, sampling error. . Q?he teoJmioal error is 
also; roduoéd due to the. low huviiber of dilutions necessary and the 
use of 'automatic, pipettes for dispensing the agar and sample.
The other advantage of. this-method is that it does not require 
a prediction of the mimber of cells in the sample. ; In a study of 
antibacterials a very wide range of number of cells, in the sanple 
is ehoountered ai.( which Cannot be predictod bQforehànd. Therefore 
this method is very suitable for the ehmieration of a ..culture which
VIABLE COOTTB ,; ;pF. EBCHERICHIAt: COLI : 11229 .
 ^ , - BY P O m . .PLATE Aim TUBE :MOTOBS . v ' -
;-'; PLAÏ1Î .vCOOTï.;' , 3'cou6s
Mean'
: (lofi'io)
standard . y. 
Peylaiiph;
■ -.Mean:
4 P % ) - ;
y-feandai'd
,v';:peyiation-
8.480 -y,,i.0,157 ;3 * 402 .  ; V/ 1 ;o ,059;?3';-:
Y; 8.371 : 3 0,056 :.: 8.392; ‘3±::0.053'3/3
8.023 ■" ± 0*107 :8.035 :J:r 0‘154;33-
7.845 ; ± 0.677 7.817.:' '3:---:0.022i'3'/
A; 7 .747/ ' . :1 0.098 ; 7*755 ■ ± 0.041
7.715 : -;6.162 ; :7.662 ± 0.056
_ : 4.487':. :t 0.071; : , -,4.455, 3; ± 0.069 ,
± 0.0 3 4 : ;3:3.6323/3:: ± 6 . o 89'^ ';4;;
3 .4443' V  ,1 P;.045 : 3.536 ;-.;'3 ± 6 .032 33:
1*926 C- t;é':QQf-' ■ ' ■ 2.983 : 33±6.02fc:3:;
YU,
is imdérgoi% rapid, changes as found in the qtiinolone treated , 
OLîlturés. . ' ■ ■ ■ .
■ The increased acouraoy and reproducibility of the tube 
counting method due to larger samples and=fewer dilutions 
together with ease and convenience both in actual operatioxa and • 
counting malœ this method prof arable to all the other standard, -, 
techniques for measuring viability#
Resp.iratxon Btudie&
Standard manometrio teohniques (Umbreitj Burris & Staufer, 
1957) were employed to study rate of 03<ygen uptake/mgTiH groteih/ 
hour (gOo ) • Each Warburg vessel received 5 mgiic of bacterial 
o© 11s suspended in 100 m moles of phosphate huffér (pH 7*b) j 
25 m moles of glucose in side arm and Gig ml* of 20^ EOH in the 
centre well in a total volume of 2, ml. The oxygen uptake was 
studied at 37^ .< The Warburg apparatus was supplied by B. Braun 
Apparatebau^ Melsungeh) Western Germany^ Models ¥85 and VL85.
In one experiment. Warburg flasks 0 ontained I50 m moles 
ammonium sulphate I5 m moles magnesium sulphate25 m moles 
glucose) 10’m môlès phosphate buffer^ 0*2 ml* 20/^  KOH in centre 
vYèll and I'/Cj 5^ , and I05S inoouluni cells In the side Eirm. Hate 
of oxygen uptake was ‘followed during growth of the cells in the - 
.Warburg vessels# , = - -3 / ' '33;
Proteins were measured by the method of Lowfy et al (I951)*
BiooIieËioàl Analysis ' ' '^';/L.y:y' '-‘•; '. f',
The analysis- of . the cells ,wàa oarriéd put : bÿ;.Schneider 
, (1957) frhe11 oi'iation method* " The. oulttiresrwore treated with ■ 
5^’ trichloroacetic, aoid 'otornigbtIat:;,43:l -Hoxt’ -dayrtbe. samplois; 
were b on tr 1 f ugod *1 washe d one ë with, Whter ' and : re suepehded àt 
knofe wet 'wt*/ml# ; The suspensions were digested^ 0#.66H - 
lTe.pH; overnight at 36  ^and proteins éstiimted in gthé alkaiihe 
digest by Folin .Giooalteu reagent -method de scribed by Lowry et
Huoleio acids were e x t r a o t o d : thé: ceil êuspensions: bÿ , 
twice hot 0*5îî perchloric ao id ..treatment; (70^ if of 20 minutes) * . 
The supernates wore combined : and P M  v/asestimated by modified 
Burton diphenylemine:, method (Burton% ^ 93^ . - R M  was estimated 
by broinpl reaction . (Ashwe3J/) 1957) # 3 -4 cr. '■.■ ■'3''
f J'
Matèfiaîs .
. , All phem5-.cals ;used v/ere .BPn dieniioals of analaxv grade 
except tfièliÿ'droxyme.tliylaïïilnomètKan© (reagmrb grade) y t^ iymiiie, 
tl)ymldinep; deoxyadehosinog deoyyoytosIne and,doox^rg-aànocine ' 
which ware obtained from Sigma Ghemioal Company,.
The quinoiones* were synthesized at the research laboratories 
of Imperial Ohemioal Industries (l.Gtl,) in Oheshire» England*
They were kindly supplied as a gift*
Chloramphenicol was obtained from Parke Pavis & Co* Ltd,, 
Hounslow, Hr, London *
Oxygen free nitrogen was obtained from British Oxygen Co *3 
Glasgow. ' -
Footnote: ■
* Abbreviations used for quinoloness 
1 • CarboxyQ; H‘-ethyl--3«Garbo:Ky-"7-?dhloro"4*^quinolone 
2# :HitroQs ly! 2 dimetîiyl«6--nitrp-4*Qi^fj^oio»ô*
IR  B 'S ÏT ÎJ T S
GEovmi ihhibitiom; - b ï ■. quinolohes; ,
.v: (à) Effect of OarboxyQ on EBolieriohia ooli 11229 . -3 -
■ Grbwth of E* ooli 11229 in presence of various conebiitrritions 
of carboxyQ is shown in Figures\;7a and 7b. Very lovf çohoéntrations 
of oarboxyQ (l.25 and 2,5 ^ 0 .  do not have an appreqiable; effect on 
the growth. "There is slight inhibition of the rate of multiplioat** 
ion (Figure 7a) but the rate of indrease in turbidity is not reduced 
and. in fact it is slightly, enhanced (Figure 7b)* With higher : \
concentrations (5 and 10 juM) there is no appreciable effect on 
either cell number or mass up to two hours. After this time \vith 
5 jaM the viable count remains more or less constant ; for. ahpther hour, 
Thereafter : there is some fall in viable. count and further slowing 
down of the rate of increase in turbidity* ;DoublihgYthe concentrat­
ion to 10 juM results in a rapid deorease in viable count after two.% 
hours of incubation. The turbidity is maintained at à constant 
level after an initial increase up to tliree hours ; Increasing the 
drug concentration to 20, 40, 80 and 160 - J M does not have an 3 3
>; additional eff ect on the rate of killing but they do inhibit the :
rate of increase in turbidity proportionately (Figures 8a, 8b). 'y/ylt 
should be noted that a period of growth elapses before byen high i.
; concentrations of drug exert anyv effect. " 3 v -y
FIG. 7 S Effect of oarboxyQ bn the growth of 
■ Esoherichxa coll 11229* ±.::-
(*), TiWbOity ■ ■■3v:;3;yt-:73;
(b) Turbidity
o—  o Control in GA medium 
A GA + 1*25 carboxyQ
a — D GA + 2*5 /fl o^boxyQ
# —  # GA f 5 ulî oarboxyQ
A-— ; 4 GA + 10 f É i carbo3çy(]
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FÏG* B ,2 ÂîJffeot of high oonoentrâtioné ofi.oarlaa^ QrQ
on the growth of lilaoheriohia ooli 11229.
(a) Viability v
(b) Turblditar ! - .'// r-V?:
O -— o Control in GA medium.
. , GA 10:;;#,:o^ozyQ:
n — n GA 4 ^ 20 carho^orQ /.
#«— #, GA ; + 40 oa%*hozyQ
■ A — A ; ;• GA + B O ^ r p ^
m  —  m  GÀ + i6o ;nM oarboaÿQ ;
MOTB: : Double pointe^ àrrov/e in the viable count plot . ;
indicate the range vvith varipuô oonoentrations ;of 
drug. The dots (#) represent the mean of all the
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; (b) Effect of nij/roQ on Ssoherichla ooli: 11229 { : f-
-L:-'\ A Figures ga and 9b show the effeot of 5» 10, 20 anâ 40yt#
concentrât ions of nitroQ. 5here is a slight loss in viability \
: (Pigiaré ga) with 5 to on© hour Oftoxv v/hioh the culture shows
\ \:/a;''steàcly. increase in viable ocunt though at a slower rate than the \ 
no drug control# !Dhe turbidity curve of 5 ^  ( I*]i^ r e 9b ) al so 
, • : shows a slower rate of increase up to three hohrs -after which - it 
: increases at a higher rate but is lower then the control at the end 
; of experimental period * 3)oubling the concentration to 10 ^  shows 
: Y a^ lethal effect up to 40 minutes after V/hich the viable
/ \ count remains Constat up to tliree hours# At this time the number 
of viable oells begins to increase. Turbidity also shows a slow 
.,;T followed by more rapid increase • Further increase . in
drug conoentration to 20 and 40 ^  is rapidly bactericidal for the f 
y' fir81 hour after which the killing oontinhes at a slower rate up to 
four ; or five hours# At about six hours an increase in viable count 
is observed. The turbidity, remains constant with 20 and 4 0 after 
a.; slight increase in the beginning. The population tbat appears at 
- about six hours represents cells that are drug résistant ^ d  not LA 
'merely slovf growing cells (refer to section on drug resistance on : 
page iP9) iL . A fhe: proportion of resistant population in ; the indoulûmL i 
r varies from experi&ént to experiment and thus the response to a ; A 
. A péfticular concentration of drug is slightly variable in different 
" experiments*^ EpweVer thé rapid loss in viability during the first 
hour of incubation is always observed andit depends on the length 
of thé lag phase Of the oohtrol culture* The longer tho^ lag phasèV 
the more jronounced is the initial rapid lethal effect of nitroQ.
PIG. \ 9 : : : 3^ of nitfoQ oh thé : girov/th of
----.. —  ■ . ■ . -J.V ■'■,■■ \ ■•' ■ .4 : ' -
. PochericKia 'ooli .1]^29LLpA : ' A;A
: (a) ■ •yi^ility .-P /; ,L ;'.AL ; A 
(b) '^rbiditÿ-;/- ■•- A ' . p U  "AA-,>'
0— 0 Control - in ; GA
A —  A GA f 5 nitrpQ
0 —  0 ' GA + 10 hitrpQ
# — ■ ». GA + 20jug nitroQ
À  — A  À GA + 49 |ÜÆ hitrOQ:
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V V/iiîhJ 20{iam dzug 60Aoentratlon, about 90ÿ$ of} the poÿ^iaiipn Is , 
UBuàlïy nohViable wifein tix^ l fi hour of E
; drug oonoeu’srataons show a relative zuoreaee in the seneitivity
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n(c) Bffédt of carboayQ bn iSaoKorIchîa ooli 8114
a! range of drug odnoentrationB (2*5, 5? 10@ 20 and 40 /iM)
. were employed to study the sensitivity of this strain (Figures 10a, 
idb) » As with Bjr^ ooll 11229 2*5. uM is slightly hacteriostatic 
. since - i t . shows an" increase ' in hoth cell : ntimher. end. turbidity at a 
slower rat# than the control culture# Hesponse to higher ooneen- 
tratidhs of /the - drug differs, from the response of B. ooli 11229# 
After a period of slight increase in numberthere is some loss of 
viability followed hy a period of two hours duriiig which the count 
remains constant. (Then again a, rapid loss of viability is 
■; observed. . ^ Dhis response of B. coli 8114 to higher dohdentratiohs 
; of oafbo]^Q was fouM be reproducible. ' The effect on turbidity, 
however, is very similar to that observed with B. doll .11229.'  ' /  ^  ' I J ^  ' '  , '  , L . < ^  IIi*» HMé . . f  , M I I I J 1  ^ I ' —
PIG. ,10 y- Pffeqt . of r o arb ozyQ % oh the , growth of
Bsoheriohia doli 8114;
(b) , y
0 —  0 ■ Control in GA :--..t '7.
A —  A \ GÂ + 2*5 darbozyq
a —  O  ' GA + 5 ^  o^hpzyQ
# — . GA + 10 'uM':'oarboayQ-YV . -V:J , ; : . ' ; (
A ~ À  , ; GA + 20 tM  carhoryQ
1 — * ■ GA + 40: pM oarhoxyQ
r I u.
7A 4 52 6
TIME (HRS)
Fig. 10a
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(d) Ëffdot of nitroQ on 3*}soheyiohia coli 81X4
'  . '  imi# »«     i #  n n m n — iwin «########, «n i
$hl8 strain is slightly leeR senaitiv to nitroQ as compared 
to B. coii. 11229 (Flaires lia, llh) ; 5^6wer oonoentrations (2*5y r ^ ^ W T i ' f  I ■< 11 hii <1 tf i .  ; . -  \
iand j M j j B h p r f  a slower rate pf increase in both cell ntuaber and 
turbidity as; oomi^ared to the pontrPlt After seven hours the cell 
number is almomt the same as control but turbidity does not reach 
ÿhé èëz# level * %%th 10 ^  drug concentration the viable count 
remains more or less constant tip,to four hours after y/hich it 
begins to rise. On the other hand the turbidity shows an increase 
throughout the experimental period though at a slow rate* With 
20Ji# di^g: concentration, after a rapid loss in viability up to 
mi hour the viable count shows a slow but steady- decrease up to " 
seven hours * ' Turbidity remains at a constant level 'from four 
hours onwards after an initial increaseè Higher bonodntration 
(40 and CO show an iimaediate rapid loss in viability followed 
by a slpv/er fall up to about fiVe hours when a rise ■ in viable 
cpimtr Î8 observed similar to that observed :with if* coli 11229*
The turbidi# ih these, oases shows little or noy ihcrease. throughout 
the, experimental period. 'y-'"  ^ '
PIG, 11 5 . Bfféct of nitroQ on the growth of
Ksoheriohxa boli 8114*
: . ya), \ ■ y:,; y  y
' (t) ! " ":, y y  ,::y\
- o'.™ o ' = Control in GA 
à  — L  GA +;;-2.5,)# nitroQ :: -, , : s:/,
□  — - 0 GA + 5 hitroQ; >' " %  '
' " . ,GA t } nl;troQ : y;yy
■ A--Ay...y -;g a +.y2ap,'nitr6Q , -yiy:'..
. ■ —  *  GA + 40 pll nitroQ
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(e) Bffeot GarWagrQ, on Bgoheriohia ooli 8583
Qold, 8583 iô the tkymine avjcotroph derived from 3^# coli
WM*  M 9.ieM.msHm w * » T = *  ^  BIPIIW W I. .**! t -» imm n rnmt
83.14* D^his strain is much more sensitive to oarhoxyp/than, the 
other . two, strains, (Fibres I2ag 12h). At, 2#5-^'aftei a slight 
loss in viahiXity à slow inorease in oell râmheÿ. is ohserved* . 
to^hidlty also increases ..slowly and aft^r: seven h o w s  of incu- ' . 
hat ion is.ahout tenfold less t h ^  ^ ; o on tr 61 #. With g ând.lO.joM
the viahle. opùnt remains constant tip to 4 and 2 hours respeotively, 
àf ter whlqh a rapid loss in viahility is qhserved» At still
higher qonoentrations. of, 20, 40 and 80 p M  after a-lag of 30 mine*, 
there is a .fall in yiahle count at à slower raW, up to 3 hours 
fqllqwed hy a higher rate of killing# i!hq turhidity with 5j 10,
20g 40 and Bo ^  concentration shows little qr no increase during 
the whole experimental period#
- W Twr» 4a»
i>'ï(r. 12. * liiffeot of oai'hoc^Q on the groivth qf
,Bgoherlohia ooli 05B3#;.
(a) Viabzïity 
(h) !l\irhid;ity _
o —  o Control in OA
A"— A  GÂ 4-.2.5 carhdryQ
□ — * □ . GA + : > 5 jM-' oarhoiyQ
# —  # GA f 10 judi carho]QrC^
À .—  4 : G A 4- 20 p^î: o a r h o i ^ Q ,
GA t 40 carbo3EyQ
( > „  (J GA 4' 80 ;uM oarboacyQ
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:(ïj lÿffeot.of nitXQQ-:-on iflècheyiicMa oôli 8583 v..- .
• Figures 13a [^1 131) s h m  thé éffect : of ; 2*5>’ 5, 10, 20, 40
and 80 i# oonôentrations of nitroQ on. F- .coli 8583 ♦ At 2,5 A#;' ' 
thé ylahle count remains constant up to five hours after a slight ',x 
initial;, increase i-.;,. After, five hours the cell number rises rapidly. 
During: this time ■ turhidit^r shows a continuous rise though at a 
slower rate than the, o ontrol. . , With 5 and 10 after an initial 
loss of viahility, thé; viahle count Increases slowly up to six 
hours when the cell nimber suddenly goes" up : presumably due to the ;f- 
growth of a resistant 'population• . The turbidity also, shows; a 
steady Ihbrèas© throughout the experimental period which is - ^ ■
inversely: proportional to drug- coneentration « The ouiturcs with
20,1 40 und 80 jshow a typloâl bactericidal^ curve as observed' 
vfith B, 0oil 11229. '-here also resistant ceils begin tb ;appe^
at about five or six hours, "'..There is very slight or no increase v 
in turbidity observed v^ith 20, 40 and 80 ^  drug concentrations A
FIG. 13 ; ■ Effect of : ni the r^owth of
. Escherichia coli 8583»
: ; a- a ;  ■ ; ■:;: :;,GA . J:,:;;-
>0— n :
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. of caiinoXoneS: on the .average oell sise '% ■} ,
--' 'T, ;:' ' ' ■ :M ^ m M w r i o M a  o m i  l l 2 % ■ ' y'vV
, :-Botlx oa3?l3oiÿ‘Q, mid nitroQ induce thé f ormation of ,f ilaments v 
from: normal short rodnhaped c elle of E, coli 11229 * Figure\14 
dhows photomicrographs of young cultures (3 "" 4 hourb old) grown' 
Y/ithdut; drug and in: presence. of 2.5^^ 5, 10 and 20y.# oarbp3Q,4’â and  ^- 
nitroQ. The ‘baoteriostatic cohceritrations, ( 2 and 5 give;■ ^
rise to longer oélls as compared tp 10 and 20 which are hacteri-- 
cidal• The appearàtîce of the filmnentous; pells is assooiated with 
^bnbaldncedgrowth’*due to a number of phÿêictvi and ohemioal agentsi 
'Most of these agents such as W  and X-rby irrs&tions, mitomyoins, 
hydroxyurea; nalidixic aoid« phenetlyl, dlobliol and thymine -
defibioncy give rise to such long forms due bo: selective inhibition 
'of'-' D M  synthesis while allowing E M  and protein synthesis• * At ■ 
hac tericidal o oho entrât ion S of quinolone s the o ells do not experi'* 
,enoe imbalanced growth to the same extent as at lower conoentrâtion 
qinoe most of the. population is killed within a short time With ;;  ^
haoteriostatic;concentrations the cells are not killed but allowed 
to grow without miy ppntrolled màcromoleculàr synthesis resulting 
in the foiTOatiph: of long filamentous c e l l s . r .
FIG. 14 8 Morphological ohshiges induced in cell• of
Jigoherichia coli 11229 by quinoldneeW 
Stoeara were prepared from hr. old 
cultures* stained with oxystal violet and 
photographed with a Wat son phase 60 micro­
scope # Magnification is the sWe in
every case^ ;
(a) CarboaqyQ treated cultures.
(b) MitroQ treated cultures. ]
. (^ ) ' Control y :':-: - T; : '
-, (B) 2.5
: ,(c) 5 jik drug -I:
(I>)
"(e) ■ 20 yiU. drug
' (F). -V 40 ;d( drug
B
I « r  % a
..2,
02
Sib# variation during growth of 
EBoheriohia coli 11229 with ; &id without quinolones
rinii*i.<M< 111   I iiii  ^miÉ<É wtii.1 nut f T ii II I Til I II I I I III II11 I >1 I II III IT  * I Ë 11 I I HI ~ 1 a >1 I irt I . ~ I imirm#ri' « i tirt nin ■ r - ~i;-irw>B.in
The average cell sis© changes, during the growth cycle of a 
bacterial culture* During thé lag phase and èa3?ly log phase 
the ojiset of growth is accompanied: by a gradual increase in sise*
The increase in sise, continues until. the cell divides into two* :
The daughter cells also•increase in sise and so the number of 
cells incr08,80s with time during log phase* In this phase of 
active nmltiplioation the average cell siae is appreciably inofeased, 
Œen the lot'llturé approaches stationary .phase j the cells stop to . • 
increase in else but divide so that the average oell sigie is again 
reduced to the original value. '
Quinolones were found to give rise to enorimouslyyiohg- fila-.:, 
mentons cells* It was interesting to. determine, the-oh^ge in ; 
average oell bIk© when grovm in prehence of ^uinoXoneB*. bôuXtér 
counter9 which measures the cell volume and thus c©3.1 sise eleat-" \ 
ronically* was used for sise distribution-studies when ; I?* ooli 
11229 is growÀi with and ivithout guinolones* 9?ablë 6 . and Figure 
15 shows the average voDume per . oèll durihg gxov/th cycle ,of Ë* ■ ooli 
11229 with 0; 2.5? 5) IP <md.20 ;uM qtiiràôlonea*. The oohtrol ; 
culture shows a gradual increase in average sig# until it reaches 
a maxiBU-un at three or four .hours which is the middle of log phase*. . 
As the culture approaches stationary phase; the sise is again 
reduced gradually to nearly the initial sise#, The same pattern . 
is observed with 2*5 W  carbosyQ-but the average cell sise remains . 
higher than the control during later stages of growth,  ^ At 59#
TABLE 6
Egôheriohia eoli 112219 was grown with 0, 2*5, 5j 
io and 20 ) M  oarboiyQ arid riitroQ* ; Sampleb were taken 
every hour and total numbers were determined %r Coulter 
Counter; Model F. Average volume cell was deterr 
mined by calculating total volume and dividing It by : 
total number in each case*
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FIG# 15 8. Effeot of quinolbnes on average volume per
cell of Eeoherichia coli 11229 during a 
. /:6r6wtii o y p l « ' . . : ' : .
■ (a) OartqzyQ v- '
. (b) m t r o Q  i:
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conoeniration of the average cell siae ihoreases
enormouslÿ^ and doBB not fall in the ëtationary phase* The 
same pattern ie ohserved with 10 and 20 #1- hut the maximum size 
achieved is inversely proportional to the drug concentration#
At the haotericidal conoentrationsÿ ; the killed population w M o h  
remains at normal size oontrihutes greatly to the average ceil 
sise and thus the éyerall sise : does hot inoreas# appréoiahly,* 
HitroQ also causes an increase in the average ceil siae 
hut: not to the same extent as oarhoayQ., Here the maximum size 
ohserved is only twioe that of control and is proportional to 
drug concentration (Tahle 6)* There is a sudden decrease in 
average cell size at about five hours when the viable count 
generally shows an increase presumably due to grov/th of resist­
ant OQlls of normal size.
' '"-'F
'■'’-'4" , ;: jiÉ.awÉ5i®2saa,Æ^ :J;:
' ■ lâa- EA& 1%. Mior; the eSfeot oÿ :lsioc«lufa tslso oa thg
’ aQtlOD,..ol%.o.r^ rho%r(ÿ''. / A inacAAtei m m  n û ù à . $o imoau%&%te 
with nù.'drug :qWw#%% #  1#. ùarho#A(* _ -l^iâa&to' imtn' of. • ■"
''withiOÿ mâ lGo/i.#'dwg" ç6now#roMohD' wlth=
$hâ{ imoçüla, re#oçtivoly* Sïlüsfes irioùula' oî^^oS ^
'tÿpiehl- reepohes -both in-.viability' :ohd twMditÿà ‘
.'Thé flaék. Imouli# ÿiwod a olcr^ ôp. m#;eonçe .
''in .và#lo éoimf'.'.md twMçHity mû' igomboA -ot^tloho# pMnù -qm%lDir 
-ühéh- tho -1$  ••ôoh’irali TM: ilfèako' with .40. oM l6o iM'aad 5%.;
\ : : c ' . y  y ../,,-. 4  ^- ' ' -. y..' . -% /y
inooula.’ oliowod -'ho oigRlfléaht .ûifSmomf> in the-^ato of IfM'linS ' ■' 
/b u t. vhéro :Waa. a.Xilffowmoo. to 't fe  ra te  o f imomasm- ln  tho. 
and thé. ÿlhai iovele# fho lOî? iziooulw ùoirhx^ ol Wxowed \8lowant 
,ratô. .of'iMoroaoe - in coll nmhor mxé and alaô' roaoWA . '.. .
P oprlloGt*./ :In \flac#:à' with lO^'inoonlaw^cl. 
4é'.mü %€o ug; émg - fall %n viability m m  prôp6rtl6nol to cWng. ' 
oonoohtration# ■ Tho 'teAldity-• rCAolnod oonotaht èftor m  "W/tlol - '. 
;l#ro$oe, •'. The ioeb ^bf.-'yiabilâtÿ mm: oboervéd --énXf.mhùW tho 
■çontroi >î\ltnro ' nùé, growing.. ûnû thoro m e  no ;%thozr laoh of 
yiablliiy- aftor tho.- control oulture .had tomhM 'atétion^' ■phano«/:.,a ■
.'/■-■ :fi^"effôot .of" oeil àonblty -m thé mtlùn %of -mltWQ .vmo studied 
; in.: thé io llo v /in g . experlmont*' ' -. ■A '.ftilly grovm oaltpyo ,9f ‘ Hî,,i\gla 
'llgèO,.m^  #un..4#n'(#1 roouopçmAoa at %/lOMx of # b  original-. : ■ 
volmio .#' frooh' OA médlm* ' ■ -'TMo -thick m z ^ n c i o â • yian thon ' ••;.
PIG. 16 Effe o t of high cell:density on-the adtion 
of carhoxyQ on Escherichia coil 11229 
(a) Viability 
(h) Turbidity
o o 
A
Control in GA
GA + ; 40 pLî carboiyQ
15^ ihqcula
#
Control in GA
GA + 4P ajM carboxyQ
GA + 160 oeirboxyQ
5^ 0 inqcula.
A — A
a — a
Control in GA
GA 4: 40juM oarboxyQ
GA -f 160juM carboxyl
lOji inocula
om o
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TIME (HRS)
Fig. 16a
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inooulàtëd Into sets of flaake with no drug and 40 nitro% to 
give final cell densitiés, approximately 1^, 10^ ^ d  l O O f ) of the 
original culture* Figures 17a and 17b show the growth wltlv and ‘ 
v/ithout 40 nitroQ at these cell dencitleé* ' *Iîho 1/2 inoculm , 
showed a typical growth curve in flask without drug* / IChè flàék . .
with 40 jciltî drug showed killing at a uniform rate from aero minutes , '
up to five hours instead of the hiphasio response ohééryed when 
unwashed oèlls are used as inoculum* 9?he 10^ inoculum grows and , . 
reaohes stationary phase at tlrroe hours in the ' pontrpl# : In the 
flask with drug • viability followed a : more or less, tÿpioaî pattern ■ / 
v/hile the turbidity remained constant after a siight increase.
, The culture vdth the same .'density as the inoculum (iQOJa bell density) 
and no .drug. showed a slight increase' in the viable, count and - ' ■
turbidity up to about two hours* Ho ohaîigè was observed during 
the rest of the experimental period. The culture, with 4G UM nitroQ 
after a, slight initial fall in viable; count, showed ;éomë increase in. , : 
cell muaber before being maintained at a oohstant leyel.. Ho . effect : 
on turbidity was dbserved* ; , . ■
FIG* 17 * Fffect of high cell density on the action
olv nitreQ. on. Uscherichia ooli 11229•
(t) Turbidi^ /r
0— 0 Control, in GA
OA + 4P hitroQ
l g2 inocula
A— A
Control in GÀ
GA + 40 juîÆ. nitfoQ
l O f j inocula
0 — 0 Control in GA
GA + nitroQ
100/2 inocula
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ISfféct of nitroQ at different times during; 
the initial stages of growth of Bsolioriohia cbli 1X229
fo test the: possibility that sensitivity to nitroQ varies with 
different stages of growth and not the density of the culture, 20 j M  
hitroQ (final Oohoentratioh) was added to replicate flasks of 
cultures growing without drug (Figures 18a and l8b). The no drug 
control after a lag phase of 30 minutes to an hour entered the 
logarithmic phase and stationary phase was reached at about six 
hours. The drug was added, at 30 minutes intervals from zero to " . 
three hours* There was yery. little difference in the response of 
the cultures when drug was added at . zero or 30 minutes. Both 
viability and turbidity followed more or less the, same pattern. , 
VJheh the drug was added later than 30 minutes up to three hours, 
there was a progressive loss of sensitivity. All the cultures to 
which drug was added later than 30 minutes started to proliferate 
after a time lapse v/hich v/as inversely proportional to the time of 
addition of drug. This suggests that the cells are most sensitive 
to hitro(% during the lag phase. When the cells enter the log­
arithmic phase the sensitivity to c^uinolones is progressively 
reduced according to the age of ceils.
FIG. 16 S Fffeot of nitipoQ during the initial stages 
of growth of Fsoherichia boli ; 11229*
- (a)' - Vi*Aillty % ,
(t) Turbidity
0 — 0 Control in GA.  ^ ^
A'-*""A GA H* 20 juM hitroQ at 0^ ;y "
GA f 20 nïï nitrotl at 30 
- ^  —  # GA i 20 pM nitroQ at 1.0Ô
A — GA 4 20 nitroQ at l;3d
■*—  ■ GA 4- 20 } M  hitroQ at 2,00^
GA + 20 pB. nitroQ at 2 > 30 
A “ A  GA -F 20jüiîî nitroQ at 3*00 /
oO
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Fig. 18a
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Effect of inhibition of i>r6tein thesie on 
the aotioh of guinolbnes on Escixiigiohia ooli 11229
/ Garh'03qrQ''''is n o t ' - p h a ^ e , ,  an'd 'fall' in, ■ 
viable 0oimt 16 bbeerved onl^ r af tea? 6 period of owtîi • On the 
other hand,'m ttotive in th^ ihitihl at age 8 ! of growth
cycle when the célis are not dividing phlorampheniool inhibit a 
protein : eÿntk#aie ::and-';thn?^ y growth of sensitive cella. \ In order 
to see the ef f ect of inhibition of protein synthe aie g SO ng/kl 
ehlorampheniool was added to one, portion of cultures; v/hich had he en 
ezposod to ëither,,oarho%;^ 'Q -ore/hitroQ' for two' ‘hours.: FlgtiresM9aT :
and Igh : show the result of such an. eiperiîuOht• ÿhis concentration 
of Ghiprampheniooi is.only haoteriostàt Àdditibh;of^ohloram-
phonicol redupèd 'the .aotiyity of cs^ appreciahly. / i?hia
suggests that oarho^^'Q requires prptein: éynthêsis. for full activity. 
Mditlon of ohïôràmpheniooi to nitroQ treated culture'did hot redue# 
the activity hut in fact siightly 'enhanced.it suggesting that- 
protein synthesis is not; indispensihlê for.the activity: of ;nitro- : v 
quinolones. // ' ■
FIG* 19 : , Effect;of chloramphenicol on/the action/
of quinolones on Escherichia ooli 11229*
(a) Viability 
(h) Turbidity
0 — 0 ■ Control in GA
#"— # GA + 20 pg/ral chloramphenicol (CAF) ; ;
A'— A  ; gA h- 20 pM-GarhoxyQ. /-
A ™ A  20 ug/ml ohloraiiipherilool added at 2.00; to
the above
Q*— □ , GA + 20 jüM nitroQ ;
20 pg/ml chloramphenicol added at 2*00 to
Arrow; indicates the time of addition of chloramphenicol
^ ic^
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88
of aeration conditions on the 
action oï quinolones on Bscheriohia ooli. 11229
Growth of E$ Coll imder anaerobic oonditions occurs after a
t#
long lag and with a redûoed rate of growth, The activity of 
oarhoxyQt is manifested only when the cells start to grow* On the 
. other hand nitroQ is more active during lag phase. It was inter- 
;.J,esting to "see whether ‘ the long lag and reduced rate of growth under 
V anaerobic conditions affect, the , activity of g.uinolones, or, not.
:. Anaerobic conditions were maintained by passing nitrogen at the 
rate of 300 - AOO; oco ,per minute* Figures 20a and 20b show the 
effect'of,;20 juM'quinolones iinder both aerobic and anaerobic 
t- conditions* The aerobic cultures showed more or less a typical ,
- ' response both.ih.respect of viability and turbidity.  ^, The control- 
under enaerobie conditions shov/ed a lag of about tliree hours as \ 
Qompared -to 3Q minutes or an ..hour lag under aerobic conditions;
: Thé mean genèra/bion : time : was. also increased from 45 minutes -
aerobically to. about 100 m^mTtes ■anaerobically., ïTo appreciable 
difference was noted in the sensitivity to nitroQ.under aérobic, 
and anaerobic..conditions,* Hov/ever^ carboxyQ was completely 
without ef f eot. during:r th tjciree hour lag phase anaerobically "and 
the loss of viability observed after the control had started to 
grow \v^ s prop or tiohal to the rate of growth of the control*
FIG. 20 Fffecit of aeration "conditions on the action 
of quinqlohes on liîsoheriohia coli 11229*
(b) Turbidity
0— 0, 
A — A
q — D
Control in Gà
GA. + 20 p!i oarhoxyQ
GA 4 2QjuZÎ nitroQ
Aerobic
#  — #  
m — m
Control in GA
GA t 20 carboxyQ 
GA + 20 juïi nitroQ
Anaerobic
OLU Q  
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• OF OHMGBS IM Gmmi  MEDimi .
OH T m  A O T I Q - E  OF QUimOTOS OH 
HSOinSEXOHIA OOLI 11229
(a) Hffect of qulnolones in media déficient 
in gXucoae or ammonima
The oarhoacyliq quinolone (oarhoatyQ) is lethal only when the 
culture has started to grow while the nbnoarhoxylio quinolone, 
nitroQ is more active during lag phase when the cells are not 
actively dividing# Harperlments were carried out when growth was 
inhibited hy lack of either nitrogen or oarhoh/enerfy source or 
both in the OA medium# In all thé e3i^)erimeht9 with deficient media, 
the inoculum was washed twice in phosphate buffer as described in 
Methods# -Figures 21a and 21b show the effect of both guinolones 
(20 juM) in GA medium less glucose# The turbidity remained constant 
throughout the experimental period in the three cultures with no 
drug and with 20 /AT each of both the quinolones# The viable count 
of both no drug control and oarboryQ culture remained constant#
Thé culture with nitroQ, however# shoy/ed some fall in viability up 
to tv;o hours after which the count, remained constant^ This loss 
of viability was later shown to be probably due to endogenous ener^ 
sources since when nitroQ is added after two hours of incubation in 
medimi deficient in energy source, no fall in viability could be 
observed# ■
Bffeot. of , qulnoibnen'' in G A %aa d def Iqlent. 
in:glucose ba -Beoheriohia bolivll229* '-^V
(a) Vimbility
(b) Turbidity .
O' Oontrol in OA
Control in (id Iobb A'luooee
OA le BO gli^cooD '! 2 0 }iîA carbbaqyQ'
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: 90,
■ Figüires i22a. and 22b the action; of qainolone^y Izi whole ‘
G A medium and GA medium lees , Bbtîv the; qiiinplones v/ero,
20 jM, final oonoentrat.ioneIn {the def ioient media.with no 
drug and ?/ith oarboixyQ after about a doubling^ the viahie count 
remained, constant -for the ÿest ol^  the'"experimentalfperiod.; How-
.ever there :wae 'a, rapid loss of., viability-in presence of: nitroQ in ^ 
this deficient medium. The rateemd the total loss of viability 
T,ms much more than in :the whole medium. The final ,count Y/aS i 
almost hundredfold less in def ic lent mod itmi thah in whole : médium. / 
This high sensitiyity of the oells i-in absence of hitfbgen source 
is R^eproducible#, - ' { -%
PIG, 22 : îiîffeot of quinolones in whble GA medium
and GA medium less M4. * -. .'v:
•' (a) Viability
(b) Turbidity
0 — 0 Control in GA :
A — GA + 20 p2i carbo3£yQ "
' GA 'ri*'.20 . ^ -nitroQ 
■ ; Contrbl in:- a;!/lesB' lîH4*^  ■ \
. (ÎÀ lass ,M4^ 4- 20 jM darbozyQ
m — :■ . GA^less' HH4’*‘:4: 20 ^  nitxoQ. V
□— □
10 r
- O
73:
41 62 3 5 7
IME (HRS)
Fig. 22a
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(*b) Sffeob of a&dih,sLivluoo8e to oeïls in deficient média
on tlie action of cminolones
Since nitroQ is active ; only in 4iresénce of glucose (energy 
source), glucose was added to cells exposed to 2Ù/^ hitroQ in 
GA medium déficient in glucose (Figurés 23a and 23b)# If the 
drug is added at aero minutes to deficient/medium there is some 
loss of viability prosumàbly due to endogenous energy■source*
Howeverÿ if the pells are incubated for about tv/o hours in absence 
of drug the small source of energy is usèd tip and there is .no 
effect of drug addpd at this time in absence of glucose* ; I'here- 
fore, drug was added to three such cultures at two hours and glucose 
was added at two, tln?ee and four hours to eaoh of them*
There is an immediate end rapid loss of viability as.soon as glucose 
is added and almost 99*9 per oont population is killed, in about tv/o 
hours after the addition of glucose in each case*
lUie . saaiie expercdment was done v/ith 20 ^  o.arboayQ .(Figures 24a 
and 24b)* , In this case, however, there was not an immediate 
effect of glucose as loss in viability was notioed ai‘ter about an 
hour* This suggests that some time must elapse in full medium 
before any lethal effect can be exerted by carbosyQ*
= FIG* 23 : T Effect of adding gluoOse,\to GÀ medlm dét^jçnt. 
; in glucose bn the ; apt ion of nitroQ: oh : .
■ Esoherichia ooli 11229* ..
: : ( - (b) : ^ui^biailyy . / : . . ; '1;-i ..w;;'.
' / poAtrpi i n ^  v
^ ,. , . 20 jjM nitroQi ;
; Control in GA less glucose 
A — T ^  , . OA:less gluoo£i.e H* 20 f M  nitroQ at 0
m — m - GA less gluobsb ;!• 20jljM nitroQ at 2.00
glucose added to a flask as above 
— ' at 2*Oo'
A — A at 3*Oo'
: _  . { ' . / 
0#— -11 , at 4,00
Arrows indicate the-time of addition of glucose
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Fig. 23b
roi. • 24 3Sf f ec t of adding gluo oee . to GA médium 
déficient in gluooee on the action of 
caxhoxyQ on Bschcrichia doli 11229. r
(a) Viahility
(h) Turbidity ■ ;: \r
O 0
A
■ ^  e w * ™  ^  _
/\ A 
a - à
Control in GA
GA'4* 20:pM carho^yQ : y
Control ,in GA lesC ^ lucoee' . .
GA less û'luqose 4- 20 iA]ÿ carhoxÿQ at 0
GA less' glucose. + 20 Mî  carhostyQ, at 2.00 
glucose added. to a : flask as aboyé ‘ ;:.
at 2*oo' . '
■at ^3.00 ' ; ■ ':'- ' : ' , ' / : : .  , :\t}' T  '
at 4.00
Arrows indicate the time of ; addition of glucose.
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Fig. 24a
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(c) : JîlffGot of glucose witîi anâ withotit ' , . ‘ .
M a on the action nitïoQ ' . : .
Sinoe nitroO^ wae fotmd to bè more aotive in absence of
(Figure 22a) it was interesting to see whether addition of. glubose > 
to média déficient in glucose and/or would show, -difference: 
in the sensitivity of the cells*. 5?he results of suoh ah ezx>erir
ment are shov/n in Figwes 25a ahd 25h* (The drug (20 was
added at two hours in all the cases. ^he curves a and b show the : 3
growth in whole Gà medium without drug and when drug is. added at T -
tvfo_ hours. The addition of ât %ero mihuté 6r :,at ■ two hours.
along with glucose and drug shows no difference in the sensitivity . 
of cells to drug (curves c and d)> Curves e aud f ahoy/ the
Survival of oéiis, in GA médium deficient in both gluoos# aarid MA^
with and without drug respectively^ . As shovm the drug is without 
any effectVin absence of glucose* - Curves g and h show the effect 
of glucose in absence of oh the action of nitroQ, .-:'\'Th'é''cells/:':',
are much more sensitive when gluoosç _ is added along with drug at 
two hours (curve h) thmx when it is %)reeent from start (curve g) #
FIG. 25 * : Effect of 'glucose with, arid without OT4'^  ori,
the action of nitroQ dn Usoheriohia c6li 11229*
y  ^ ■ #W| |4 *#.' I, I ,I, IIIIW'I >jiii^ ..^ Éiiarr-nrainfiriW '
(El}: Viability X ' 4 ; 'TT-;/'; ■ ■ 4:-'
(b) VurbiAity . -
Cu^e a 0— 0  Control in medium , . t V
Curve h A — -A . GA 4- 20 }M nitroQ at 2.00
Curve e •— # Control in basal medium (GA less glucose
Curve ,i . A  -— A_ Basal medium -f 20 hitr oQ at • 2 • 00 .
Curve c □'— a  Basai medium t BH4"*' at 6!^
Curve d ■ — ■  Basal medium + at 2 • 00^
+ glucose 
and 20 M î  
nitroQ 
at 2.00'
Ciirve g A — A  Basal medium s glucose .at 0^
Curve h H — Di Basal medium + glucose at 2.00
+ nitroQ
' " '' ' / 
at 2*00
. Arrow indicates the time of, addition ; of riitroQ,
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;,T5fiféo‘b of limiting o'dncentiation of 
on the : action of hitroQ
: xMditioa of gltiGose to an othenewioe -^ efioiexit medlW with 
nitroQ'oauâas a dazaiiatio fail: in the yiaMo count*, iihe oonoen- 
traticm .pf glucose.-itBocl (l>2JÎ) is In exoesP of the. azeauii'ement#
It : was f Wnl t h#. # 025)'^  gitic.o do suppcji?ts, about thiree or four.
. gene rat ion s. after $'hick further growth ie limited due to exhaust" , 
ion of gluoo ee In the ; kedium ^ / Fiiguxea g6a and .261) show the effect 
f025/6 glüc.ose with-and, witIiout cm the. action of 20 pM nitro.Q^
I'he rate, and total loss of viahilitÿ in presence is nearly
of ;,the same order of .magnitude .as in hi'gli concentration of glucose. 
Here again the oells are much more ' sensitive. to . the, drug in absence 
of M l .*’,# ’ This suggests that the low concentration.of glucose is 
sufficient to allow the-lethal activity of the; .drug as it is 
completely -ÿÿithôut : any action in. absence , of gluoose* . This was 
further supported by an. \7hioh readdition of
.glucose to a oi^lture which had stopped growing due to exhaustion, 
of glucose did hot cause any ftirther loss of viability*
FIG* 26 . ; Effect of limiting concentration of glucoee 
with and without on the aotion of
nitroft on Fsoheriohia ooli 1X229•
(a) Viability 
{h) Turbidity
O *—  o ; Control in low gluoo se ( •0255?) ôA
A*— A  low glucose GA 4* 20 jpEî hitroQ
— #. Control in low glucose (•0255?) GÂ
low glucose GA 4 20 hitroQ
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(#) ■ of oono#ntp&tlon of ■
. bn th# notion of nityo^
flfcé. aôiiv of ÿiityoQ 1# miipk mo:r# pypRowoe^  ^  
of eHS^ '*’# in orà#y to ### w&ether & lo##r Obnoontratibn of
:.'4 ;T ':■ ;, . ::v-,,: ‘ X ; , ' : x, y, ,. -x.-X ■ ^
xwouiA ;giv#y%W ' mm Mîïh. oo;»9mntrm$ipA of # 4  - *
W^o#':'w#A#4xA#%% inooulmtmd Into ;, (a) m e # # . elth .005%
of, .; (l)) a medium without ; %5^+ tn p^pme#! fpï :mT)meaoe'
^^X^egmln'X't# em#i':wp#t.,.pf , # o # W  ' #  x:
Buprivp*»x^om-t': iamdpedfold. X:,T#m,lo? pon##rmtl# of NS.+ : 
.muppof#d : gpowth 'for' only mÿo#\\tWe% gfaeWftione., :;:'h
0— 0
FIG. 27 : Bffeot of limiting conoent3?ation of
on the action of nitroQ on Jiisoheribhia ooli 
11229. i^ i presenoe of 6XO60B glxiopee.* "
(a):; viability^ :':,,,
# — r# Control in lov/ ' Ï Ï E ^  { m O Q 3 f > ) GA t
A — A [ h o y f  i m /  GA: + 20:j# nitr6q ,
- Control in GA less t 
A — 'A GA lees f 20 nitroQ ,
(b) ÜJurbiiity
O — - O  . Control ; in l o w  (#00$^) GA • '
A — A  „ Low GA + 20 nitroQ /
. Control in GA .less 
A*”— A GA-leee + 20 y^lLnitroQ,
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(f) Bffeot of ifiiiroQ àt vttidU» tâià»« to
<mltur»é krowiia^  on ljUait»d felüoos» oy
of #1 3z#&ud08 Y&#Â îi ifi addod later tîiaa 30
mlaùtea of growth 1% drug fr## medium# #iie ioBD of eenaitlyity 
oould d#p#ad on t!]# inoartfiing dfoaiV 5^ * tto^alturaa dr on, ehaagoa 
\la d#lo8,lqg#*ithmiq aqd,s!t»tipn- /■
' 'i • ' '   V .1 . ,  ■ ' . . n  .1 ■>■ ■' i , . . s;' ,. \  A /  '  ' . .  1 \  ' t. ^ '  ' '  - . , - . .. ' -
: ;■ --V::
; k q ^ , T,
After thla time gluooe# 4e fxhaaeted from the mediom and the 
drug hae ho effeot thereafter* On thé other hand when gp^th lé 
limited hÿ in ^reèend# of eroee» gluopeé, eocie lose -of Viahllit?^ 
ie alvrajre oheerved even when growth has etbpped* here the réduction 
in the activity ié preeumah^ due to inoreasing numher of reeietant 
cello which appear with the ihPreaee in total population*
Effect of 20 UM carhcry<% on della limited hy HS4 ie ahown in 
Figurés 30 a end 3Ph« % e  carbcrylio quinolohe is active only w  
to two hours* The growth is limited hy exhéhstidn of from the 
medium at ahout three hours. GàrhoxyQ added at three hours or there* 
after did not have any hadtorioid&l effect wilike hitroQ which shows 
So# sctlyity even at "six hours* This 'shows thàh carhosylic 
quinolonfs are #tive only when the cells are starting to grow or
PIG#' 28 a Effect of ziitroQ aided at
to ,ouituréo gror/ing .on limited .glucose*
; ,/'.;Xa) ■■'^lability ; . .
; (b) 'Turbidity' ■' '
0-— 0 .Control in low glucose (*025 )^. GÂ P .
;20^^ nitroQ added to above at:
A - ' A  ;;b y
n — D' ' ,’ 1.00 V  V-Vîv
# — # 2.00
À — A  3*00,
Arrows indicate,the time: of addition of nitfPQ. 
Viable counts and turbidity of the flasks to whioh 
nitroQ was added'at'43 5 and 6 hours were very 
similar to those of the control. i- -
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FIG* 29 2 Fffect of added iat various timee
to cultures EVovnnpy on^  limited^
(a) ViaMlit^r :
(l>) 'Tur'bldity : ■ '
0 — 0 : Control in low KiÎ4^  (*005^)] 0A»
.20 nitr0Q added,tq ;. above at;
A— A o'
r~l — i.oo'
/
2.00
iÉk /3.00
j
4.00
/
5.00
a — % : 6.00*
Arrows indicate the time of addition of hitroQ*'  ^
Turbidity of the flasks to %7hioh nitroQ v/as addéd at 3^
5 and 6 hours was very similar to; that of\..oontrql. '
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FIG» 30 • Bffeci;/of . og^l303cyQ. added at. va3?ioüs 'times
to GTiltâfes growin^^-on limitdd 1 '.
■ (a). {
, (b)
0— 0 .  ^ Cohtrpi in'iow (#005#) GA»
20 piî çarb02^ *0 added to above ati
A— A ; 0
/
I »00
r ' . ' / 
# — # ■" " = 2.00
■■  ^ ; - : . / 
4 — à ;: 3 .00.
Arrows indicate tbé time of addition of hitroQ*
Viability turbidity*, of the flasks, to V/hich drug;was., 
added at 3) 4» 5 k^nd 6 hours was very* similar to/those ,of 
control., ;
121 3 6A 75
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96.
:,vi^-îspoà - e t o p g e a / - '
.to; '©x«3?t:'»i)5r . #6nP^%q3yl$q q^uinôlon* #otlTity Im
-1 r ; .  I " i
not -affWoli^ d ,by/;aT)#«»n6#'':of èïovrtb tnt onîy tÿ fjdbaùiition of
etdooeo;#^' tha '^^owtK^od^.: .‘t'. '
: . , - ,v ■ ■- . : : - r..-;', y
(g) Effect of nitroQ with different oar1)on/qneygy gotaroea
Xf wasîxqd o©1Xb axé suspandod^ih a mediism without o^hon/ 
éuer^ Bouroé with hitxpQ^ the dzug doo« not exert any effect•
However, as ebon aa glucose ie added to such cells, there is an 
immediate fall in viable count* A washed cell,suspension (which ; 
was previously grown in OA medium) was inPoulated into (a) GA 
medium (h) GA medium and 20 juM nitroQ (o) GA medium without 
glucose (basal medium) 4- 20 hitro(^ (d) basal medium + 1*2^ 
h-^glutamic acid + 20 nitroQ and (e) basal medium f 1*2^ sodi^ 
sucoinate 4- 20 nitroQ* V
The results are shov/n in Bigs* 3là and 31b# The dTOg does 
not have any effect in absence of a carbon/energy source. ^
is a very slight delayed effect in the medium supplemented with 
L-glutamio acid which does not support the growth of E# coll but 
may act as a carbon source only* The drug is much more active 
in presence of suooinate than glucose*
FXG* 31. s, Effect of nitroQwltli different carbon/ ; ' -
-: . -. energy eburoen oh Fsclibriclilà coll 11229* ':
; ■ :;;(h
;■ 0 ™ 0 '  ■ . : Control ih GA '-  ^ ; :;■ :■'
A “ A  GÀ less glucose: (basal medittm) 4-; 20;;uM hitroQ
□  ™  D  GÂ mediwi ^ (1*2/1 giücose) 20 -;alî hitroQ.
# -— • Dasal medium 4- 1 *2/1 L-glutamio acid + 20
^ PasBl mediimi 4- 1*25^>; Ha-Bucbihate +  2 0 / M .
nitroQ
' I
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Fig. 31a
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; ' EEVBESAI» OF TES AOTIOH OF - QÜHTOLOWBS
(*y oif’aEdèd tEvmlnè and thyjaiâittê on iih«
eenaitivity of Sectierioliia çoli 1122^ to oazbozyQ
%hiÿlilpn of apppazs #  W  wépon^lble for th#
W)pioi4$l action of b q #  the wlaolbws (epe the eeptû.on 033, 
ffîî^xomolepulw ey#theele) * -. At temp# weipe to revevee the \ 
âptio# of parhow^ ^  the preowaore of OTA M  the growth
_ L I , • M ■ ”  1 '■ - , s- . . . .  .  ^ ' ' - *  ^ '  " ' ' ■ - _ '•
jaedium'é . erp'erimemte- were .êerifed; out with -H»'- 6oil 11229 ?
a- %Tild 'etrmiu#.- . .-tPehlë Y/ehow# the reeult df a tùht dilution t##t 
- vfith .’veriotie- oomhihatipue of drug. ,aud thsa'ûiu# o r , thyiû'idine oohê.en"^  
trationa#': .;I lUoo%w:'w#e #  end the remit we# reoorded efter dyerw" 
;nigtt;incUh l e t ; ';/:drowth:i#' ét^'^oeed' ai''^ 350* ■■.ÿî^ e drug 
give#'30^?i^ ùf ' growth et W  .^QuhëhWeti^^ and no eigni-*
M i :  -;■ V
'■&rn«À-tirmiiU'^^or'.:thymto
'growth;e##i#ent^^^^'^ oerrièd jout 6 h . . . i n p o u ï i m h e # n . . 
tfeînedTdn': ^ 5 t:|^iue ' or ..\thymi^ ; ' -Figure ,32'
rshowe;#:';re«mit:;of%:ëuoh'm  ;e#yiaént"derri^ dut'W^GA^'medim
: # % t^ine: with no ^ t h : ^
: $ i # W o ^  'injthe^  drug '
. ' T - ' , X : ;  . C'VT\"T\'' ' .yYy..ï.^ v^ ■ ■; '}
of T # #  ..oipilW '
W*#,,rmplaà.0d -ty ,>J^ldfno. .
7 ’' -7 7. é ■'■■■■:■ ' '7-^-'- '
*      -
■' ;H#eot;79f;.tîOTidiue.;end:Tth^ \
■ 1Séohêri6Ma'‘dQli>7ll2l29 .with^inbreafiihg ■ bbhpantratlon
of I;•;f-■-I.'--”' : i ;
T u m i m m
085
^ 5
'EmiKi
m w>i ini> i ' «i| iit
0
}..bbaoéWr4## ; ' -$hë ihobulum
'-w#e. . .; ^h#
FÏG* 32 Effect of added, t^DÏïie on : tlié ’ àû ttoù: of, I; 
oarboixyQ o n  Esoherâoliia ooli 11229 trained 
iUjpresenop :of;;bÎ37mine.f ' /
Oontrol. in GA%
OA f - 20 Æ parhory(3
GA t 40 : pTt carhozyQ
# — #
A — A
i0ii m  -
Control :in.GA .inline 7 tV; I,.-
GA ri” ,5 tîiymine 4- carbo^Q
+ . 9 l thymine’/4* 4(\ cArbbxyQt^
1 o D
TÎME( MRS)
Fi g. 32
(b) . iBffeot of added tliyminè Aeoxynuoleogidea oxi the 
g#h»ii;itity of ooii: 8^83 t6 oarto^Q .
;, ■ • !gh# pr0ou:?«p5?s of #TA# ipdatÿtxuplpopidfa i^themiaed ■
vflthln the oell aad f IhAlty âBttém'bîéd to f o m  the PHA aoiabiili im
wild ptTAlnp.of >aet»3?iai' , 1» ooXl 8583# # thymâ^e auxotroph, la;. ■
wiahle to ay^thealBa thy^aipa the call # #  to # tlook ±a the
hioaomthatio pàthwaÿ*#';■ $h#r#for#^it oam ,^pw. ohlÿ' In-pr&am _
m  _#%ta#al' ' #o%p#.;pf- ttgntidih yhfoh ia\ tirtcaa”' Imaid#
the oail md.uiiliaad fo?;hib#3m#^ hipayn^ ■
-pathway.^  W  1# .a^iuatrf/to. #A;.,aK tïç»Fpt^r.;ttoa^ molao-
' W  :%9:pr*ment" ;,
:'\:: t r i #  »T:W
'K ' w i ï  " ■ ‘'
X'to grow'^ in' ày,;^thati6 ëa'vGA mb'dii#' wlaaaÀ'i't' ia .
i# miffiQient to, ^  medlim.
*uu*
61bhPwm'-tha.- #ffobt' of g, 20^ ,^o,fe;'a«à' %6d%'L '
't^ymika,,;wWbi: teated 5^ : ?hi#
èzp'bÿimaht yme:.carried but in' 2$d hi# .pbnioal^ '^  In
- ahWclngyihath#-^ meamu^ed/.pftpy, thai^ a iMiid; ai*
howà of inonhatlq^^  ; 'In, the/aeriaa! 6Î flaakalwitii no dr%, th# 
belis unda% in a medinm deyold of thymina and
% $  ahionnt of adppbriad is aop?« or ipsa tha aame aty.W.1-
bdno entrât ions pf thymine# In the aariea - of ; flabka .with, 
thymlnalaaa^ d#ath ia agàin bha#rvad& Whathar lethal action la 
solely due \ to ^senpe of thymine in t W  medium or la enhanced hy 
prebénoe of drug in the medium can not he definitely aabertained , 
under theae pondi#ona^ ?hé aehaitiylty of the oalla to drug : 
does not alter significantly as the oohcentration of thymine la 
inbreased at ell levels of ■vdrug.e^ept # t h  l6p j #  théine where .-\ 
the tttàâ^  0onsiatwtly hi^er theh lower ievfla
;a , . ,;;^  rnr;:;;
All these oulturea were fwther ihbuheted for a tot^ of 24 
hours* \M1 f laaka - except the .one# # thout tigrmihe e^d with 5$ 10 
end 20 pM drug showed #11 gppowth# l*he oella with no thymine and 
no dpn^ had-,Uï^ ergane,-.;  ^to six', hour# hut ful^
- recovered ^dUring- the '\neyt;\eighteen of incuhatidhV îThe same
phenomenon waa^  oh'servsd;Wi%^ ^^  .oulturea ^ t h  dAg end varioua 
levels of thymine* All of them i^derwent killlh^ up to air hours 
hut were fully grown Mter twentyTfour^^h^ To teat the
possihiiity that these oUlturea represented oellatha^ heo<me
' iimme\,t0 thÿminelea#  ^desth. ènd reaietent tp drug reaÿeotWely, :
TABLfe 8 -I r ./ ' .:-5'.
A washed oell suspension : of BaoherAchia coll 8583 
was used to inoculate 50 ml* of GA medium supplemented : 
with various concentrations of thymine and eaxhoayQ in 
250 ml# oohioal flasks and inouhated at 37 in a edwmking 
water hath. Eésultÿ are reobrded aa log mmiher of 'ÿ > 
viable oells/ml. at times indicated.
loo o-
f©ot of inpreasing oohQontrationa of Thymine bn the 
antibacterial action of carhoaty^ on Èebheriohia ooli 85B3
.■ THBïIuro dmgoxTQ: ; T B m  ; INOODLW dÿ .
: Opnon&. Concnj,<,
Zero ; 3 Hours : 6 Heure
/■, 0 :'AA4,93;?v;;v 2 .96 .
A : 5::,,;.- ■:. 6.44 ' ;7.01:;\.A 8.09
V.,VVW- : : \ 6.44; 6.87/7*01 : 8482 "'"A'
6.34/6. # 7'01;..:\ 8.32/8:42
: 40 6.3'4/6;44 6.87/7.01 ■r.A; 8432'
'À80:;: -6.34-;:;;:' :6w87/7.0l ; /,v8;42;:-. ;■
: :: 6*34/8.44 'i 7.01 8.42
: 0-.- ■ : 6.44;’■ ' :4>74/4.83 2.96
' \ 6 ,4 4 5.84/5.94 ;:8.75:-
10 ■:■ : 6.34 A ,5.94/6:*04 i.'v/:/'3.75 A. '
- ZO. Â'.' ' .3: ; 6.34/6#4 ; 5.94/6.04 :4'.ë*85''..:-
6.34/6. # -:5.94 :: ; 3*85
: : B p A - A. ' 6.#'::.:/ 5*94/6.04 4; '- 3*85.;
: 160 6:34 : ' : 6 M  . : 4.26/4.36
A 0 6*34 4.83/4.93: 2.84/2.96
6.44 . ■,.■.5.47 3.05/3.15
10" ,;;""6i44..A; A: : 4*74 ' 4; 3.05/3.15
20,.;;'. 10 6 «44 ' , 4.56 '. - 3.05/3.15
A^:;F40:;., ' 6.34/6.44 . 5*09/5.23 '/:/ :3.3i'
 ^ Â-;.80 6.34/6#4 .4.86 : 3.15/3*25
: ; 160 . . . ; 6.44 /■ .4.62 ■ :/:-:;3*31':
:^,,^■ V6i34:' ''3i 99. A'F 2. #
/v..: "6*34/’''; 3.85''./ - 2.96'
-10 - : 6.44,. 3.05 /
20 20 6.34/6,44 ''■'/4.I6 .; 2.96/3.05 .
. . 6.44 4.06 ■: : 1*05
80 .. . -:.4.34: \4.i6 ' 3.05/3415
160':. 6.34/6.44 -5/09; ''':3,.254':'' ■
IQ l
. '.they:'were. ■ or .'further^  eacperimbnta • ■ were ■ traiMi-;
■'Tforfed'.to'- nutrient : hr oth ' ani ^ m#ùt#inèd : '##' ' etrmin'#. '"of ; Bg83*
:vJ-:.Tahio’-.9  phowa the .reaultp/ of:'ah' experiment' 'perfÇ3%èd!with''a 
. ', : pf ' - thbaë /àtr# n a  . isolated;. fr(m - Inorbààing ooûcWtràtiôha of 
' and -5 fM' tbÿhine#'y- . Th#;,growth;bo## the-pame;;as ■ the;
;::;.,:prevlous' fhb original B* obli 8533 strain shoWd a;
1 tybloal pattew b:(' ahee?voe;of %
\ thymine ^ , ' normal ' ; growth \lh ' pr àmenoé' of- thymlnb ahd high Wonsîtivlty, - 
::.;:tb:{f60;^)oarW^%i4'\:?he str&ln whiph h ^  i W # @  to thymim^
;' :vle8R,.#athjgrew./Bllght]y/'W ahoembvof''t^ than 1# it# /',
, r- preepmbb' ;hut' It, waê^Mghly " eeh^ltlvb )tb th«;^ '4rug*-\; The atralhs 
(whioh:hê4; fr(m bultwéé #loh^^^ ehoim eénêitlvlty .
to-;drug \to/;âl%'' hoW#.-:Wt}.w#re' fully-,grown after Wehty-four hours ■
; ■;' incubation) rsGihthnt:^to. Inorbasi^ :)^ ' Isvsls Aof^drUg's^^  ^gradually
.,inpr#a#i#g, Immhn /to' thyml^oloba :4$àth #d'’Wsistsnbsy:,to idO'
requit/the w t r a ^  ;iapl#t#d 4 from. SO^ '/iW^oarbbkîrQ «nd 5 ^  
thymine -.iW# :fûllÿ\ .immun# ^ to tl^alneleà'é: ;4@àth and ; :#gh)y.'' f esis tant - -... - 
tp/.'i0 ThlS ;## :& #sdi%# ;: ^
supplemsn^ ^^ ^^  : j M  t h y m W #  A-'-simllsr ##-;sW# r
.: ;strslha_,W - W i t h v e b u i m p l a r ^ o o n o e n t r a t i < ^ ; a n d  .
; o ^ b p ^ Q  (160JOM) vWss.psnf-::Th#/.r#sult0: W'-'shbm'fin 
. .Bpre/agiin \th##sm#ir.elatibnbh^p4 of %d;^g ^ to .'
thymlneless death was <dD#^ rymdKA'''
^#/.'additic% of : thymlng; #on#; dld/not/ Wing/abm^^ . {
V #h%#rreyef##l:; of-fdrug :#tibn/inrthe;%^ ' Thersfor#
TABLES 9 & 10 5
Growth conditions are the same as for Table 8 
■Besults/are-again 'expreeeed'-as log number of': 
viable ceils/ml# at times Indicated#
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■ aempitivlty/ of ■ ooli 8583♦ \- ;0i?pwth;.epnditlona)Tm#e.'':^  : :6iame. &e%ia '
piiz.evioue \$hymine : ; ( 5 '
d Q  i s n à  M '  (gO or. %/'#!%:
withdnt. 20 ^ .OEqchpayQ# .: ?hG r0#%t0 ;m?e^ :GhoYyn.'
' . . '   ^ #  éigülfiçEmt aiffe?$nod ., o b ' # G ; j g Ÿ # Â ; ' ^ t or # u g
Bdhqltivit^r ad ^ud^ed . of fthle oella # Thle mo#reVef##l I
of <|mtg inMMtion >3^ added; he du#/.
■ .\to ;lmporgtèahillt3r,..df vfe ooli 8583, to added déoaorqLticleqaid or ■ ' 
duo to improper molar 'ratioo - of ; th^ihe; ànd deoxynwl^
\v..'/laiordêr to avoid the .permeah.ilit^r;^^^
Ooli 8583 m m  pr#treated, with, BIKOA; the method of Moto ;{1965J ;
which % B  claimed to m#:e th<# celle, of B. ooli permfahle" #e jtid^ed 
, by a .ohdn^ e'; from ' e^tinomycini,' ineeneiti^ity. to .eenoitiyity^;"- % #  :. .,
: p r è t r e a i m ? . e n t .';#eeehtial% 'ee,fqli6we# . \(Phe. oelle-we. .
: waehed.:i^(^e' with;^ .buffer^/ p # .  '; ip, -
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added tP: th# f irat. to. .atpp',the-::r#^  , \ t r e a t e d ;  # d
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of .pretreatmgnt,^ --
grdwth mad eeneitivity to o#r^%yp (20 m )  with g d W
ÏTABLE 11 î
Growth c o n d it io n s  a re  th e  earn# ae f o r  T a b le  8$  
ex c ep t t h a t  an unwashed. inooulum  was used* ; X lesu its  
a re  expressed  as lo g  number o f  v ia b le  c e l ls /m l*  a t  
tim e s  in d ic a te d *
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BjBCheri c h i»  c o l i  8583 d é l ia  w efé p r t t r è a ie d  w ith  
BIXTA Taur th e  motKod o f  L ie v e  (1 9 ^ 5 ) deeori'bêd. i n  /  
th e  t e x t .  Be s u i t  s a re  e x p re  é se d à» lo g  number o f  
v ia b le  q e l l# /m l .  a t  tim es  in d io a te d ^ \: /; ///-^ 2 -
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Bedh#riohi& coli 85B3 otllé ■ wér# pptirtEiéd with 
SOTA for longer tim# période ae shown hy thé method of 
Xiiévé (1965) ae _d#aorih#d in' the.Ttezt.V;/ Results - j 
expressed aa log nnmhar of viable oeilo/ml* -at times
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FIG# : 33' ; ■ Eevereal sbf action of caxboixyQ ; on ■
Fsoheriohia coll 11229 by removalV
: (b):\Turbiaity\ \
0— 0 , Oohtrbl in QÀ , ■ V'v.SS :‘S  '■'
Â— A  GA + 20 uir carboxyQ not removed
Q ; ™ Q  GA. + 20 oarbozyQ removed at. : 1.06
0 ,—  0  GA H-; 20 nil oarl^oayQ removed at 2 *00
A.“ A  G A + 20 ) M  ■cax'boxyil removed at 3.00
Arrows indicate the time of removal of darhb^Q.: 
Broken lines represent; the time spent in collecting and: 
washing the cells hefore start of reincuhation^ ; ^
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Fig- 33a
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Fig. 33b
Ii^ G • 34 s Bever s al of ao ti on of ni ti*o Q on
Bacheriohià coli 11229 by removal.
(a) Viability '
0— -O Controi in GA
GA 4 20 )îM nîtroQ not removed
q ^ q  OA 4* 20 vîi nitroQ removed at 30
GA 4 20jüâî nitroQ removed at 1*00^
A — A  ; GA + 20 fÉJi nitroQ removed at 2,00
Arrow# indicate thé time of removal of nitroQ. 
Broken lines represent thé time spent in colleotin# and 
washing the cells "before start of reincubation*-.
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\  ' * ! #' 'W II.. I'll li tm Ir^ FWiw
■ w 4 .  . "- \ ■■ %of m o M r i S h m  aoli 11229 ' 4
:ÿ r- '! 3ÿ:,.j^ owjg; /t h e * m d o ^ # W 8 3 ^  ^ mà -'
vÉi;li=; gXtipoé'ft: by raéting ' O.IX suspensions of - cultures {p?o\m v/iiboui 
dTOg:fan.d w ith  20 ^ \ # s o h  loï'îbarbo^^^ w û  n i^ o Q *  ?he c e l ls  s^ pve 
h#^e#te_4 ' &t. Che,:hew; intesrv.WLe up-'toVfoux .feoux.i mmliim
;àre:/#3Gp#4##e^ .;:^  :Pxotein/%omp) # ■ She no ■
"drug èoutrol shows. #%' iwediWe'/riee. in 'qh'^ '"wi.th' # p##: ' at ttro 
hourh#, :\-^ e oelie -^ powpirin preÿeno# "of , 20 m: oarboa^  ^ àl^ so show"; ' 
a-slight rie#. up,,16 1 hp# ' ,Wh#h the 'ratô;;pf'-xes}?:lràtion - "’ ' 
fell# 'rapidly:'ih---the.- neaçt ithreei-hcur##: ' \0h'the: other hand the; 
celle grown in ptêeencé #  nitroQ #how .m imiodiate inhibition of 
fate "of reepiration up to three.^hp#» ;'aftôr,"whlph the>^Oo : riot»
FIG. 35- Effect of guinolones oh the respiration; 
rate of resting.cells of Escherichia coll 
11229 expressed as ^ 1  Og nptake/kg\ 
protein/hour). > j"
O Glucose.
Endogenous
Control cells
Jk—
H — m
Glucose
Endogenous
Glucose
Endogenous
carhoayQ treated cells
nitroQ treated .cells
Each V/arhurg vessel: received 5 mg of cells suspended 
in 100 nil phosphate buffer : pH 7.0 5 25 mM glucose’ ( tipped 
in from side arm) and 0.2 ml of 20JÎ KOH in the centre \vell 
in a total volume of 2 ml. '1
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FIG. 36 :, : Î5ffect of ^{^ uiinolones on osQ^ 'gen uptake ; / Fr i;
of growing cells of ^GOheriGhia cdli 11229:
0 — 0 ' Control--' ^ - F
A — A- ; ; éartoryci {\V/
0 — 0 . nitroQ : X \
Each Warburg vessel received ; I50 mi%oles- ^ ammonium F? 
sulphate, I5 m moles magnesium sulphate, 2$ m moles ; ^  - 
gluooee, 10 m moles phosphate buffer and 0*2 ml 20^ KOHN 
in oentre well• The control Warburg flask feceiyed ho
. drug while 20 each of. carboxyQ and nitroO^were present
in the other two. The inooulum cells v/ere 10^ tipped in 
from the side arm. '
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, ^yiithegla, in I^sbhé^ Diohia pôïl 11^89
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lWriA#é#-%\# Ü0, .#1^  SO i M  '^ o %6t' :m^A f mother app3?aoiaM# . 
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.. : # t ÿ o %  :h##; t W  :viÿbl#' eouiiiîj» ,
: # A w # ë , - 0 h w  m , i % % o r é # @ ^ / , # f t 0 3 ? ^  a  - p e ^ i p à ': o f -  t i m e  : # v #  w l  # '  h i g h  d r u g  - 
: o p n 9 è n t r f t i i o t t « .  - ;  ' % # r #  3 8 % # W % T 0 % t %  m l t r o Q  o #  m # ÿ o -  ■
m o i ^ c u l * ; ^  0 u t h 0 # i #  i^jîiôî?. fi^p' l i o w «  pf %e'' 5"md; - - _
, . % 0 % ^   ^ ' $ r #  w  t e r i è â , 4 a ^ ^ =- o n %  - #  t W  f i r s t  h q i p r ' à f t # y  ■
ë s < ^ : _ { $ ê f .  m *  :
sbnosntratlpn is ipttol up to éi» ^ ôurp wheu It al#o «hoy/s a plight 
''ihoraaia. in Viahip ■oount» , - /Due- to this rpi^rowthy'th» uet ^ pyuthesis 
..# protsih) là; uot.vappr#iah]^ ;dlffe3^##t. h$r'',uo.-^  •
M? #  : 8lB0 . W  4b ■•'
■ m a ■ pro0*8«:.moBt :.;M é  tp/thf'■itpBdiBt# l»th»i'
■:«peci;;;of ;.hi.troQ, #noùgh o#%l m # e r W  ô#n nbt b# *W»ined foR
PIG, 37 :: Effect of carhoxyQ, on maoromolecul^
synthesiB "by Esoherichia coli 11S29*
The cells v/ere gxovm for 7 hours v/ith various 
concentrations of oarboij'^ Q* They were washed and 
resuspended at a constant wet^ weight (20 mg;/kl.) # 
The suspensions were then fractionated as dèscribed 
in the Methods* -
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FIG. 38 s Ff f eo t of nn.t:eoQ ; on maoromoleonlar .
synthesis “by Fscherichia coli 11229#
The conditions Y/ere , the 'sEune as in Fig. 37*
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FIG* 39 .: B#sistance of Fsoherichià:coli 11229
> to nitroQ in absence and presenpe of
nitxoQ in the Cîounting medium*; t -
Grovvth mediim Counting medium
Q — 0
A — à
Q '
GA
ÎTo drug , ;
•f 1 0  jM
+ 40 J11Î.1 nitÿoQ
a
A A
Ho. drug;
OA 4 10 nitroQ . + 10 pîi;nitroQ
+ 4P nitroQ
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M ~ m :
Ho diug
GA ' + 40 nitroQ , 4.10 nitroQ
f 40 nitroQ
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ÏABLKS 14 & 15 *
Sgchriohia coll 1122? was grown in GA msdium 
with various conotntrations of oarho3;y:Q and nitroQ f 
for 7 hour#. HlîA, M A  siid proto ins waxa aatimatad 
hy procedurae dasorihad in Ëothoda* ParantWala :( ) 
indioata that the amount ewara too. low for ac curat a 
maaauramantsë
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Ijiffeot of carhoxyQ 6n macromolecular synthesis by 
. Escheriohia coll 11229
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(a) Éasifltàhoa to hitroQ;
Cultures bf B* ■ coll exposed to hitroQ have a tendency to grow 
oiit after a period of treatment* ; 9?hie population oould re%>reeen^ ^^  
either a fraction of original population which is résistant to drug 
or merely slowgzrowing cells# Fig# 39 a^ows the result of an 
experiment to test the presenoe • of resistant cellç in the original 
population* . E. cOli 11239 was grown in GA medium. with ho drug, 
and with 10 and 4p hitroQ* Samples from each of these flasks v
were introduced into qounting medium with no drug and with 10 and 
40 jXti nitroQ# The rationep.# hehind this approach was- thàt if some 
cells in the samples are resistant to drug, they will he able to ? 
foa^ colchies eyeh in presenoe of in the counting medium* On 
the other hand, if all the cells are sensitive, no colonies will 
appear in the counting medium vfith drug* The results show that 
v/hen cells are grpvm without drug and counted in medium with; and 
without drug, about 50^ of cells are résistât to 10 ^  nitroQ and 
about IjS to 40 nitroQ even though they had never been eacposed to 
drug* Approximately the s^e ratio of sensitiye and resistant 
cells was pbseryed when^ cells y/ere grown in presence pf :drug* v;; 
In each case they were able to grow out, even in pfesenoe of drug 
in the. counting medium, after a time depending on the conoehtration 
of drug in growth medium* ;
110,
(Tj) Hesistance. to cai’bbxyQ
*  ^ •     , "
Culture© grown in presenoe of carboxyP^ do not she?/ the 
growing, out phenomenon .as obseryed with nitroQ* However* they ., 
can be trained to. become resistant after a number\of subcultureb 
in the media containing gradually increasing done entrât ions of 
carboxyQ* ■
J5* ooli 11229 was tested in the conventional tube dilution 
test for sensitivity against oarboxyQ. The tubes were incubated 
overnight. .Appreciable growth was allowed only .in;5 , concen­
tration. These bells when, tested, were f ound to be completely 
resistant to up to 80 ^ ûâ,:c one entrât ion* Thé cellà which had 
gro\m in presence of ,80 ,^ 1.were in turn résistant to 160 .j&k 
concentration, -the highest.concentration used ; in this study.
These highly resistant .cells were cloned and the single cell 
isolates were found to be resistant to parboayQ to the same 
extent ; even after subcultures in nutrient broth and GA mediuin.
nii
In the tbymineless mutant. coXi 8563# immunity to tbymine- 
les# dehth was observed after an initial period of thyminelese 
déath# The oells tested in presenoe of increasing concentration 
of thymine and oarhoxyQ also showed growth, after being killed for 
the first six hour© of incubât ion (Table 8).
; / The various strains isolated from the above experiment were 
cloned and tested for immunity to tbymineless death and drug 
resistance (Table 9 and lO)* The results show that the strain 
which had hecome tbyinihe--indepehdeht was sensitive to carboxyl to 
thé: same extent as the original E. boli 8583. However# the 
strains isolated from increasing concentrations of carboxyQ showed 
an inoreabing levs 1 of thymine indepéhdenoè proportional to the 
drug resistance level of each strain.
» X-S 0 u s s I 0 W;>
(^inolone© are antibacterial drugs active against Escherichia 
coli and Salmonella s|)©cies (HoimSg impublished data). They 
exhibit both bacteriostatic and bactericidal actions against the 
tliree strains of É. ooli vis., E. ooli 11229/198? E* ooli 8114 (15) 
and E. ooli 8583 (15T ) a thymineless strain derived from B. ooli  ^
8114 j used/for this study* The quinblone s have been divided into 
two broad groups, the oarboxylio and nonoarboxÿlic, on the basis 
of the different patterns of growth inhibition observed with the 
two groups* ,./, . . .  ; \ .
The overall sensitivity to guinolones varies with the strain
although the different patterns of inhibition of growth.exhibited
by oarboxyQ (H-^ethyl-3--carboxyir7*oiîtlofO“4“«luinplbnë) and nitreQ
(ig 2"dimetbyl-6-nitro-4Tquinolqne) are maintained in each strain*
As the concentration of daaigs is increased there is a shift from
baoteriostatio to bactericidal effect. The concentrations when
this change talces place vary according to the sensitivity of the
strain to each drug* With E* ooli 11229 and 8II4, this critical
concentration is between 2*5 and 5 for ; oarboxyQ (Bigs. 7 and 10 )
and between 10 and 20juli for nitfCQ: (Mgs. 9 and 1Ï) . E# ooli
8583 Î a thymineless aùxotrophÿ is much more sensitive to carboxyQ
.than the : two wild strains. , There : is a great reduc tion in the
growth and multiplication rate/oven;with 2.5 Jtaîi carboxyQ (Hg. 12)
v/hile there is. little, or no growth inhibition at this concentration
with the-other two strains. The-sensitivity of B. ooli 6583 to 
nitroQ is about the same order asibr the other two strains (,Big* 13)
Both, the ^uinoiones induce the formation of, long, filajiientous 
cell© from the short ooQcohacillarÿ forms of normal B. ooli cell©
* ^  «rua»-. 11 Pi I an
(Big* 14). In E* O Ô Ü  11229 there was no difference in;the total
cell mass with 2*5. carhoxyQ ,as compared to the control, hut the 
average cell sisé;,is. increased in the early stages of growth 
resulting in a’; àlight fall in number of colony forming, units (Bigs; . 
15a .and ?) • By : the.' end .of the experimental .period; the cell siae 
falls to nearly ..the;; same: as : control ■ and thus the final cell number
is also nearly .’ the sème as control* ■ At 5 ^ 1  concentration the
: hyerage cell sise is increased fivefold due to inhibition of cell ■ 
division,resulting in a decrease i n .colony forming units* At this 
concentration there is some reduction in the total mass as well* 
Similarly with nitroQ in 13. ooli 11229 there is little or no inhi-
r ' /  ~ ‘ _ w v i* sw * ^ iik .  ^ , 1  . '
bit ion of total cell mass synthesis ixp to 10 but the average
cell si^e is appi'eciably increased. The inorodse in sis© in
presenoe of nitrOR is not as great as v/ith, cf:irboxyQ (I'lgs. 9 and.
15b). At bactericidal concentrations of both drugs, there is an
actual decrease ih colony feigning ability;.accompanied by appreci-
able reduction in,the total cell mass as measured ;burbidimetrically.
The average cell sise is also not increased to the,same extent as
with baoteriostatio ooncentratiohs. •
The development'of similar long forms has been observed under.
a.variety of Conditions. • They have been induced in B* ooli by
thymine deficiency (Gohen & Barher, 1954)? by 5 fluorodeoxyriboside
(Cohen et al, 1958} ; by vitamin Bpg: deficiency (heck, 116ok &
Barnett, 19^2) by miifetayoin Ç (Reich, Shatkim & Tatum, 1961) $ 
by phenethyl alcohol (Berrah & IConetsIca, 1962) , by nalidixic
acid .(Goss, X^eità & Cook, 1964)4 mid by ^ droxyiirea (Rosenkrana,
Garrog Levy eiad .Garr, 196.^) , Qell. elongation ha© -àlso been
observed when E. ooli cells are e^gosed to low doee© of ultra- 
violet light. or to X-rayh (ïlughê©, : : 1956 ). . Host ,- of those conditions;
have been found to cause ail inhibition of "BEA synthesis without 
concomitant inhibition, of ; prqteiix and4#Ij^^ synthesis, the socalled 
"unbalanoed growtld* * In absonoë of . DMA synthesi s. the cell is 
unable to divide ;.but grows in sise due to uninhibited protein and 
OTA synthesis, The appearanqe of; enormously elongated cells in 
quinolone-treated cultures ;ga;ve> strong, presumptive evidence that 
they also are causing "unbalanced growth^* in. 33, ooli. Our starting 
hypothesis was therefore that inhibition of growth and loss of . 
viability could be attributed to preferential inhibition of D M  
synthesis, ; . . . ' Y ' ; . - / ' . ^
Bilainentous•cells are formed in presenoe of,both baoteriostatio 
and bactericidal conoentrations of quinqlones (Bigs, I4 and 15) •
The; increase .in sisef is' most marked in lower than' in higher oonoen- 
tr at ions in the'; case of carboxyl (Big* : Iga), JMsuki, Pangborn & 
Kilgore (1967) have reported .similar relationship ; between mitoiïjyoinO 
concentration and filament formation# . They have shown, by electron 
microscopy^ ohàràoteristic differehces in the arrangement of nuclei 
in the f ilaments’ forimd in. presence of low and high oonoentrations . 
of mivomycin C DM, synthosis .is inhibited at,. the bactericidal 
levaIs of mitonybin 0 but'not at baoteriostatio levels*. . These 
workers suggest that ; the formation of filaments unci brbac tor io static 
conoentration is due to an luiknowh mechanism of division inhibition
while thàt ühdér; W  oonoéntration© ia due to inhibition
: / :of D m  qynthesis.. It. isvquite .possible-that similar situation
4-\. ■' exists : in the oàsë of oarboagrQ but not nitroQ where the increase.
average, pell si he is not-very marked and is proportional to : . 
the, oonoentratioh Pf drug (Fig, 15.b) .* , This suggests thatV’the
;.Y' " filaments f o A e d  in presenoe of-nitroC^ probably, arise, hue to
; inhibition: of ,PM; ;synthesis, ?/hile the; two mechanisms deso3:ibed by 
: . 8u 2ukiY:/Pahgboi^^ Kilgore (1967) may be operating in the case of 
Y/ "Y -parboxyQ*. / . . ... ' „''X.
Conditions, required for lethality .
GarbosyQ and nitroQ exhibit different, killing patterns.
Many : kinds of experiment show that their activity depends on 
the pîiysiologioal state of the cell and pot on the drug to cell 
density ratio. When nitroQ is Added at various times during 
the lag and early logarithmic phases, the drug is equally active, 
during lag, phase hut its. activity diminishes with the onset of 
active growth (Fig. 18). TOen .experiments were carried out with 
high inocula oarhoxyQ is without effect during lag phase hut 
exerts its lethal action as soon as the controls start to actively 
multiply (Fig*. 16), On the other .hand4. hitroQ is active 
immediately after inoculation. Its lethal action does not co­
incide with the onset of growth in the control hut actually is 
reduced when the control starts growing. (Fig, 17).
GarhoayQ requires growth for its. lethal action^ When growth 
is stopped hy addition of chloramphenicol, which inhibits protein 
synthesis, the activity of oarboxyQ is. greatly .reduoed* The . 
action of nitroQ is not reduced by chloramphenicol but is in fact 
slightly enhanced, indicating a nonrequirement of protein - synthesis 
and hence growth (Fig, 19)* . '
The lethal activity of barboxyQ is proportional; to the rate 
of growth* B, ooli 11229? when gro?m under anaerobic conditions, 
shows a long .lag and about reducbion in growth rate. OarboxyQ ; 
did not have aioy activity during the 3 hr. lag.  ^ The lethal 
activity again coincided with the onset of growth in thé control 
culture and the . rate of killing was greatly reduced v/hen compared
to that under aerobio conditions. The activity of nitroQ was 
■unaffected by the conditions of aeration (Fig. 20).
CarboxyQ. is without any activity against starving cells and . 
also v/hen added;along with the cells to media deficient in either 
carbon/energy source or nitrogen source. M t r o Q  is ihabtive 
against cells starved of energy source* - It shows ;slight activity 
v/hen added along with the cells to. medium déficient in energy source 
presumably due to endogenous sources of energy* However,, it is 
highly active ..against cells, suspended in a medium ? devoid of a 
nitrogen source (Figs. 21 and 22). These facts suggest that 
„ carboxyQ loses its antibacterial properties when growth is prevented 
. either, by lack of energy/oarbon source or by lackJof, nitrogen source. 
M t r o Q  does not require.growing cells but does require à source of 
energy in order to kill the cells. .Addition of glucose to an 
otherwise complete medium \vith. quinolones results in .an immediate 
• lethal action of hitroQ while carboxyQ.is active only after a period 
of induction in the full medium. Preincubation, with" the drugs does 
not change the pattern (BigsÀ 23 and 24), This indicates.that 
carboxyQ has an.absolute requirement : for conditions allowing growth 
and the induction period required is not. for adsorption or transport 
of drug to its sensitive' site. The sensitive site- of this drug is 
y:closely associated with growth and metabolism. In absence of 
= growth; this sensitive site or. metabolic step does not.present itself 
■ so that oarboxyQ is unable to exert any .effect.,on the viability of 
cells. , HitroQ does, not require growth conditions end therefore is 
: capable o f . exerting inhibitory effect even on noiigr owing, cell a.
The aotivity, of- nitroQ. is. higher in -la/modimii/'defijpient.-, ih-; 
nitrogensource. The nmiber of survivors is about a hundredfold 
greater in presence of nitrogen source. : The protection:afforded
by nitrogen is the seme whether the cells have been, preinoubated 
with or without nitrogen source before the additibn of glucose and 
nitroQ.(Fig. •25)• There are two possible explanations for this ;
protection afforded by nitrogon sourcea. Y ' . - •
(a) The addition of nitrogen,completes the.medium and allows 
the. growth of cells resistant to the drug. Therefore, a 
favourable balance towards survival is maintained between 
sensitive ceils losing the abiliiy to form Cbldnies and 
résistant cells starting to.grow.
(b) The addition of .nitrogen can so s .some iralmown repair) 
mechanism to operate (e#g « synthesis of ensynies vfhiqh 
repair.,damage caused by'thé drug or turnover of proteins \ 
for an alternative pathway for the sensitive step.).
The former possibility can be ruled out by the observation that 
incubation of cells in absence pf .nitrogen source but :m ;presence of;; 
glucose before addition of drug results in .anVincrease in the number 
■ of survivors of the Qsam order.as in presence of nitrogen source 
(curve g in Fig. 25a) . ÎJnder those conditions no resistant cell 
can grov7 out. in absence of . nitrogen soiiroV but there is definite 
protection against: drug action. ■- This would support thé latter 
, explanation, via;., turnover pf proteins protecting' against drug ■ 
action. ' •.- - ' ' -/■'
The amount of gl'âoosé required for the lethal àotivity pf ? 
nitroQ is very small. : Ooneontration ,.as low as .02$^ instead, of ,
jLXJ'ii
1*2/? in GÀ medium is ©uff ioieht to * allow the bactericidal action ' 
of nitroQ. (Fig, 2,6}, . ■' '■ ' ■ Y  Y  : )
The lethal effect of nltroQ .is dependent oh , the amount of 
glucose in.: the .medium, ,. HitroQ loses its\activity v/hen . growth is 
limited by glucose but not - when growth is. Inmited by HE/? in 
presence oÿ/excess glucose (Bigs. 28 ;£md >29) the other hand, '
activity of oarboxyQ is affected by cessation of growth even when ; ; 
excess .'glucose. is present (Fig# 3 0 ) , Therefore it is the .exhaust­
ion of >ener^/carbôn source that reduces the; activity of nitroQ - 
but carboxyQ, is inactive whenever growth ceases for any cause,
HitroQ requires an energy souroè and'not. necessarily' à carbon , 
source for;;lts>e.ctiyity. . b-glutamic / acid, which is not an .energy 
source, for lil, ooli but m m  act'as .a/carbon/source-, dooé not allow, / 
lethal action of nitroQ whereas gluOose and succinate both allow 
bactericidal action of nitroQ (Figo 31 ) ê HitroQ is .moro active 
with .succinate bs the energy souroo than with glucose, ’ This can :
be explained by the fact that succinate allows growth of B* ooli. 
at a lower rate than A^lucose i r HitroQ shows highest,..activity in 
presence of glucose without nitrogen source or :Ui other words, > ' 
in presenoe of an energy source under conditions which do ,not 
-a.llow .gro?7th* : Therefore succinate which only allows à slow . 
grov7.th rate ■ increases, the. .activity of nitroQ* /.
,Effect of qulnolonèB on respiration
Cell©' harvested; from. quinoipho treated : oivlturo© exhibit an 
Inhibition of rate of uptalee on .glucose a© oompared/to the
untreated control oell© (Fig, 35) *: Howeverj oarhoxyQ stimulate© ,
oxygen uptake of oell© growing in the Warburg flaalç in presenoe of , 
oarboxyQ (Fig, 36), Theme ponflioting remilts might bb explio- . 
able bn the grounds that when oxygen uptake is studied difeotly, 
the belle have not been daihàgod by harvpsting proooduro * The ■ 
ceila Whioh 40how. a stimulation; of respiration imder. -the influenoé . 
of carboxyQ being abnormal, may b e . inÿtred by the -harvesting 
probe dure, Y HitfoQ inhibits respiration imder: both oonditi one
- s .
Effect of quinolones on maororaoleoular
. eyntbàeia : y - . - " :
When E. coil cells are treated with moderate concentrations 
of quinolone8ÿ increase in cell mass continues for some time even 
while the viable count is falling at an appreciable rate (Figs. 7 
and 9) * >The appearance of long filamehts in drug treated cultures 
also suggested t^ increase in cell mass is taking place without : 
cell division due to **unhalanced grov/th". Therefofe, net syhthesis
of -protein, OTA and YDlTÀ was measured* The results showed that : 
while OTA : and protein syntheses aré not significantly altered, DNA V 
;s;^thesis is inhihited appreoiahly aV bad ter ici dal concentrations 
(I'lgs* 37 and 38)*
Dean kid Y (1966) hay© described the variations in ;
cell o ompd sit ion during a. growth cycle* According to them average 
mass per cell increases in the early stages of growth but it falls 
back to the initiai vtd.ue in the. stationary phase* OTA/PHA ratios ). 
also Bho\W a ■.similar pattern but the highest ratios are obsefved / 
earlier in:growth cycle thim the. maximuni mass per cell* P M  per YY 
unit/mass and pf otein/OTA fatioe remain more or less constant 
throughout the growth cycle* Quinolbne treated cultures show 
greatly increased OTA/DHA ratios in comparispn with contfol 
'C.ultures in ; the stat ionary pliase (Tables 14 . aïid I5) * 'OTA/prot#in... Y 
ratios unaffected at ^ the ;lov/or drug concentration but slightly i 
increased , at higher obnoexitrations* , DHA/protéin or DM/dry-weight, 
ratios are unaffected^at bacteriostatic oohccntratiohs but are 
greatly decreased at b ac terio id al concentrations* Macromolecular 
syntheses :by È* cbli 11229 ih absenceYand presence of carboxyQ wore .
studied k inetioally over, a growth oycle (Fewooh, fiolms & Habmdod, 
unpublished data). It was foimd that OTA/protein ratios rise 
during initial stages of : growth but gradually fall back ./to - the 
imltial, values in the control and with moderate. baotericidal
bpnoentrations of drug. .Only at yéiy high cone entrât ion (160 ul)
of drug was protein and OTA synthesis 'affected* Y; :MÎà/prot©in 
ratios showed an increase in the early stages of-growth and remain­
ed constant for the rest of the experimental period/ih the control* 
At bap ter io static concentrations ho change was observed in the DNA/ 
protein ratios throughout the experimental period.; Bactericidal 
poncentrations, however, caused a drastio fall in the DM/proteih 
ratios in the beginning, after whioh the fall became much slower* 
The most dramatic effect was obseryed with BHA/o t A ratios in / 
presence of drug* The control showed a rise,up to 1 hr, and then
a gradual fall to the initial value in the stationary phase•
Bacteriostatic, concentrations shov/ed à' similar pattern b #  thé 
level reached was higher than in the : control•/ At bactericidal 
Goncéntrâtion, the OTA/o t a  ratios contimted to rise up to 3 hr* ' ' • 
add were maintained at that high léyel during the rest of the > 
Experimental,periods These results strongl^^' suggest that OTA
synthesis is' preferentially inhibited with respect to OTA and 
protein synthesis*
The correlation of thé bactericidal oonoentrations to inhibi­
tion of BHA synthesis suggests tîiat .it. is the main biochemical 
event responsible for the loss in viability. This observation 
along with the formation of filamentous cells in the drug treated
culture: indicateB that.the aritibaqterial action of quinolones is . 
due to so-called "unbalanced growth*! resulting from preferential 
inhibition of BHA synthesis without cohcomitant inhibition of 
protein and synthesis. .,\>Y -
1/* *' '
The above hypothesis was given further support by : C 
labelled: thymine incorporation /studies (Easons Fewsqn & Holms, 
unpublished data). It was : found that 20 juîÆ càrboxyQ. causes 
progressive inhibition of incorporation of %  labelled thymine 
into BHÂ of E, ooli 8114# About 99^ inhibition of w G tliymine 
into OTA is observed in drug treated cells as compared to the 
control. ' '/ \ .
Partial suopess was also achieved in attempts to reverse the 
action of carboiyQ in E* ooli 8563 by addition of théine and 
éthers tliree debiynucleosides, dA? dC and dG ihYthe growth medium . 
(Tables 11 and 12) • This, result gives more support to the 
iiypothesis that inhibition ofYDHÂ synthesis is responsible for the 
lethal action : of quinolones# Similar results have also been
obtained ih the case of 3iydr6xyurea treated oeliS; (Adams Yc Lindsay, 
19671 foung et al, 1967) * These workers have also; oonoluded that 
the reversal of drug action by addition of : deoxvnucleosides is due 
to partial re s tor at ion of OTA syiyfchesis and hence hydroxyurea is 
an inhibitor ofYpM synthesis#
Most kno\m aatimicrobial drugs y/hioh. inhibit©yntliesls 
do so either, by; al taring the pliyslpal: properties'o moleoule
or by inhibition of enzymes involved. in OTA synthesis., Experiments 
\?ere, carried .out to .study: the, effect of oarboxyQ on‘the structure 
and biosynthesis, of OTA in E# ooli 8114 " (Eason, Fewson '& Holms, un­
published data). These studies were carried put along three lines!
1) . Effect on pliysicai interaction of ; the drug with: OTA . - 
"..molecule. ' / - '
2) Effect oh metabolism of tli;^ rmihe containing compounds.
3) Direct interaction of drug v/ith the ensymes concerned 
: with synthesis of precursors of OTA.
The following possibilities for physical interaction of Y :> 
oarboxÿQ and'OTA were. examined. >
1) : lïicorpoÿation of drug into polydêox;yribonucieotidé chain'
by replacihg a normal base , or : by. intercalation. / ' /
2) Cross linking of pomplémentary OTA strands.
3) Binding on the,, surface of , OTA molecule so :àe to; blbbk >
; movement of OTA polymerase.
4) Production of OTA with "nicks" e.g. ,by blocking synthesis 
.. of ,TMP. ' : - , ,, ■■
5). ; %  producing some kind of degraded OTA. . : Y-
Ho inoofppfatibh of oarbosy:Q Into DM'molebul© E<kild bo 
observed■ as there /Was no difference in base pcmpasition or thermal 
dénaturation :;(Tms) poivrbs of D M  from drugtreatecl; cells and from 
ooirbrol ; oellsY/Y: Gross-linking of OTA which dauses immediate 
xenatixrat ionEfter/hEat : dehatuÈàtion : of i M ' A mol© cule (e.g. due to 
mitcçnycin) could • not h© demonstrated* Ho evidence could he . - _ 
bhtained for either hinding of drug^ on the D M  molecule or pro­
duction of D M  cohtainiîig. nicks* pHA from drug treated colls warn 
also not degraded as both control and drug treated D M  have 
identical 8-values of about 203* •
; Effect, on the metaholism. of tl:ymine and tlymine containing 
■oompqunds was also studied (Eason, Fewson & Holms, unpublished, 
data) * It was assiimed, that, E M  synthesis and therefore ribo- 
nucleoside syhthésis v/às no t inhibi t e d by quinqlone s. : .Any select­
ive inhibition of D M . synthesis must result.from inliibition of bio­
synthesis or incorporation of tl^ râirie containing compounds (Fig. 40)’
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oould limit , permeability, of the cell membrane to - C-labelled 
tliymidine pr thymine. A number of attempts were made to laeasure
thé pools of these compounds* HoY/eyex‘ no efficient method of 
measuring these, pools was available in literature at that time. 
Recently Gannon & Bfeitmaii (1967) worlcing with the sane strain of 
E. oqljz, have shovm that ot the tliymine incorporated into OTA . 
was derived from exogenous dTMP* In addition, cells grown in
*^A
presence of lo" *'M d W P  have a 5P/^  increase of the total tiiymine 
deoxymoleptida pool# Y In the. light 'of; their results, it can be 
concluded that cells of, E# ooli 8114 are permeable to exogenous
sources of thymine .and cf^boxyQ could be probably-reeponsibie for 
the inhibition of incorporation of ^^0 thymine and tîjymidine#
GafboxyQ .opuld also .stimulate degradation of tliymidine into . 
thyàine and thus impose, severe limitation of OTA synthesis#
Crude extracts of control and drug treated bacteria were tested 
for increased production of tl^rmino aft037 addition ,03? drug and for. 
differenoes in epeoific; activities* Ho evidence .for stimulation 
of thymidine brealcdovm could be obtained (Eason, Fewson & Eolms, 
Unpublished data)>
, Fig* 4 1 'depicts the . pathwa^r for OTA biosynthesis* ' Weleotlve 
inhibition of ,OTA; nyuthesis result . from Inhibition of eh%mes 
exclusively involyed in^  D M  synthesis» Those ensymos ares. .
1) Thymidine (dThd)/and TIP kinase
2) DBA polyraerase .(BM nuoleotidyltransferase); ' v .
3) Ribonuoleotide reductase.
4) Tliymidylate synthetase. ■
These ensymes were, isolated from E. coll ànd were studied ,for 
.inhibition by carboxyQ (Eason & Holms,/unpublished data) * Thynaidine 
and TalP kinase catalyse the .phosphorylation of. dTiul an.d THP to TTP 
which is an immediate preomrsor of DHÀ* studies/in vitro gave 
evidence .that. aax^ bo3?y.Q did hot inhibit : the so enryaies* ■ ;Y ,
■ ; .OTA polymerase catalyses the synthesis of now doo;^rlbonuoleo- 
tide chaihb presence of a OTA pr^ m'iex* and four deo%rribonucle0side 
triphosphates .(dATP, dOTP, u'iOTP and dTTP) * ' Many antimicrbbial
.drugs .are k n o m  to;,affect OTA. synthesis by forming comDlexes :wlth . 
OTÀ molec'iile mid thus irnpeiring .the ability /of the OTA primer to act 
as template in the reaction çat&tlysed by OTA polymerases llitonycins 
and aoridihes prevent the separation-.of the complementary OTA<> ; . 
strands; by, crpserlinlcing and. intercalation respectively* Actino- ; 
itycin also causes the inhibit separation of the two OTA
âtrànds at'high i Coneentrât ions and thus inhibit replication hy DBA 
polymerase , (Reich, I964) * Y :BBA .polymerase v/as isolated from E.ooli 
but carboixyQ-failed to inhibit the ensyiie.
; : Ribonucleotide reductase is the enzyme involved in the 
conversion of ribonùoleotidés to the .corresponding deoxyribonucleo-
Ëfbohuo ie6tidé >■
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3) RiboïkiolGotide fedtiotaé '..-/Y' y Y^
,:4)' .. Tlymldylato• n ^ m t h o t a q e ."' .Y ';,.->'Y Y'/
Provisional, n'uniber- ,
•<C.V •
tides.- Bydroxyurea, a potent inhibitor: of DBA synthesis in a 
variety of oell: systems has been found to interfere v/ith ribo­
nucleotide réduction in maimnaliah cells in vivo (Adams, Abrams & 
Liebermàn, 19^61 : Young &.Hodas, I964)# PartialYreyersal of 
3%rdi*qxyurea action by addition of deosyribonucleosidea has also ; 
been reported , (Adams, dî Xiindesy, 1967? Young et al, .1967) # ,Bo 
completely satisfactory method for isolation of ribohucleotide 
reductase from E. ooli is available. , The enzyme was nurified by 
the available method and the low activity obtained was;unaffected 
by carboxyQ. îïov/ever, in vivo studies for reversal of carbbxyQ 
action, by addition of deoxynudeosides had partial; success. There­
fore, the quinolones .might also be interfering with DBA synthesis 
in E. ooli analagously ,to hydroxyurea inhibition of. OTA synthesis 
in mammalian cells. - ; -.
The synthesis of dTBîP. from dWP. is; catalysed: by tIiymidylatq 
synthetasewhioh converts dWP. to dTMB.v.in: presence of H 
met%lene tetrahydrof olate /yyhich is itself cbnyerted to ..dihydro-^  
folate « Totrahydrof olate (Mî4) is . regenerated from;/dihydrofolate 
(ïHp),.by a reaction catalysed by an enzyme dihydrofolate reductase 
(Fig. 42). '
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FIG, .42 & %rnth68lB of M P
1) n^hymidylate synthetase*? . ■
2) Mhydrofolate reduoiase (F*C,lw5*l*3*j
, Inhibition .:of either of .these ensyraes may cause ?inhihâ.tdon of 
IWA: synthesis t&o u g h  lack of dM P *  OafhoDorQ?was found to inhibit 
both those, en£îÿiTieé, hut the inhibition v/as. not very high . (Eason-& ■ 
HolmSf .unpublished data), The ki value? ohtainod _for diliydrofolat©
. .redubtase ffora F* ooli 11229 and oàrhoxyQ is 4*41 10 M  while the
• ■ ■ - ' ■- , ■ - . '  ^>v- .' A .
. Km for oomhlnationÿof JMo with .its"enbyme' is 4*1<^--Z_; 1 0 Amino-
pterin g a Icnovm inhibit or of diliydieofolate reductase g has a Ki of . 
lo4c X 10 H* This suggests that, the eh.symo has-., a highen? affinity 
for, its substrate thàzi fo]?? carho%yQÏ and that carhoxyQ is .a much less 
; ' efficient inhibitor than aminopterin. The activity of . dihydro-* 
folate fedubtase Y/as not increased in extracts of ooli 11229 
trained for resistance against oaiboxyQ (Sniillie & Fasong unpublished 
. data).* Therëforeÿ. ihhlbltion. of this .enzyme may not be signifi™
.0antly responsible for the lethal.effect of oarboxyQ on the grounds
that one of the mechanisms for acquiring resistance to a drug 
inhibiting an ensyme reaction ,is an increase in the activity of 
the sensitive engyme in the resisttmt cells (Pollpckg i960)•
Reversal of àotion of auinolones
In the atudy of-antimioroblal drugs9 one of the basic approaches 
to the problem is an attempt to? f some substance which, when added 
to the test system : in which the - growth or activity of; an. organism is 
inhibited, will antagonise the aotion Of the drug; In view of the 
inhibition of synthesis as .the main lethal effect of quinolones, 
attempts were made to.reverse the- action:of these drugs by addition- 
of precursors of OTA (thymine, or thymidine, dA, 'dG and dO) to the 
growth medium * : . . ‘ '
Addition of ^ tiyraine or tlymidine to Và medium inoculated with 
E, coli -11229 directly or after .previous- training in presence - of 
thymine or tl^ymidihe failed to give amr protection against the 
bactericidal action of quinolones (Table 7 and Fig. 32). This / 
could result either from impermeability to external Wyminé and 
tlymidine, or from the absence. of apy metabolic pathway for utili­
sation of exogenous source of t%mine and tliymldine in this wild... 
strain. Therefore, further attempts to reverse drug aotion were. . , 
mad© only with the tlwmin© auxotroph. coll 8583* '
I'till growth.of J . ooli 8563 is supported in ,GA medium with 5 j M  
• thymine. Increasing this .concentration to I60 ).tIæ did hot give any ,? 
significant protection against the a,ntibacterial aotion, of oarbbsyQ 
(Table 8). It has been shown that the limited utilisation of 
exogenous thymine by ooli is related to the availability of 
dooixyxibosyl donors rather tha^ i -# specific permeability festrictiona 
(Bxeitman & Bradford, 1964; ICemimen, 1967) & This could explain the 
partial reversal observed in prbbonceof proper proportions of
^  the three deoxynuoleosidesy dO and t\G (Table IX).
: E])TA treatrnent tp inoreaee the permeability did not inore.aee the 
proteqtion f orded by thymine , and deoxyribonuoleoeidee (Tables 12
' A:4andyl3).^^ This "result al sp: gives ,fxiriher support to thé; above
suggeotiOh thattM utilisation of exogenous tliymine; is not ;
; . . solely ? the ie suit :of permeability restriotions but is related to 
ir the availability of. deoxyribosyl donors* . The .facts that tliymirie . . 
and the tliree de oaynucleo si de s are the exclusive immediate pre­
cursors -of; and. that:they bring about partial reversal.of anti- ' 
bacterial action of carboxyQ-strongiy suggest that inhibition of
^  the main biological event responsible for the-
. lethal : action., of .quinolbnes#.^ -./, .
The bactericidal action of quinolones can be reversed by merely 
v.:^ V;wâèhing^  and resuspehding the-cells in : drug free medium (Figs* 33 & ' '
, : 34) • : ' This result suggests that ; quinolones do not bind strongly to
? their seiïsitivé site as their lethal effect can be so easily washed, 
r'-'-.t'out*'t?'-,Ëléh' carbo^grCy is remove at 1 or 2 hr. the washed cells . :
;: iiMediately "start to^  g^ same rate as the control. The
; ; increasP in mass; is affected. only when the drug was ..allowed to , act .. 
up to 3 hr# ; This 'suggests thot oarboacyQ does not affect the growth 
xUp to 2. Ilf* /birU exerts its effect only when the control has. achieved 
. the highest .growth rate ' in the mid-logarithmic phase. EitroQ,; on
othei hand, has ah;inmediate lathal effect. lihren when the drug'V.; 
. ; i s o f  treatment, the cells do not regain the 
y.. .'sEuae growth rate as the; control for considerable time.
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. ' NîtrôQ éjüiïbit:th^ imîqüe cf^ah immediate lethal
effect ü Â  .compared to ? pàrbo;^(4 vdiloh always aîlows: a- period of 
induction beforO exerting èhy effect# ÏÏbv/evéi?Sf the ability of
oells to : grow out after ah : period even in preBenco 
of high drug obnpehtration ’ dimihiehes the usefulness of the imrnedi- ^ 
ate lethal effect of ^ hitroQ* /iThie regrowth is due to the preaence 
of a (mail number of resistant in the inoculum iteelf ae seen
in the expermeht where ? thé Counting wee done in à medium with 
a(ided nitfbC^ (î^gé 5é)^ ^ cells resistant to nitroQ,
is 'inversely propdrtiOhal to the cbnoentration* Thus about of 
the ceil© vmre fbWd) toÂW to 10 ^  and about IjJ to 4O J #
nitroA* ThiBréaietanceiê acquire any previous contact
with the. nitroCi^ ?if the ai^/bf^inbpul^ is ihoreased,% the humber 
of ceilB ' re ei étant to : drtig would al eb ihbr ease : propbrt ionall^.
Thus the reduced d % g  actibh #  th higher inocula (Fig. 1?) can be 
-e%plained^(m^4hi8 baeis^Cf :/aX ■
Oultures treated with bactericidal ooncehtratibhs of oarboayft 
do not exhibit thie growing out phenomenon. However, rèBietanoé; 
can , be acquired by of ^  ihore^sing con-
centrations of ;carbpiyQ*;Â : %hie eu^op^ thé cells bebome 4
resist#t:;toA\Garbo^Q''^ih;;a?;#cp^^^ after they 'hud'beeh=;A.-
gromi in pontapt with; dr&i''"' -pA--%../ r . \ 'u,?; - ■ ,■■ y : A
kcouâT-reoistance: e2gerimonte7:%th mirboxy^
^quinolonee. ■ (Holmsj linimbliehed data) also / confirm thb hynotheses ; 
that the two rgrp^  differ} in the m by which rosiatanoe is 
acquired. The obyib^ between t3ie tiYO - ^  is that
the: oorboxyl oompounds ■ are ionised , at physiologi'oaX pH while non- 
oarhoxyXio ones are,, hot#, - A compound has been synthesised which 
has both carboxyX and à nitro group; (H-ethyl-3-oarbosylio-6-nitro- ; 
.4*quinolone) • All tlireo compounds when tested for cross re sis tance 
sh6\fed;the following relationships*
Escherichia ooli trained to?fi.tl»* IHli Hi lj»IITI ¥i —T« IM 1iM ■  1 * 1mm #T**1 T1* 1« #1 li< 1
. . Challenged
w i t h
3 "oarbo3^ T 3“C arboxy-6 -* "noh-ionisedt'"'6'-
quinoioneC nitro~quino1ones nitro-quiholoné s
(wrnA K k&if,#; 1 w iwiimj #=2t*rk 1^ _p, j » 4##!.'*» mu'
3 TCarbo3Eyl Complete Complete - l/ v :,.;■/ Ho ■
quinolôhés Resistance Resistance . Kesiatanoe
/ 3^oarboxy-6-* Complete : Complete Slight,
nitr O'-qu.iuolbn© s . Resistance Eosistano;©' ,. « He sistance
"non-ionised^*-6 ' . ' Ho /. Slight ' ' Complete /
“Uitr o*-quinolono s. -, Resistance Resistance ; Resistance
The la.olc of cross resistance between carbox^ rlio, and, nonearboxy- 
Xi.G quinolones indicates a different moohanism for acquiring resist-, 
anoe,% The-slight cross-resistance by A-carboxy-o-nitro-quinolohes \ 
to 6-nitro-quinolones indicates that resistance to?carboxylic 
quinolones is dominant over the resistance to nitro quinolones.
" An interesting relationship of thymine-independénoe and drug? . 
resrs'Gànce. was observed during work, with the tl^ ymineloss mutant, 
8533*,.. Xt was found that; if &__cpl4 8583 : is incubated in 
absence of tlwmine,. thymineXoss death takes place 'for up to 6 to# 
when approximately , 99 «9^ 4 of the inoop.Xated cells are dead (Table 3) . 
Fiirther incubation of tho. fladc overnight allowed these immune cells 
to grow to the /same extent as the control with added thymine* The
only oaso whore nb- further growtli toc^ î^  vplabo vin absehoe of ; , 
tbymihe and in presence of. oarboisyQ. This suggests that drug had: % 
an; .additive effect on thymine less death. The cells; v/ere also able 
to recover in presence of thymine and various oonoëntr at ion e of 
. carbo^gQ. _The ee thymine ^ independent and drug-resistant ? strains ? .
wore isblatetV and'again ohailmged xYith* various. .Gonoentrations of : 
oarboXyQ Y/ith and without tiyminê (Tables 9 & lo) . The strain 
vfhioh had become tl^miine independent, was 'still sensitive to drug 
A to the smxie extent in presence or absence of thymine. Presumably ; 
this v/as due to t h e 'Sélection of cells imune to thyraiheless death 
' but sensitive to drug having' ? had no contact with, the drug, . The 
strains whioh had . groY/n-in presence of inoreasingAGonoehtration of : 
drug;and thymine, when challenged with l60-?ulî of carboxÿQ with /and 
. / without thymine/ showed a gradually increasing résistance to drug. : 
These straihs, - at the same time beoaxne gradually independent of /•
' tlw;mana ;to such; a.n extent that the strain-isolated from 30 oar-^  ^
bo:^Q and 5 - V W  tliymine v;as completely immune ,to thymineless death ; ; 
as well /as resistaiit/t^ 160 oarboayQ, : -/- "/ ^ ^  A; ■/ ; ■ ? : ■;
The development of iminunity to ,t%minel.ess..death is direotly a , 
"// and closely: related to biosynthesis of DMA. Xn/othor wordo,. ; the 
‘ cell s are imdergbihg some metabolio. ohange so that//they are no longer 
susceptible to thymineless. death,and can actually grow.in absence ;of 
. t % m i n e . ;. . The inter-relationship of thymine, indepéndéhoo and drug / ?
. resistance suggests ; that the latter is? ,also .closely associated with : 
D M  metabolism^ and the metabolic step sensitive to tliymine starv- 
ation and the drug is one and the same.
Tlié results of in viva and in; vitro studies on the inhibition, 
of E. doXi.to QUihdlbnGs indicate that those drugs inhibit M A
• '  - * s i '* :- y p w w » ’e i* i* # N a e  ■ '. - i  ,- = - - - . .
Bynthesis* . . The following bhservationB support this lOTothesiss.
1) The .appearanoe . of enormously long fileraentous cells in 
drug treated cultures hds been reptoted,,for other agents 
; which inhibit' OTA synthesis pref erentially witîv.,respect
to RHÀ and protein synthesis. The process is called 
Vunbalanced.growth’^  . .
2) The oonoontratibh of quinolones required to produce the 
biô.oliémical. eff ect;= of ‘ inhibition^ of M A  synthesis cor­
responds fairly well \vitl%/thé/ baotericidal concentrations•
Incorporation of radipaotiy© tliymine and: thymidine is 
strongly inhibited in drug toeated bultures.
3) . Some, protection against the, lethal , action of quinolonés 
is observed.when thb dulttoe medimi is.supplemented with 
tîaymine -ancV.the.. ttoee ded%^Tibonuolepsides^ dA^ dO and dG*
- The exact mechanisni by which quinolones ixahibit M A  synthesis 
is not very olear in the light of the in?©sent work. This problem 
was studied in ooinparison with the other known inhibitors of M A  . 
.synthesis;.:-../ -Thus the physical properties of treated M A  .were 
studied by available.metlibds to ;find ;any altora.tions in the OTA. 
molecule which could account for inhibition of OTA synthesis a n d - 
growth." Ho evidence iooiild be obtained for orpss-linking (lilce ,
mltoîoyoino), iàtèroalrition rèlàtod/drugs)/and' blnd^' .
ing to-tlxo OTA moleouXo Xïi- euolx/a iuodmere.ae to iutorfore with, its ■
y e ' "  , '' . . v
fiino'tiOBB. -as a.tomiplato /for;d^j:xgvôr-Bymthé'aià^--(aotinojibmiims);.' 
QuinolpnoB' do mot o’çiuso ojqy' 'degradation .’of.-OTA as moanüred- by ■
sedimentation proportipa' of; M A ’-frosi''' drug /üroatpd’-'&wV- aontral,, aollo.?
Tho in vitro etûdy 6f--'ènsyïilê© : involved _in. the biosyhthooio of 
OTA: olaows that most'/.of them are not imhlbltpd in ooil‘ free systems*■;.• 
The Only, exopptloxis; t%midylo/W oybthotaoo met ’.dihytoofolato 
roduptade vyhioliim^e'bnoâoratp’iy ‘ opnoitivé:..to "the drug*' This inbi™ 
M t l o a  alone ,oaxi not/plparly-bo. rosponsiblo for the highly • ■ ■
baotoriar aotiom/of'qUinolpviodV-' .
O w b o # Q % a è  a'0tmiat#e'Vo:%r:#miltor't6;'#lidl%io acid ‘
• Pavl3Ô3sylio- acid)’ .which hap .boon •shov/n to inhlbi'b growth of '33. ..ogjli 
by selective inhibition’ 'of . 'OTÂ .pydthosio ,(.Ooe©g- Dolt^ & Vookc, X$6Af: ' 
1965) • lalidixlo^ aoid is mot only ?-Dtruo türally r-jimilm? to oarbo^Q 
but' has very similar .biological, of foots on 13, • Thëbo v/orkoro •.
have also udod. the & m m  atrain obll vlsï. g E» coll.. 11229 ao
ûfâod in the study of qnlnolonos. .Eptli ctohOXyQ m d  nalidixio acid? 
,{HA) give riQo'to olongated filamèntoufô. oelln/and avp abtivo/only ,.: ' 
against growing bells'. .■ . The addition of ..ôhlôramnhohiôol causes-a” ' 
rpduotion- in ,the :bap:toylo.idal?- dotion^’of. both ôàrboxyQ and 1 % .  Both 
drugs are.; not bound, strongly to tlioir/.sonsltivo sites as .tranefor 
to..drug froo media, allov/s, n o m m l  growth, of.;.troutdd .oolle# -. Both .. 
drugs inhibit thp inoOrpôration o f '.iàdioaptivo preoOTsolB/liltQ OTA., 
.HaladdsiOq.acid does .not ' affect the synthesis of the "initiator" of .
ik replioàuipn#: Halidixic aoid,/however9- ca-usas degradation of qv
mxoleio ao id q, D M  dpgr ad at ion bo ing mpr © pronounced than REA- 
q-degradation*■ ■'?' .■■; - ? \ -- /' '
The aotion of .nalidixic açid /mid quinolonés/diffei’o in some 
q respects. /Quinolones do not appear tp cause degradation of DFA; ; 
while the 1 etiiai :adtivity of nalidixio àpid ,is attributed to the V 
dostrdction of genetic material* / Moreover^ halidixic acid M s  .no ; 
effoot où .respiration of cells while quinolones affect the respi- ' . , 
<  ration of both grov/ing and resting colls of E* ooli* T M  in-. . 
ability? to find any changes, either in the : p %  sioal- properties of ;
. DÉÂ\br the ac t ivity of onbymes involved in M A  bio synthe si s 'is ;
, rather, strange "when the net . synthesis of OTA is selectively iuT y 
- hibi t o d 4 - Per hap s t ho inhibition /of 3)ÈA synthe sis is not the'; :? ? , /
phimahy évent : as ;Ms/bemi suggested for the. selective and rever- /
? . s ibl0 inhib i t ion - of . DMA : synthé s i s by phehethylhlcphol (PFA): by; ,
Bilvor :& Wendt * . Accor ding to these v/orkefs PEA pauses à
rapid and reversible brealcdovm ih. the pormeàbility" harriers of y
bacterial oells» - "The prop esse sinhibits d by ’HlA'inoludG bacterial 
. conjugation*, ,spo3?ulatipn and: germination of spores.' All of\: these; .q
' probe sees as well as synthesis of; OTA are believed to taico-, plaoe; - by 
a direc t qtrUotua^al ■ coupling of the: probosB to'.the. membrane * ; .Thére- -. 
. ;fbre f the pfima;i^ ÿ effect of, PEA . is on the membrane / and the inhibi- .- 
, tibh of OTA synthesis y (hid Cellùiar functions are/seoohdary bonsèr , // 
qUGiioGS o:F the'alteration-iii'the' jnembrane structure A' It may/be ?
. possible thatlquinolohes. also ■ act ojri ' the .membrane primarily, as is ■/ .
■ / indicated by. their ; effect on respiration,: à process closely asso- .;/
■ /. ; ciated with .proper .funqtioning of: mombranes* . ; Moreover,:; the .âotiph ’?/
of quxnoionos is. completely reytosed’ by, merely v/ashing and, re- - 
suspending ,in drug: free niedixim which suggests that the quinolonés 
do not hind strongly to their sensitive:site. It might be 
possible tha^ t,/ the //absorption .of quinolones .alters the integrity 
of the membrane,/-when'the drug is remoyad tA<i membrane returns to 
its original, configuration and the oells redover ad has been 
suggested for PEA.. ' ,.
/ The above.suggestions are bhsed on circumstantial evidence 
only. In absence of direct experimental data, nothing can be 
■stated definitely about the primary mode, of action of quinolones 
except , that baotèricidàl action of. qifiholones is closely related 
to inhibition 'of OTA synthesis. . Further work is needed to 
establ ish,vxhether inhib it ion of ? syhthe sis .is the /: primary event ' 
or a secondary effeet of inhibition of sofe other cell function* .
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ConipariBoiTL of carboxyQ and HitroQ
The study of quinolones has revealed the unique property of 
nohcarhoxylio quinolones to affect nongrov/ing cells# . Comparison 
with carboxylic quinolones shows that although the two groups 
differ greatly in the conditions required for lethality, the over­
all mechanism of growth inhibition is the . same* Both groups 
cause the inhibition of D M  synthesis as shown by appearance of 
filamentous cells and increased OTA/PM ratios in the drug treated 
cells* The antibacterial aotion of nitroQ is so rapid that only 
a very small proportion of the cells survive to actual3y grow in 
presence of drug to provide evidence of "unbalanced growth". The 
presence of resistant cells in the inoculum, which are capable of 
normal growth in presence of drug, further masks the action of 
drug on the sensitive cells* The immédiate lethal effect and the 
appearance of resistant cells tends to reduce the effect of nitroQ 
on macromolecular synthesis when measured by routine analytical 
methods* However, the increased MA/OTA ratios and greatly redu-? 
oed OTA/dry weight ratios together v/ith the appearance of fila­
mentous forms of E* coll strongly, suggest that OTA synthesis is 
the process mainly affected analagously to oarboxyQ*
The action of both carboxyQ end nitroQ can be reversed by 
washing and re suspending in drug free medium indicating that the 
nature of binding of the drugs to the sensitive site may be 
similar.
CarboxyQ, like most of the known antimicrobial agents, 
requires growing cells for its antibacterial effect# This .was
v/ell established by the folloMhg facts• This drug is unatble to 
exert any effect ih media which do not support: growth# Its 
bactericidal aotion can be reduced if growth is prevented e.g# by 
addition of ctooramphehio61/which inhibits, protein synthesis and 
hence growths The activity of hitroQ,: on the other hand, does . 
not depend on cpnditions allowing growth bu is in fact enhanced ; 
in absence of growth as; shown by the higher activity of ; nitroQ in 
absence, of nWrpgen source# , This ability to aff ect non growing ? 
cells more rapidly explains the iimediate^ a^ bacterioida,! ;
action of nitroQ during lag phase before the onset of growth in 
the control# Carb6:^Q allows a period of induction during which 
both cell lïiasB and cell number are increaBad before bxérting any 
effect# These differences form th# basis for division of quino^ ;;; 
lones into carboxylic and noncarbojylio groups#
;.. The antibacterial aotion.of carboxyQ is proportipnal to the 
rate of growth as its action is greatly reduced under ayiaerobie : 
conditions# Ho such relationship of growth,rate end action: of . 
nitroQ is observed giving further support to the hypothesis that 
the activity of nitroQ does not depend oh growth#HitroQ, ? 
however, does require a éourcé of energy for its bactericidal 
action while oarbcxyQ is inactive under similar conditions# These ; 
tv/o groups ai30 differ in their effect on the rate of respiration 
by growing cells# parboxy.Q stimulates the rate of respiration : 
and thus might be acting as an dnooupler of oxidative phosphory­
lation besides its main effect on M A  synthesis# HitxoQ inhibits 
the rate;/6f respiration imder the same dqnditions. The inhibition 
of rate of respiration by nitrdQ under both condition
attributed to its immediate lethal effect# ’ = . . . .
The study of crosB-reel stance between oarbojsjriio and non- 
oarboxylio quinolones ehqw© that these tv/o' groups differ in the 
meohaniejn for aoguiring resistanco# This does hot hboossarily 
mean that bUrboixyQ and nitroQ have a different modo of aotion a« 
well# The scuTie phenomenon has been observed v/ith other oloeely 
related drugs e*g#, benzyl penioillin ajid methicillin (Knox, 1962)# 
Both of them haye the same mode of action via#* inhibition of cell 
wall synthesis# Btaphyloboocue‘ ~s p p# have been found to develop
resistance to bonsyl penicillin by pyhthesiaing penicillinase 
while resistauoe to methioillin is aoquiied by developing imperme­
ability to methioillin so that bross-resistanoe to benaylpenioillin 
and methioillin is not observed# Therefore the fact that the two 
groups of quinolones do not show cross-resistance does not suggest 
that they have different modes of aotion*
The remarkable property of nonoarboxylio quinolones to affeot 
both growing and hongrbwing oeils is unique - (mong all the known 
antimicrobial drugs* This might prove very useful clinically 
under bonditions where the parasite lies dommit in the host and 
is not susceptible to any M o w n  antimicrobial agents which only 
affect grov/ing cells* (There are a few exceptions such as eurfaoe- 
active agents whioh have an immediate bactericidal action* They 
have bebn mostly used for s#f%ce application or for intestinal 
infection being too toxic for ptoentorel use (Hcwton, 1958) )•
The presence of resistant ceils without a pra-expbhure to the drug 
diminishes its usefulness in ohomotherapy# However, combined
14^  -
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The present study of antibacterial aotion of guinolosios 
just if io a the separation of quinolones into barboaylio and non- 
baxboi^iio. types on the basis; of their. ability ? to affect growing' ? 
and. nongrowing cells respectivoly• Thé oarboxylio quinolone hae .
bean shown to, have an absolute : re quirement, for, actively growing 
oells* The npnoarboaylio cminolbno o w  /affect nong^roY/ing cells ' 
more offioieiitly . than ■ growing cells but requires a metabolisable ? 
energy soiirpe as a prerequisite fox^  antibacterial action*
In spite of the difforencQ in the conditions required for 
antibacterial action, both carbozyQ an.d nitroQ appear to liave ? 
similar mode; of action* Both can inhibit coll -division with ■ 
appoaranoD of long filamentous colis* Beleotive iiihibition of; ? ; 
D M  synthesis seems to be rosponsiblo for their Mtibacterial r . 
action but the exact mechanism is not clear* The relationship 
between oarbo^'-Q activity and D M  métabolism is further observed in 
the thymine auxotroph which losos its requirement foV thyisine at. 
the same time as it becomes drug resistant* Howeverÿ the effect. /
on respiration indicates that inhibition of 3)M oynthosiB is not 
the sole effect#
The action Of quinolones is reversible either W  removing the; 
drug or by addition of :0M precursors in the case of thymine auxo- 
trbph and oarboayQ# Resistance to, oarboxyQ ànd nitroQ depends on 
different meohanismS which doès not nèoéssarily indicate a differ­
ent mode of aotion.
The baotorioidal aotion of quinolones is presumably due to
iMibitlon of 3)HÀ ©ynthe©1Afthdugh this may not be the primary 
effeot# As is well Mown* growth is such an integerated and 
complex phenomenon that? the observed effect might be remotely 
connected to the real and primtoy effect in a hitherto unknown ^ 
manner •. In the ;/light of preseht knowledge , .OTA oynthesi » may be . : 
inhibited by a change in membrane structure (Silver ^  Wendt, 196?) 
or merely by inhibition of M  syhthesis of the sboalled "initiator" 
protein (Maaljj^ e /^ s.pediawalt,, 196i|..;-,L'tok,-. 1966)*' / ?
The présent work on qüinoléhe» suggests that a better under­
standing of the antiWhterial abtioh of quinolones could be achieved 
. by approaching, the problem from several directions# JDhe effect on 
synthesis M d  intégré of cell membrane could be examined* The 
effect of quiholdhes oh réspiratioh suggests that in view of the 
relationship of cell membrane to eher^^ metabolism, Study of effect 
of quinolbhes oh energy metabolism in generj^ and oxidative phosT 
phorylation ih ptoticular v/guld be worthwhile & Moreover, the 
membrane has also? been suggested to be the site of initiation of 
:DHA synthesis, /This aspect of membrane function also needs 
attention, ://'4..' '?? ' 'v/-
The wbrkVpn the effect qf c^boxyQ ensymee in cellfree 
system did not ? prove fruitful partly due to the fact that the. 
methods available at present for purification of these ensymes are 
hot cbmpletely satisfactory* The?? stud^ '- qf' ;?%^A:-bibsyntM is a' '? 
rapidly adyanqing field w d  /pc:^  would be better to return
tp the study of the effect of quinolones on enzymes in cellfree 
? systems when we have a more detailed knowledge of the synthetic
rout#© and better, m for the purification of their enaymee*
It ehquld be possible to e^theeize both quinolones v/ith 
y^O in either tho iT-alkyi grôups br in the ring structure* Avail-?
‘ •V /■ '
ability of such labelled quinolones would ?permit a study of their 
primary sensitive,site; They would also permit a comparison of 
the f ixation of barboayQ.; mid nitroQ by bac teria in various 
physiologicàl ophditibhs* The specific labelling in lî-alkyl or 
ring structure could/relate any poqsibib metaboliem of quinolones 
to their antibacterial activity. Finally radiolabelled auinolones
' ;■ - X/- //.X/X/;.X-X/:. . ; . . X - . : : " ' '
might illuminate the differences observed in thé mechanisms for 
acquiring resistahoe to XcarboxyQ and nitroQ*
■ ;
/V
i . '■ ■
. ■ ' - V
Quihplonee exhibi't both babteriostatic and baotericictal 
actions against three strains of EsohericM a ooli (ATQQ 11229/19.8,
HOIB 8114 and 8583)* A carbo:%rlio quinolone (E?-ethyl’“3“Car’bpX3rl- \ 
7^Ghlpro-4*^ùinQlone, "oarbo^yQ") is qha3?apt0#eed hy absolute 
requirement for growing cells to exert it a antibacterial action*
It does not affeot ousoeptible oells during lag phase when the cells 
are not aotiyely dividing* Its effept on growth £uid viability is 
noticed only after thé qontrol entore the logarittoio phase of 
growth and itS; aotion dimiriishas when the pontrol approaohas 
stationa]^ phase* Moreover, its action 1© completely antagoniaed 
under conditions where growth is prevented by withdrawal, of an 
essential ziutrient * If the essential nutrient is added to cells v 
pre-ihpubated in defioient mediuia with oarboxyQ,; a period of 
induction is still required before antibapterMl effect of 
oarbo:^Q is dbeerved# Inhibition. of growth, e.g* ’ by ; addition of 
chloramphenicol, redubes the/antibacterial aotion Spprediably*
Its activity ip also proportional to the .rate of growth* x
À noncarboxylip qi>inoiqne (1, 2-dimetl^l-64nitro-4-''quinolone, 
"nitroQ") has been foiuid to be more aqtive against nongrowing cells*
It exert a an immediato aotion on susceptible 0 ells in the le^ g phase . 
and its activity is reduced vvhan growth occurs* Its activity is 
not affooted by prévention: of growth either :b3^ withdrawal, of nitro­
gen source or by addition of chloramphenicol;' Activity of nitroQ 
is not proportional the rate of growth. However, the activity 
of nitroQ has been found to depend on oohourrent energy metabolism*
i W  M'î^ibhbterial, action of quinolonéB is âocômpanied by 
appoaranoe of long filamentous oellé’ ao aaen microscopically and 
by measurement of the inorease in ayorago cell siàe. At bacteri­
cidal oonoentratlQ^*^@ synthesis is preferentially inhibited as 
compared with RHA and protein syhthesis* These results indicate 
"unbalanced grov/th" analogous to a vtoiéty of conditions which 
affeot OTA synthesis* . The close inter-“relationship of guinolone 
activity-and? D M  synthéBis is further Bûpported by the observation 
that the thymine auxotroph, 8583, be comes independent of
t%mine àt the S#e '-time as it becomes résistent to carboayQ* 
However, PEA synthesis is not the sole, process affected by quino-^ 
lones* Both carboxyQ and nitroQ affect the respiration of E* ooliI  ^ ” >wr«ii.. ..
11229 at bào terici dal c one ent rati one *
The action of quinolones can be completely reversed by removal 
of drug which suggests that quinolones are not firmly bound to 
their sensitive site; Partial reversal can also be achieved by 
addition of precursors of OTA in the thymine auxotroph indicating 
that inhibition of OTA synthesis is the mein if not the sole and 
primary effect*
Resistance to carbpxyQ and nitroQ is developed by different . 
mechanisms v/hich adds weight to thé divlBion into carboxylio and 
nonetoboxylie quinolohes but does not neoeesarily reflect any 
fundamental difference in the mode of aotion.
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